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Total bats submitted: 255
Rabies virus positive bats: 9

Bats Submitted for Rabies Virus Testing by County of Submission — Washington State, 2019
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		WA0316410		18-1204		CHELAN		01/03/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Bite																First rabies shot right after got the cat in Dec, acting odd soon after. Vet thought illness may be consistent with rabies. Cat bit owner.		116 W Peters Wenatchee		WA		Wenatchee		CHELAN		hand										Doug Studeman										2018-12-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		Unable to identify full cross-section of brainstem.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/03/2019		January		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-01-04 12:51:04.497		Final						2018-12-31		Hanna		Snitily, Stephanie		509-886-6417		NULL		Domestic(pet, livestock)		odd behavior, aggressive		No		NULL		NULL		NULL		2018-12-29		Chelan		First rabies shot right after got the cat in Dec, acting odd soon after. Vet thought illness may be consistent with rabies. Cat bit owner.		FedEx		NULL		2019-01-03		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2018-12-31 12:35:03.860		1/3/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0316518		18-1206		PACIFIC		01/04/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Bite		Scratch														Feral cat with many neuro symptoms bit someone. Cat taken to vet, tried to attack everyone at the clinic, cat had to be sedated. Will not live long, suffering a great deal. Vet will euthanize today then put cat in fridge, ship on Wednesday for Thursday testing.		1002 SR 6		WA		Raymond		PACIFIC		Hand										Lane Smith										2018-12-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/04/2019		January		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-07 15:56:59.733		Final						2018-12-31		Doreen		Ashley, Lori		360-875-9343		360-942-7297		Feral(stray)		Neuro, bleeding from nose, attacking everyone		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2018-12-31		Pacific		Feral cat with many neuro symptoms bit someone. Cat taken to vet, tried to attack everyone at the clinic, cat had to be sedated. Will not live long, suffering a great deal. Vet will euthanize today then put cat in fridge, ship on Wednesday for Thursday testing.		UPS		NULL		2019-01-03		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2018-12-31 15:09:21.077		1/4/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0316517		19-0001		KITSAP		01/04/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Injured cat was taken to the humane society and bit the person assisting.  After bite cat developed more signs of rabies, like lethargy.  Euthanized on January 1, 2019.		Salmon Berry		WA		Port Orchard		KITSAP		unknown										Mandy Avila										2018-12-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/04/2019		January		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-07 15:56:59.537		Final						2019-01-03		Leslie		Gonzalez, Anna		360-633-9693		360-728-2235		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2018-12-31		Kitsap		Injured cat was taken to the humane society and bit the person assisting.  After bite cat developed more signs of rabies, like lethargy.  Euthanized on January 1, 2019		UPS		NULL		2019-01-04		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-01-03 09:54:46.670		1/4/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0316802		19-0002		WHATCOM		01/08/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Cat dragged bat inside where resident picked up without realizing what it was and exposed bare skin, potential bite and/or saliva.  Unsure how long bat in house. Possibly overnight.		2930 Haward Dr		WA		Bellingham		WHATCOM		unknown		unknown		unknown						Dayna		Robert		Lila						2019-01-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/08/2019		January		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-09 07:22:20.703		Final						2019-01-04		Leslie		Leinbach, Josh		360-778-6113		360-715-2588		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-01-03		Whatcom		Cat dragged bat inside where resident picked up without realizing what it was and exposed bare skin, potential bite and/or saliva.		FedEx		NULL		2019-01-08		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-01-04 12:22:38.830		1/8/19		1		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0316806		19-0003		COWLITZ		01/08/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Feral cat picked up by humane society, bit employee 12/29/18. Cat became ill early in the week and was euthanized 1/3/19. (Unable to observe/quarantine for 10 days). Vet won't be back until Wed and no one else can decap - will be sending the WHOLE CAT IN.				WA		Longview		COWLITZ		unknown										Human Society Employee										2018-12-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/08/2019		January		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-09 07:22:21.217		Final						2019-01-04		Hanna		Pugh, Chelsea		360-414-5599		360-414-5599		Feral(stray)		Respiratory		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2018-12-29		Cowlitz		Feral cat picked up by humane society, bit employee 12/29/18. Cat became ill early in the week and was euthanized 1/3/19. Vet won't be back until Wed and no one else can decap - will be sending the WHOLE CAT IN.		FedEx		NULL		2019-01-08		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-01-04 16:00:57.670		1/8/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0317354		19-0007		THURSTON		01/15/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray cat in park, tried to pet it, bitten on leg Wednesday, 1/9, came back today to find cat, now very ill, able to capture and took it to Thurston County Animal Services, they decided to euthanize the cat because of its condition. It is dead. Will put on morning bus, should be at station for afternoon pick up.		Priest Point Park		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		leg										Dave Lewis										2019-01-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/15/2019		January		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-15 16:32:29.317		Final						2019-01-11		Doreen		Crawford, Mariah		360-867-2568		360-867-2585		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-01-09		Thurston		Stray cat in park, tried to pet it, bitten on leg Wednesday, 1/9, came back today to find cat, now very ill, able to capture and took it to Thurston County Animal Services, they decided to euthanize the cat because of its condition. It is dead. Will put on morning bus, should be at station for afternoon pick up.		Greyhound		NULL		2019-01-14		PM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-01-11 16:52:48.603		1/15/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0318082		19-0008		KLICKITAT		01/23/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Scratch		Saliva														Euthanized. Vet thinks it is rabies. Severe neurological issues, trouble standing. Indoor/outdoor cat. Scratched the owner and excessive salivation.				WA				NULL		arm/hand										Nina Pochna										2019-01-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/23/2019		January		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-25 17:45:30.850		Final						2019-01-22		Hanna		Kavanaugh, David		509-493-6211		509-637-5060		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Trouble standing, excessive salivation		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-01-21		Klickitat		Euthanized. Vet thinks it is rabies. Severe neurological issues, trouble standing. Indoor/outdoor cat. Scratched the owner and excessive salivation.		FedEx		NULL		2019-01-23		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-01-22 08:55:16.393		1/23/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0318680		19-0010		THURSTON		01/31/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Cat injured by vehicle, indoor-outdoor cat, bit rescuer. Cat euthanized due to injuries.		3621 Princeton Ct SE		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		hand										Tina Plamordon										2019-01-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/31/2019		January		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-31 19:04:16.267		Final						2019-01-29		Marcia		Berg, Sammy		360-867-2568		360-701-5804		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-01-24		Thurston		Cat injured by vehicle, indoor-outdoor cat, bit rescuer		Greyhound		shipping frozen, needs AM pick-		2019-01-30		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-01-29 11:46:04.747		1/31/19		1		2019								Felis catus

		WA0318640		19-0011		SNOHOMISH		01/29/2019		Alpaca		Vicugna pacus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Unknown		Unknown		Saliva		Bare skin contact														5 veterinary staff exposed to alpaca with neuro sx		20629 WA-9		WA		Snohomish		SNOHOMISH												Kelsey Hayden		Noelle Webb		Bridgette Yale		Alicia Mclaughlin		Allison Luther		2019-01-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		01/31/2019		January		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-01-31 19:02:05.247		Final						2019-01-29		Marcia		Unknown		206-418-5433		206-418-5500		Domestic(pet, livestock)		neurological sx		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-01-28		King		5 veterinary staff exposed		NULL		NULL		2019-01-30		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-01-29 15:41:23.460		1/29/19		1		2019								NULL

		WA0319158		19-0012		PIERCE		02/05/2019		Horse		Equus ferus caballus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Saliva																Vet called about a horse that died of neurologic illness. fever, pacing, for 48 hrs, died on way to vet.  Duration of illness: 3 days  Who exposed: Vet, owner, neighbor. Horse is at WSU-WADDL, TPCHD does not know how they ship specimens		27113 104th Ave E		WA		Graham		PIERCE		hand		hand		hand						Henry Blake		Sean Tuley		Stacy Kasner						2019-02-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/06/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-08 13:36:40.263		Final						2019-02-04		Hanna		Nybo, Jeni		253-798-7398		253-606-2749		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Fever		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-02-03		Pierce		Vet called about a horse that died of neurologic illness. fever, pacing, for 48 hrs, died on way to vet.  Duration of illness: 3 days  Who exposed: Vet, owner, neighbor. Horse is at WSU-WADDL, TPCHD does not know how they ship specimens		Coming from WADDL		NULL		2019-02-05		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-05 11:01:05.093		2/5/19		2		2019								NULL

		WA0319159		19-0013		SPOKANE		02/05/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray dog hit by car, bit good Samaritan on left thumb when she tried to move it. Dog was euthanized due to the extent of its injuries.		4200 W. Northwest Blvd.		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		hand										Alicia Finch										2019-01-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/06/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-08 13:40:03.783		Final						2019-02-04		Doreen		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1560		509-324-1560		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-01-30		Spokane		Stray dog hit by car, bit good Samaritan on left thumb when she tried to move it. Dog was euthanized due to the extent of its injuries.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-05		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-02-04 13:53:12.383		2/5/19		2		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0320027		19-0014		KITSAP		02/14/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Public Exposure				Other (possible exposure in elementary school)																One of two bats found inside Cougar Valley Elem. school. Staff checking vent system.		13200 Olympic View Rd. NW		WA		Silverdale		KITSAP		Public										Unknown										2019-02-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/15/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-20 10:29:19.053		Final						2019-02-12		Marcia		Gonzalez, Anna		360-626-3285		360-633-9693		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-08		Kitsap		One of two bats found inside school. Staff checking vent system.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-12 14:08:03.073		2/14/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320028		19-0015		KITSAP		02/14/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Public Exposure				Other (possible exposure in elementary school)																Second bat found in Cougar Valley Elem. school.		13200 Olympic View Rd. NW		WA		Silverdale		KITSAP		Public										Unknown										2019-02-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/15/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-20 10:29:19.313		Final						2019-02-12		Marcia		Gonzalez, Anna		360-626-3285		360-633-9693		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-08		Kitsap		Second bat found in school.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-12 14:08:44.403		2/14/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320026		19-0016		KITSAP		02/14/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Bite when rescued injured cat. Euthanized due to injuries.		Lake Helena Rd.		WA		Port Orchard		KITSAP		Finger										Susan Hathaway										2019-02-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/15/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-20 10:29:18.780		Final						2019-02-12		Marcia		Gonzalez, Anna		360-626-3285		360-633-9693		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-02-11		Unknown		Bite when rescued injured cat.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-12 14:09:14.400		2/14/19		2		2019								Felis catus

		WA0320315		19-0017		BENTON		02/19/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite																11 y/o girl bitten.  head is "not pretty" (inexperienced vet). Neighborhood stray cat found ill, unable to walk. Rtied to feed and was bitten. Cat died. No signs of injury.		3841 Mt. Adams View		WA		West Richland		BENTON				Rt. Middle Finger								Robin Harrington		Cali Harrington								NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/20/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-20 10:15:26.813		Final						2019-02-19		Marcia		Rick		509-539-1791		509-543-3851		Feral(stray)		unable to walk		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-15		Benton		11 y/o girl bitten.  head is "not pretty" (inexperienced vet)		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-20		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-02-19 09:44:07.737		2/19/19		2		2019								Felis catus

		WA0320347		19-0019		KING		02/19/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Bat 1/2. Two bats fell and hit man's head and bare arm as he entered tack room of his barn. May have been in hibernation. Scooped them into tupperware, had then in fridge since Sunday. 3rd bat remains on ceiling; 100% certain no contact w/3rd. Processing at RASKC then driving them over.				WA		Oakville		GRAYS HARBOR		head										Don Scanton										2019-02-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/21/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-24 20:41:22.590		Final						2019-02-19		Mary		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Upper extremity		2019-02-17		King		Bat 1/2. Two bats fell and hit man's head and bare arm as he entered tack room of his barn. May have been in hibernation. Scooped them into tupperware, had then in fridge since Sunday. 3rd bat remains on ceiling; 100% certain no contact w/3rd. Processing at RASKC then driving them over.		Citizen		NULL		2019-02-19		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-02-19 15:34:22.193		2/19/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320348		19-0020		KING		02/19/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Bat 2/2. Two bats fell and hit man's head and bare arm as he entered tack room of his barn. May have been in hibernation. Scooped them into tupperware, had then in fridge since Sunday. 3rd bat remains on ceiling; 100% certain no contact w/3rd. Processing at RASKC then driving them over.				WA		Oakville		GRAYS HARBOR		head										Don Scanton										2019-02-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/21/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-24 20:52:15.020		Final						2019-02-19		Mary		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Upper extremity		2019-02-17		King		Bat 2/2. Two bats fell and hit man's head and bare arm as he entered tack room of his barn. May have been in hibernation. Scooped them into tupperware, had then in fridge since Sunday. 3rd bat remains on ceiling; 100% certain no contact w/3rd. Processing at RASKC then driving them over.		Citizen		NULL		2019-02-19		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-02-19 15:33:56.527		2/19/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320437		19-0022		FRANKLIN		02/20/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Vaccination not current		12/26/2017		Dead		Human only		Unknown		Bite																On 2/17/19, 4 yr-old bitten severely on leg by 20 mo husky that had received its 1st and only vax 12/26/17. Mom injured on hand when she shoved hand in to get dog off child. Dog initially entered victim's property; mother had never seen it in the neighborhood. Dog then entered chicken coop and killed a dozen chickens. Officers killed it by gunshot; head intact. Expired coverage 12/26/18. Owner unreachable so no hx available.		9090 Sagehill Rd Apt 5		WA				FRANKLIN		Right Thigh		Right Arm								Jesus Oajaca		Jazmin Mendoza-Reynaso								2019-02-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/21/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-25 12:30:08.777		Final						2019-02-19		Mary		Plager, Chris		509-460-4315		509-460-4313		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity, Lower extremity		2019-02-17		Franklin		On 2/17/19, 4 yr-old bitten severely on leg by 20 mo husky that had received its 1st and only vax 12/26/17. Mom injured on hand when she shoved hand in to get dog off child. Dog initially entered victim's property; mother had never seen it in the neighborhood. Dog then entered chicken coop and killed a dozen chickens. Officers killed it by gunshot; head intact. Expired coverage 12/26/18. Owner unreachable so no hx available.		FedEx		Standard Overnight		2019-02-20		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-02-19 15:34:13.133		2/20/19		2		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0320349		19-0023		KING		02/19/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Third bat unexpectedly arrived as part of cluster under Event ID 19-0019, 19-0020. Citizen actually exposed in Grays Harbor and lives in King Co. and is being advised of pest control.				WA		Oakville		GRAYS HARBOR		head										Don Scanton										2019-02-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/21/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-25 12:17:40.190		Final						2019-02-19		Mary		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-293-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-02-17		Grays Harbor		Third bat unexpectedly arrived as part of cluster under Event ID 19-0019, 19-0020. Citizen actually exposed in Grays Harbor and lives in King Co. and is being advised of pest control.		Citizen		NULL		2019-02-19		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-20 09:19:58.450		2/19/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320475		19-0024		SNOHOMISH		02/21/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Dog was picked up by Kirkland animal control as stray. Brought to vet facility in King County, then to Everett animal shelter, euthanized due to neurologic symptoms. Exposures in King Co only. Reported animal control officer bit, but King Co still following up for details.		Everett Animal Shelter		WA		Everett		SNOHOMISH		Unknown		Unknown								Kirland Animal Contral		Seattle Vet Specialist								2019-02-19 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/22/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-25 12:33:50.073		Final						2019-02-20		Hanna		Whitaker, Megan		425-339-8709		425-339-5278		Feral(stray)		neurologic, bloody diarrhea, irrational, aggressive		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-19		Unknown		Dog was picked up by Kirkland animal control as stray. Brought to vet facility in King County, then to Everett animal shelter, euthanized due to neurologic symptoms. Exposures in King Co only. Reported animal control officer bit, but King Co still following up for details.		Citizen		NULL		2019-02-21		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-20 16:30:42.420		2/21/19		2		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0320649		19-0026		SAN JUAN		02/22/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat found in bedroom after citizen awoke. Citizen cannot be certain that he wouldn't have woken up to a bite.		1420 Terrace Dr.		WA		Friday Harbor		SAN JUAN		Unknown										Diana Collinson										2019-02-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/22/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-02-24 20:35:40.817		Final						2019-02-21		Mary		Dodd, Kyle		360-370-7524		360-298-4497		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-19		San Juan		Bat found in bedroom after citizen awoke. Citizen cannot be certain that he wouldn't have woken up to a bite.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-22		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-02-21 11:59:34.457		2/22/19		2		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0320906		19-0030		KLICKITAT		02/26/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite																Domestic cat aggressively bit owner and tech on arrival at vet clinic on 2/22 at about 4pm. Cat was found dead on Sat, 2/23 at 7am.		228 S Columbus		WA		Goldendale		KLICKITAT		sleep		sleep								Merrit Monnet		Sally Biggerstaff								2019-02-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/28/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:01.830		Final						2019-02-25		Hanna		Borden, Matt		509-773-4565		509-637-0677		Domestic(pet, livestock)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-02-22		Klickitat		Ill cat, outdoor cat, became aggressive, attacked owners and then died.		FedEx		774550496371		2019-02-26		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-26 10:34:59.803		2/26/19		2		2019								Felis catus

		WA0320855		19-0031		LEWIS		02/26/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Unknown		No		Bat in sleeping area																bat was found in sleeping area (bedroom); cat had caught it and killed it.		531 SW 19th St		WA		Chehalis		LEWIS		Unknown										Sara Suns										2019-02-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/26/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:01.217		Final						2019-02-25		Amanda Dodd		Ruelas, Vanessa		360-740-1222		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-20		Lewis		bat was found in sleeping area (bedroom); cat had caught it and killed it.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-26		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-02-25 11:18:52.110		2/26/19		2		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0320982		19-0032		WALLA WALLA		02/27/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray cat brought into humane society on 2/22, bit woman (worker at humane society) on index finger though feral gloves. Euthanized cat same day. Cat had been attacked by a dog and was in a lot of pain.		Humane Society		WA		Walla Walla		WALLA WALLA		Right Index finger										Nicole Heskin										2019-02-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		02/28/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:02.370		Final						2019-02-25		Hanna		Tureman, Kevin		509-524-2682		509-520-0108		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-02-25		Walla Walla		Stray cat, bit woman (worker at humane society) on hand. Euthanized cat. No details on illness.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-27		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-25 15:21:31.313		2/27/19		2		2019								Felis catus

		WA0321031		19-0033		GRANT		02/28/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Saliva																3yo dog w/ seizures, salivation, very aggressive, died. No bites, just lots of saliva exposure, including intubation and CPR. Not vaccinated, not normally aggressive. Dog was frozen, then decapitated while frozen.		827 Sharon Ave E		WA		Moses Lake		GRANT		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		Callee Hess		Torrey Brusetz		Yesica Torres		Hannah McNab		Hailey Wilson		2019-02-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/01/2019		February		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-07 08:56:40.540		Final						2019-02-27		Hanna		Jacobs, Kelsey		509-766-7960		509-766-7960		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Siezures		No		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-22		Grant		3yo dog w/ seizures, salivation, very aggressive, died. No bites, just lots of saliva exposure, including intubation and CPR. Not vaccinated, not normally aggressive. Dog was frozen, then decapitated while frozen.		FedEx		NULL		2019-02-28		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-02-27 16:28:37.177		2/28/19		2		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0321546		19-0034		PIERCE		03/05/2019		Zebra		NULL		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Unknown																Zebra from TX (1 year ago) then CO. found down and drooling. Very acute onset, fine as of yesterday AM. Got lethargic, obtunded, vision problems, delayed reflex, hypothermic, salivating excessively, muscle tremors, facial tremors, ataxia.  Euthanized. Privately owned in Gig Harbor. Will be decapitated. Lots of saliva exposures. Non-vaccinated. Pastured with ostrich, peacocks, donkeys, pony, in an outdoor pasture. Have not seen any wildlife.		4416 150th St NW		WA		Gig Harbor		PIERCE		Unknown										Tray Federici										2019-02-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/06/2019		March		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:02.900		Final						2019-02-28		Hanna		Stinson, Denise		253-798-7671		253-377-5312		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Facial twitching, ataxia, salivation		No		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-28		Pierce		Zebra from TX (1 year ago) then CO. found down and drooling. Very acute onset, fine as of yesterday AM. Got lethargic, obtunded, vision problems, delayed reflex, hypothermic, salivating excessively, muscle tremors, facial tremors, ataxia.  Euthanized. Privately owned in Gig Harbor. Will be decapitated. Lots of saliva exposures. Non-vaccinated. Pastured with ostrich, peacocks, donkeys, pony, in an outdoor pasture. Have not seen any wildlife.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-05		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-03-01 10:57:32.800		3/5/19		3		2019								NULL

		WA0321259		19-0035		KING		03/01/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Other(In a school)																low suspicion of exposure. Found alive in an elementary school- died in the process of being shooed out.  Head is in tact.  Unknown exposures, but around children for unknown amount of time. Rachel Carson Elementary in Sammamish.		1035 244th AVE NE		WA		Sammamish		KING		Other										Rachel Carson Elementary School										2019-02-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/01/2019		March		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 13:43:42.183		Final						2019-02-28		Leslie		Schwalbe, Nicole		206-477-5845		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-02-28		King		low suspicion of exposure. Found alive in an elementary school- died in the process of being shooed out.  Head is in tact.  Unknown exposures, but around children for unknown amount of time. Rachel Carson Elementary in Sammamish.		courrier		NULL		2019-03-01		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-02-28 15:53:24.967		3/1/19		3		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0321701		19-0037		SPOKANE		03/06/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Bat in the bedroom with child and family dog exposure.  Dog barking in child's bedroom- bat flew from there to parents' room. Potential exposure of sleeping child- too young to communicate if bat landed on her.  Adult male caught the bat with a towel and bare hands- bat was not showing signs of being injured before capture.		1918 E 65th Ave		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Sleeping Area		Bare Skin Contact		Sleeping Area		Sleeping Area				Amanda Goetz		Joesph Goetz		Kyra Goetz		Kinly Goetz				2019-03-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/06/2019		March		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:04.033		Final						2019-03-05		Leslie		Mcclure, Trisha		509-324-1583		509-324-1560		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-03-05		Spokane		Bat in the bedroom with child and family dog exposure.  Dog barking in child's bedroom- bat flew from there to parents room. Potential exposure of sleeping child- too young to communicate if bat landed on her.  Adult male caught the bat with a towel and bare hands- bat was not showing signs of being injured before capture.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-06		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-03-05 09:37:43.177		3/6/19		3		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0321689		19-0038		CLALLAM		03/06/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Woke to find. Tupperware over bat. Not moving until she brought in. 10 yrs ago. Thought it came in window, then put up screens.		1507 East Beach Rd		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		Hand and Arm										Elizabeth M Halberg										2019-03-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/06/2019		March		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-08 22:21:03.487		Final						2019-03-05		Mary		Johnson, Ann		360-417-2439		360-417-2412		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-03-04		Clallam		Woke to find. Tupperware over bat. Not moving until she brought in. 10 yrs ago. Thought it came in window, then put up screens.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-06		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-03-05 13:45:17.503		3/6/19		3		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0321822		19-0039		KING		03/07/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Cary Kodama, adult male, reached into coat pocket and pulled out what he thought was tissue. It was a live bat. He tossed it to the floor and smashed it with his heeled foot. Scratches found on finger- unsure where they came from if not from bat.  King co resident, has a cabin in Allen, WA.		4303 Bagley Ave N		WA		Seattle		KING		hands										Gary Kodama										2019-03-06 00:00:00.000		NULL		Skull crushed. Brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		March		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-03-08 21:35:53.797		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-03-07		Leslie		Huntington-Frazier, Mindy		206-477-9179		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-03-06		Mason		Cary Kodama, adult male, grabbed a bat with his bare hands in his coat pocket. Scratches found on finger- unsure where they came from if not from bat.  King co resident, has a cabin in Allen, WA.		Citizen		NULL		2019-03-07		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-03-07 09:17:18.203		3/7/19		3		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0322053		19-0041		CLARK		03/12/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area		Unknown														Bat first seen flying in kitchen Tue 3/5, then flew to laundry room, where they trapped it. Bat died inside the room. Unknown exposure. Suspects bat may have flown in a couple of days prior when an outer door was left open (3/3). Wife reports being a heavy sleeper who sleeps with bedroom door open but doesn't report waking to find bat in bedroom. Clark Co. CD program manager wants to test.		992 Riverside Dr.		WA		Washougal		CLARK		sleep		sleep								John Dimmick		Francis Dimmick								2019-03-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/12/2019		March		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-13 10:10:27.140		Final						2019-03-08		Leslie		Halstenson, Gentle		360-397-8182		360-397-8182		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-03-03		Clark		Bat first seen flying in kitchen Tue 3/5, then flew to laundry room, where they trapped it. Bat died inside the room. Unknown exposure. Suspects bat may have flown in a couple of days prior when an outer door was left open (3/3). Wife reports being a heavy sleeper who sleeps with bedroom door open but doesn't report waking to find bat in bedroom. Clark Co. CD program manager wants to test.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-12		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-03-08 10:40:59.553		3/12/19		3		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0322339		19-0044		FRANKLIN		03/15/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Feral cat was hit by a car. Citizen was assisted wounded animal and was bit on the left hand, index finger.  Since cat was very injured, it was euthanized.		1312 S 18th Ave		WA		Pasco		FRANKLIN		left hand, index finger										Arnaud Gowinowski										2019-03-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/15/2019		March		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-19 17:04:13.490		Final						2019-03-12		Leslie		Chiodo, Deana		509-460-4316		509-539-1791		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-03-09		Benton		Feral cat was hit by a car. Citizen was assisted wounded animal and was bit on the left hand, index finger.  Since cat was very injured, it was euthanized.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-03-12 16:20:41.133		3/15/19		3		2019								Felis catus

		WA0322640		19-0046		JEFFERSON		03/19/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Saliva		Bare skin contact														Cat found on the side of the road, brought to a vet to check out.  Cat showing neurologic symptoms, not chipped (no vaccine records found).  Cat declined over the course of the week and died on 3/15/19.  The vet tech that was administering care had been giving the cat medicine orally and without gloves.  His fingers have scratches and open cuts near his fingernails.		842 Ness Corner Rd		WA		Port Townsend		JEFFERSON		fingers										Rachel Higgins										2019-03-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/19/2019		March		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-19 17:04:13.690		Final						2019-03-18		Leslie		McKenzie, Lisa		360-385-9422		360-774-1134		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-03-14		Jefferson		Cat found on the side of the road, brought to a vet to check out.  Cat showing neurologic symptoms, not chipped (no vaccine records found).  Cat declined over the course of the week and died on 3/15/19.  The vet tech that was administering care had been giving the cat medicine orally and without gloves.  His fingers have scratches and open cuts near his fingernails.		UPS		NULL		2019-03-19		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-03-18 09:28:40.197		3/19/19		3		2019								Felis catus

		WA0322643		19-0047		WHATCOM		03/19/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only				Bare skin contact		Unknown														found on elementary school playground, at least four children were found playing with the dead bat.		N/A		WA				NULL		hands										multiple students										2019-03-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/19/2019		March		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-03-19 17:04:13.900		Final						2019-03-18		Amanda Dodd		Leinbach, Josh		360-778-6113		360-715-2588		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-03-18		Whatcom		found on elementary school playground, at least four children were found playing with the dead bat.		FedEx		NULL		2019-03-19		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-03-18 15:37:57.853		3/19/19		3		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0323422		19-0049		YAKIMA		03/28/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Caught by a resident and brought into vet's office for a check up.  Cat was injured when it was caught, bit vet and vet tech when taking out of the cage in the office. Both were severely bitten- skin broke in both cases through gloves.  It was determined the cat needed to be euthanized, and vet requested testing for rabies. No neurologic symptoms seen during the brief visit to the vet's office.		2809 Rudkin Rd		WA		Union Gap		YAKIMA		left hand		left hand								Amanda Swallow		Bryona Frick								2019-03-25 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		03/29/2019		March		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-02 13:58:49.140		Final						2019-03-27		Leslie		Towsley, Alison		509-249-6545		509-731-0320		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-03-25		Yakima		Caught by a resident and brought into vet's office for a check up.  Cat was injured when it was caught, bit vet and vet tech when taking out of the cage in the office. Both were severely bitten- skin broke in both cases through gloves.  It was determined the cat needed to be euthanized, and vet requested testing for rabies. No neurologic symptoms seen during the brief visit to the vet's office.		UPS		NULL		2019-03-28		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-03-27 10:55:12.397		3/28/19		3		2019								Felis catus

		WA0324026		19-0050		YAKIMA		04/04/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray dog, acting aggressive, was caught and tied up in a resident yard while calling animal control. 3 year old child went out to play in the yard, approached the dog, and the dog attacked.  Multiple face and potential arm wounds.  Sent to harborview hospital 4/1/19.  Dog was immediately shot in the head, so sample viability may be limited. Head cut 4/2/19. Shipping by 10am 4/3/19. Melissa Sixberry also on the case.  Child is stable after surgery, but results of this depend on how much prophylaxis is needed.		2027 Slavin Rd		WA		Yakima		YAKIMA		upper body										Toleson Pappas										2019-04-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/04/2019		April		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-04 17:15:01.137		Final						2019-04-02		Leslie		Myers, Holly		509-249-6504		509-899-3853		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-04-01		Yakima		Stray dog, acting aggressive, was caught and tied up in a resident yard while calling animal control. 3 year old child went out to play in the yard, approached the dog, and the dog attacked.  Multiple face and potential arm wounds.  Sent to harborview hospital 4/1/19.  Dog was immediately shot in the head, so sample viability may be limited. Head cut 4/2/19. Shipping by 10am 4/3/19. Melissa Sixberry also on the case.  Child is stable after surgery, but results of this depend on how much prophylaxis is needed.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-04		AM		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-04-04 08:11:55.353		4/4/19		4		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0324107		19-0051		KING		04/04/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Public Exposure				Other																Found in a shared play field between two schools, one is an elementary, one a middle school. Unknown if any children were exposed. Steve said the PHSKC epi felt the bat met testing criteria.		1700 N 90th St		WA		Seattle		KING		unknown										public exposure										2019-04-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/04/2019		April		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-05 09:22:25.653		Final						2019-04-03		Doreen		Stearns, Steve		206-263-8226		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-03		King		Found in a shared play field between two schools, one is an elementary, one a middle school. Unknown if any children were exposed. Steve said the PHSKC epi felt the bat met testing criteria.		Animal Control/Courier		NULL		2019-04-04		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-04-03 15:54:24.950		4/4/19		4		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0324154		19-0053		CLALLAM		04/05/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																13 yr-old indoor/outdoor cat vaccinated years prior or never (records from 2 most recent vets show no rabies vaccination). Sudden onset of seizures 4/3 evening and bit owner on index finger. No recent out-of-state travel. Vet euthanizing due to condition and wants testing for rabies. Will decapitate & refrigerate.		841 Thornton Dr.		WA		Sequim		CLALLAM		finger										Randy Hill										2019-04-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/05/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-09 11:20:23.153		Final						2019-04-04		Mary		Waldrip, Sue		360-417-2334		360-417-2506		Domestic(pet, livestock)		seizures		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-03		Clallam		12 yr-old indoor/outdoor cat vaccinated years prior or never (records from 2 most recent vets show no rabies vaccination). Sudden onset of seizures 4/3 evening and bit owner on index finger. No recent out-of-state travel. Vet euthanizing due to condition and wants testing for rabies. Will decapitate & refrigerate.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-05		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-04-04 14:11:47.790		4/5/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0324417		19-0054		CHELAN		04/09/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Cat with neurologic symptoms, and not being able to walk was wandering around.  Resident went to help the cat who bit her on arm and shoulder.  Vet put cat down on 4/5/19.		63 Windy Willow Lane		WA		Leavenworth		CHELAN		Arm and Shoulder										Candice Burt										2019-04-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/09/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-23 09:30:25.390		Final						2019-04-08		Leslie		Snitily, Stephanie		509-886-6417		805-573-7274		Feral(stray)		unable to walk straight, acting "strange"		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-04		Chelan		Cat with neurologic symptoms, and not being able to walk was wandering around.  Resident went to help the cat who bit her on arm and shoulder.  Vet put cat down on 4/5/19.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-09		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-04-08 08:23:21.490		4/9/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0324404		19-0055		PIERCE		04/09/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Family from Pierce Co. visited cabin (not visited frequently) in Mason Co.  Slept overnight and found a dead bat (not dry, no sign the night before) in the child's bedroom in the morning.				WA		Harstine Island		MASON		Sleep Expo		Sleep Expo								Oliver Garzon		Alexander Garzon								2019-04-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		Bat dessicated. No brainstem and cerebellum to test.		Y		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		April		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R26:  Brain decomposed, unable to recognize brainstem and/or cerebellum.		NULL		2019-04-09 15:50:38.303		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-04-08		Leslie		Nybo, Jeni		253-798-7398		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-07		Mason		Family from Pierce Co. visited cabin (not visited frequently) in Mason Co.  Slept overnight and found a dead bat (not dry, no sign the night before) in the child's bedroom in the morning.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-09		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-04-08 14:14:21.677		4/9/19		4		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0324960		19-0056		BENTON		04/16/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray caught and brought into neutering clinic. Bit staff member giving anesthesia. Euthanized.		1000 Erma Lane		WA		Kennewick		BENTON		Left thumb										Katheryn Hutton										2019-04-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/17/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:43:23.123		Final						2019-04-12		Doreen		Peyton, Jodee		509-460-4318		509-539-0416		Feral(stray)		Lethargic, aggressive		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-11		Benton		Stray caught and brought into neutering clinic. Bit staff member giving anesthesia. Euthanized.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-16		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-04-12 09:45:23.990		4/16/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0325448		19-0065		KING		04/18/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Other (possible public exposure)																Collected at Child Haven in Auburn- a preschool in King County.  Found alive in the play area after recess. Exposures unknown, could be multiple.  Bat being brought today 4/17 and should be here by 4:00.  Testing tomorrow is fine.		1345 22nd St NE		WA		Auburn		KING		unknown										public										2019-04-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/19/2019		April		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:43:23.630		Final						2019-04-17		Leslie		Clark, Shauna		206-263-1521		260-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-17		Unknown		Collected at Child Haven in Auburn- a preschool in King County.  Found alive in the play area after recess. Exposures unknown, could be multiple.  Bat being brought today 4/17 and should be here by 4:00.  Testing tomorrow is fine.		Animal Control - Ray Pecham		NULL		2019-04-18		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MML2303		2019-04-17 14:33:34.483		4/18/19		4		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0325494		19-0066		PEND OREILLE		04/19/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Something was wrong with the animal, acting strange.  Resident approached the cat, thinking it belonged to his neighbor.  As he got closer, the cat bit him- it's unclear where.  Cat was taken to the vet where it was euthanized.  Karen was unsure about whether weekend testing would be needed.		914 W 5th St		WA		Newport		PEND OREILLE		unknown										Ricky Smith										2019-04-15 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/22/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:43:24.163		Final						2019-04-17		Leslie		Pough, Karen		509-563-8038		509-447-3131		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-15		Pend Oreille		Something was wrong with the animal, acting strange.  Resident approached the cat, thinking it belonged to his neighbor.  As he got closer, the cat bit him- it's unclear where.  Cat was taken to the vet where it was euthanized.  Karen was unsure about whether weekend testing would be needed.		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-19		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-04-17 16:25:05.070		4/19/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0325499		19-0067		KING		04/19/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Unknown																Preschool kids on a field trip in the woods, found a bat on the ground, unknown if any of them were exposed. They all denied handling the bat but some of the children said some of them did. Bat will be euthanized and packaged at RASKC, held over night and delivered by courier tomorrow AM. PHSKC will arrange the courier.		1625 118th Ave SE		WA		Bellevue		KING		Unknown										Pollywog Preschool										2019-04-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/19/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-04-22 11:10:08.393		Final						2019-04-18		Doreen		Hatley, Noel		206-296-4774		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-18		King		Preschool kids on a field trip in the woods, found a bat on the ground, unknown if any of them were exposed. They all denied handling the bat but some of the children said some of them did. Bat will be euthanized and packaged at RASKC, held over night and delivered by courier tomorrow AM. PHSKC will arrange the courier.		Courier		NULL		2019-04-19		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-04-18 15:56:32.050		4/19/19		4		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0325701		19-0068		KITSAP		04/23/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Vet concerned by cat's presentation, bit one of the tech's. Cat euthanized due to condition. Suffering too much. Indoor outdoor cat. Kitsap had told the vet they usually are not that concerned about pets being rabid but the vet expressed enough concern to convince them.		2238 NW Bucklin Hill Rd, Ste 100		WA		Silverdale		KITSAP		hand										Kanya Bauer										2019-04-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		Please ensure that the secondary container is secured tightly before shipping.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/23/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:52:35.670		Final						2019-04-22		Doreen		Gonzalez, Anna		360-633-9633		360-728-2235		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Lethargy, not acting like its normal self.		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-20		Kitsap		Vet concerned by cat's presentation, bit one of the tech's. Cat euthanized due to condition. Suffering too much. Indoor outdoor cat. Kitsap had told the vet they usually are not that concerned about pets being rabid but the vet expressed enough concern to convince them.		UPS		NULL		2019-04-23		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-04-22 15:07:15.497		4/23/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0326137		19-0070		KING		04/29/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Public Exposure				Other (possible public exposure)																Bat found in a park within a residential area, lots of children pass through this park, unknown if any handled bat. Bat ill, weak, died at RASKC.		Residential park - 183rd Dr		WA		Renton		KING		Unknown										Public										2019-04-25 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/29/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-01 10:30:29.957		Final						2019-04-26		Doreen		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		206-263-0222		Wild		Very weak		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-25		King		Bat found in a park within a residential area, lots of children pass through this park, unknown if any handled bat. Bat ill, weak, died at RASKC.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-04-29		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-04-26 15:22:40.080		4/29/19		4		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0326213		19-0071		PIERCE		04/30/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Shaelynn Lizee, vet technician, bit on arm and shoulder by cat being put down.		16024 60th St E		WA		Sumner		PIERCE		hand		N/A								Shaelyn Lizee		Gary Haisty								2019-04-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		04/30/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-01 10:07:09.553		Final						2019-04-29		Leslie		Stinson, Denise		253-798-7671		253-377-5312		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Unknown by LHJ		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-26		Unknown		Shaelynn Lizee, vet technician, bit on arm and shoulder by cat being put down. Marcia okayed intake on Friday 4/26/19		FedEx		NULL		2019-04-30		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-04-29 08:41:33.453		4/30/19		4		2019								Felis catus

		WA0326306		19-0072		KING		04/30/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Public Exposure				Other (possible public exposure)																Live bat found near a busy pathway in the Japanese garden at the Arboretum. Found by a family. Park is frequented by many families with children.		Washington Park Arboretum - 1015 Lake Washington Blvd		WA		Seattle		KING		Unknown										Unknown										2019-04-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/01/2019		April		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:43:24.703		Final						2019-04-29		Doreen		Benoliel, Eileen		206-296-4774		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-04-29		King		Live bat found near a busy pathway in the Japanese garden at the Arboretum. Found by a family. Park is frequented by many families with children.		Courier		NULL		2019-04-30		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-04-29 15:32:24.667		4/30/19		4		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0326432		19-0073		PIERCE		05/01/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Unvaccinated dog regularly left unsupervised in woodsy yard. Onset 4/27, came out of cage shaking. Bit owner who tried to assist. Vet described dog as having significant neurological symptoms and euthanized. Vet does not suspect rabies but uncomfortable w/ruling out. Will decap. Matthew to obtain onset date.		11413 Kapowsin Hwy E		WA		Graham		PIERCE		Unknown										Amber McGinnis										2019-04-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/01/2019		May		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-02 09:43:25.230		Final						2019-04-30		Mary Chan		Rollosson, Matthew		253-798-6052		253-798-6410		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Paralysis, loss of pain sensation, loss of coordination		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-04-30		Pierce		Unvaccinated dog regularly left unsupervised in woodsy yard. Onset 4/27, came out of cage shaking. Bit owner who tried to assist. Vet described dog as having significant neurological symptoms and euthanized. Vet does not suspect rabies but uncomfortable w/ruling out. Will decap. Matthew to obtain onset date.		FedEx		NULL		2019-05-01		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-04-30 16:12:18.197		5/1/19		5		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0326794		19-0075		KING		05/07/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Unknown				Other (public area)																Live bat was found outside DESC. Left by a citizen, Unknown where bat was originally found, how it was placed in container, or if any human or animal contacts.		209 3rd Ave		WA		Seattle		KING		unknown										Dahm, Andrew										2019-05-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/08/2019		May		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-09 05:45:29.700		Final						2019-05-06		Marcia		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		NULL		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-04		King		NULL		at PAWS		NULL		2019-05-07		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-05-06 14:01:31.560		5/7/19		5		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0327596		19-0076		CHELAN		05/14/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																man put his bare foot into his boot and stepped on bat; knocked bat out of boot and captured it.		75 Antone Creek Rd.		WA		Chelan		CHELAN		Foot										Mike Banks										2019-05-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/14/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-20 19:12:42.263		Final						2019-05-10		Amanda Dodd		McCormick, Carol		509-886-6423		509-630-0435		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-05-09		Chelan		man put his bare foot into his boot and stepped on bat; knocked bat out of boot and captured it.		Unknown		NULL		2019-05-14		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-05-10 10:12:19.850		5/14/19		5		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0327832		19-0078		THURSTON		05/16/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bite																Animal owned by person experiencing homelessness. Woman bitten by dog - putting child into car, dog ran up and bit her 5 times on leg and arm. Very aggressive.		1600 74th Ave SW		WA		Tumwater		THURSTON		Leg and Wrist										Jaylenne Obert										2019-05-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/16/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-20 15:42:31.503		Final						2019-05-15		Hanna		Crawford, Mariah		360-867-2585		360-867-2568		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity, Lower extremity		2019-05-14		Thurston		Animal owned by person experiencing homelessness. Woman bitten by dog - putting child into car, dog ran up and bit her 5 times on leg and arm. Very aggressive.		Greyhound		NULL		2019-05-15		PM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-05-15 09:49:50.327		5/16/19		5		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0328050		19-0080		KING		05/17/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Public Exposure				Other (found on preschool playground)																Live bat found in the playground at Preschool- Bright Horizons. No known human contact, but unable to verify due to so many children potentially having contact with it.  Adult who found it picked it up with gloves and a spade. Right wing of bat was injured. It has since passes away at PAWs.		19801 N Creek Parkway		WA		Bothell		KING		Unknown										Marci, Victor										2019-05-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.&#x0D;		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/20/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-24 12:52:33.707		Final						2019-05-17		Leslie		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-17		King		Bat found in the playground at Preschool- Bright Horizons. No known human contact, but unable to verify due to so many children potentially having contact with it.  Adult who found it picked it up with gloves and a spade. Right wing of bat was injured. It has since passes away at PAWs.		courier		NULL		2019-05-17		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-05-20 15:54:19.750		5/17/19		5		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0328191		19-0081		ISLAND		05/21/2019		Wolf-hybrid Dog		NULL		Vaccination current		8/30/2018		Healthy		Human only		No		Bite																Neighbors wolf hybrid dog. Ran onto property and bit the face of the child. Dog taken into custody.		4051 Lost Forest lane		WA		Camano Island		ISLAND		hand		face								Jamie Gordon		Wyatt (4 y.o.)								2019-05-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/22/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-24 12:52:34.540		Final						2019-05-20		MIke		Barenburg, Clea		360-678-7267		360-914-0840		Domestic(pet, livestock)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-05-16		Island		Neighbors wolf hybrid dog. Ran onto property and bit the face of the child. Dog taken into custody.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-05-21		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-05-24 08:05:36.220		5/21/19		5		2019								NULL

		WA0328172		19-0082		THURSTON		05/20/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area																bat in the bedroom in a log cabin with open lofted ceilings.  2 adults awoke to bat on the ceiling of sleeping area on 5/17. elderly person and child were in adjacent room that shares open ceiling. cat also in cabin.  animal services is capturing.		10530 Nyla Ln SE		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		sleep										Victor Steffen										2019-05-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum were not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/22/2019		May		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-05-24 12:52:34.130		Final						2019-05-20		Amanda Dodd		Berg, Sammy		360-867-2568		360-701-5804		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-17		Thurston		bat in the bedroom in a log cabin with open lofted ceilings.  2 adults awoke to bat on the ceiling of sleeping area on 5/17. elderly person and child were in adjacent room that shares open ceiling. cat also in cabin.  animal services is capturing.		Greyhound		NULL		2019-05-20		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-05-20 10:16:36.890		5/20/19		5		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0328224		19-0083		SKAGIT		05/21/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area																dead bat found in bedroom. resident had a couple of beers before going to bed the night before. woke up in the night to cat jumping around - possibly playing with bat. Owner reported that cat is up to date on vaccines. LHJ will follow up on vaccination status based on testing results.		12596 C St		WA		Mount Vernon		SKAGIT		sleep										Mike Kmet										2019-05-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/22/2019		May		KPC1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-29 10:24:42.343		Final						2019-05-20		Mike		Jordan, Amber		360-416-1536		360-770-8468		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-18		Skagit		dead bat found in bedroom. resident had a couple of beers before going to bed the night before. woke up in the night to cat jumping around - possibly playing with bat. Owner reported that cat is up to date on vaccines. LHJ will follow up on vaccination status based on testing results.		FedEx		813859864101		2019-05-21		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-05-24 08:03:53.817		5/21/19		5		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0328768		19-0085		THURSTON		05/24/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																13yo old saw boys playing with live bat in park and then 13yo carried bat home in hands. bat still alive.		5725 58th Ct SE		WA		Lacey		THURSTON		hands										Alamillo, Scarlette										2019-05-19 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/24/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-29 09:29:26.633		Final						2019-05-23		Mike		Berg, Sammy		360-867-2568		360-701-5804		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-19		Unknown		13yo old saw boys playing with live bat in park and then 13yo carried bat home in hands. bat still alive.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-05-24		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-05-24 08:06:00.520		5/24/19		5		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0328803		19-0086		CLALLAM		05/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite		Scratch														Previously a stray cat - capture, spay/neuter release - 2yo docile so put out for adoption. possibly vaccinated. family adopted on 5/11. cat was very sweet initially. suddenly turned aggressive - progressively - developed neurologic symptoms. bit 3 family members. initial provoked scratch on 5/15 and DOH recommended PEP for this family member. subsequent bites and scratches to household members 5/22 (one member was scratched) and 5/23 (bites and scratches on upper extremities of 3 members).		152 Stuart Dr.		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		unknown		unknown		unknown						Shayne Johnson		Husband		Daughter						2019-05-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/28/2019		May		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-29 10:45:48.893		Final						2019-05-24		Mike		Waldrip, Sue		360-417-2334		360-461-9327		Domestic(pet, livestock)		progressively aggressive		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-05-15		Clallam		Previously a stray cat - capture, spay/neuter release - 2yo docile so put out for adoption. possibly vaccinated. family adopted on 5/11. cat was very sweet initially. suddenly turned aggressive - progressively - developed neurologic symptoms. bit 3 family members. initial provoked scratch on 5/15 and DOH recommended PEP for this family member. subsequent bites and scratches to household members 5/22 (one member was scratched) and 5/23 (bites and scratches on upper extremities of 3 members).		FedEx		812551455203		2019-05-25		AM		Yes		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-05-24 17:47:45.990		5/25/19		5		2019								Felis catus

		WA0328932		19-0087		KITSAP		05/29/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Dead		Human only		NULL		N/A																Bat found in sleeping area; adult female and 10-year-old child in the room		8853 NE McRedmond Ln.		WA		Bainbridge Island		KITSAP		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Siri Kushner		Miguel Guillen								2019-05-25 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/30/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-30 15:51:45.100		Final						2019-05-28		Michelle Holshue		Bell, Gus		360-728-2240		NULL		Wild		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-25		Kitsap		Bat found in sleeping area; adult female and 10-year-old child in the room		UPS		1Z9978560359965106		2019-05-29		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-05-31 09:23:03.973		5/29/19		5		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0328933		19-0089		GRAYS HARBOR		05/29/2019		Horse		Equus ferus caballus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		NULL		Saliva																LHJ staff will deliver head to PHL on 5/29/19 by 11AM. Lisa from Grays Harbor will deliver.		4839 St Rt 12		WA		Elma		GRAYS HARBOR		Unknown										Nora Everett										2019-05-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		05/30/2019		May		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-05-30 15:55:10.790		Final						2019-05-27		NULL		McCaw, Kimberly		360-591-1876		NULL		Domestic(pet, livestock)		drooling, hypothermia, tachycardia		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-05-26		Grays Harbor		LHJ staff will deliver head to PHL on 5/29/19 by 11AM. Lisa from Grays Harbor will deliver.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-05-29		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-05-31 09:35:35.460		5/29/19		5		2019								NULL

		WA0329428		19-0091		CLARK		06/04/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat found 5/31/19 in sleeping area of 16 y.o. child. Parent is very concerned because child is "a heavy sleeper." Bat will be euthanized and refridgerated over the weekend for shipment Monday to PHL. Expected arrival Tuesday 6/4		1300 NE 289th St		WA		Ridgefield		CLARK		sleep										Susan Divine										2019-05-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/05/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-06 18:10:47.197		Final						2019-05-31		Michelle Holshue		McCarthy, Shannon		564-397-8182		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-31		Clark		Bat found 5/31/19 in sleeping area of 16 y.o. child. Parent is very concerned because child is "a heavy sleeper." Bat will be euthanized and refridgerated over the weekend for shipment Monday to PHL. Expected arrival Tuesday 6/4		UPS		1Z9995670395070443		2019-06-05		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-06-03 15:59:22.127		6/4/19		6		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0329275		19-0092		SNOHOMISH		06/03/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bite																Agressive-acting dog owned by a transient son of a neighbor bit a 9 yo child on the hand. Attack unprovoked. Animal surrendered to shelter 5/30 and euthanized this AM. 5/31. Shelter to arrange decapitation and county to assist with coordinating shipping. Specimen will be shipped via Pierce County (FedEx) with arrival 6/1 in the morning. Testing monday.		None Provided		WA				NULL		hand										9 year old Child.										2019-05-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/03/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-04 18:15:05.977		Final						2019-05-31		Michelle Holshue		Clancy, Kathleen		425-252-5439		NULL		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-05-29		Snohomish		Agressive-acting dog owned by a transient son of a neighbor bit a 9 yo child on the hand. Attack unprovoked. Animal surrendered to shelter 5/30 and euthanized this AM. 5/31. Shelter to arrange decapitation and county to assist with coordinating shipping. Specimen will be shipped via Pierce County (FedEx) with arrival 6/1 in the morning. Testing monday.		FedEx		811778832378		2019-06-01		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MLH2303		2019-05-31 14:38:08.833		6/3/19		6		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0329420		19-0093		CHELAN		06/04/2019		Cougar		Puma concolor		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Scratch																Cougar scratched 5yo your old at park in Leavenworth. DFW euthanized animal and sent to WADDL for necropsy.		Enchantment Park		WA		Leavenworth		CHELAN		leg										4-year old										2019-06-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/05/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-06 18:10:46.990		Final						2019-06-03		Mike		Snitily, Stephanie		509-886-6417		805-573-7274		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-06-01		Chelan		Cougar scratched 5yo your old at park in Leavenworth. DFW euthanized animal and sent to WADDL for necropsy.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-04		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-06-03 10:22:56.863		6/4/19		6		2019								NULL

		WA0329336		19-0094		KING		06/03/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		2015		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Cat bit vet tech, left thumb. It is dead, owner buried it on her farm in Carnation, will dig it up, concerns for rabies. Will PHL will test cat is not decapped but brought in whole. Test if acceptable specimen. Hope to have it at PHL today.		28901 NE Carnation Farm Rd		WA		Carnation		KING		hand		hand								Jessica Veal		Rosy Smit								2019-05-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/05/2019		June		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-06-06 18:10:46.777		Final						2019-06-03		Doreen		Kawakami, Vance		206-423-8160		206-263-7971		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Appeared acutely blind and other neuro symptoms		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-05-31		King		Cat bit vet tech, left thumb. It is dead, owner buried it on her farm in Carnation, will dig it up, concerns for rabies. Will PHL will test cat is not decapped but brought in whole. Test if acceptable specimen. Hope to have it at PHL today.		Unknown		NULL		2019-06-03		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-06-03 16:40:25.217		6/3/19		6		2019								Felis catus

		WA0329736		19-0095		CLARK		06/06/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Veterinarian not sure cat isn't rabid		1100 NE 192nd Ave		WA		Vancouver		CLARK		Upper extremity										SW. Employee										2019-06-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/07/2019		June		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-07 13:20:36.600		Final						2019-06-04		Marcia		Riethman, Madison		564-397-8182		360-518-2755		Feral(stray)		hemorrhaging		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-01		Clark		Veterinarian not sure cat isn't rabid		UPS		1Z9995670399207655		2019-06-06		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-06-05 16:10:14.100		6/6/19		6		2019								Felis catus

		WA0329671		19-0096		MASON		06/06/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area																2 person household; woke up to dead bat in middle of bedroom floor. residents suspect that the bat got in through their cracked bedroom window and that the cat (who is fully vaccinated) may have killed bat				WA				NULL		Bat In sleeping area		Bat in sleeping area								Liz Arbaugh		Dave Arbaugh								2019-06-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/07/2019		June		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-06-07 13:32:44.847		Final						2019-06-05		Amanda Dodd		Otanez, Katie		360-427-9670		360-813-8503		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-04		Unknown		2 person household; woke up to dead bat in middle of bedroom floor. residents suspect that the bat got in through their cracked bedroom window and that the cat (who is fully vaccinated) may have killed bat		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-06		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-06 09:58:52.890		6/6/19		6		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0329669		19-0097		MASON		06/06/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite																Woman had set bat trap in her garage. Went to remove what she thought was a dead bat, and bat bit her on the thumb. Bite occurred ~9AM on 6/5/19.		38040 N US Highway 101		WA		Lilliwaup		MASON		Thumb										Nancy Davies										2019-06-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		June		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R26:  Brain decomposed, unable to recognize brainstem and/or cerebellum.		NULL		2019-06-07 13:20:36.220		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-06-05		Amanda Dodd		Otanez, Katie		360-427-9670		360-813-8503		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-05		Mason		Woman had set bat trap in her garage. Went to remove what she thought was a dead bat, and bat bit her on the thumb. Bite occurred ~9AM on 6/5/19.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-06		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-06-05 16:09:34.957		6/6/19		6		2019								Unknown

		WA0329855		19-0098		CLARK		06/07/2019		Bat		Townsends Big-eared Bat (Plecotus townsendii)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat observed flying around sleeping adult		19700 NE Mattson Rd		WA		Brush Prairie		CLARK		Sleep exposure										Hershell Odell										2019-06-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/07/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-13 14:31:43.843		Final						2019-06-05		Marcia		Riethman, Madison		564-397-8182		360-518-2755		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-05		Clark		Bat observed flying around sleeping adult		UPS		NULL		2019-06-07		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-06 09:59:38.560		6/7/19		6		2019								Townsends Big-eared Bat (Plecotus townsendii)

		WA0329836		19-0099		SPOKANE		06/07/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Bat in the house, found in the morning in the sleeping area.		1034 W 11th		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Nick Deshais		Sara Shaw								2019-06-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/07/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-13 14:31:43.437		Final						2019-06-06		Leslie		Mcclure, Trisha		509-324-1560		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-05		Spokane		Bat in the house, found in the morning in the sleeping area.		FedEx		775405163578		2019-06-07		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-06-06 08:57:27.403		6/7/19		6		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0330451		19-0100		WHATCOM		06/14/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																17yo cat with renal failure. Bit a person while they were giving meds. Outdoor cat, not current on vaccine. Died 6/11/19. Acting unusual, vocalizing, agitated in the days before it died.		6144 Thor Pl. 98248		WA		Ferndale		WHATCOM		Upper extremity										Melissa Ledford										2019-06-10 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/14/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-19 08:07:43.257		Final						2019-06-12		Hanna		Leinbach, Josh		360-778-6113		360-715-2588		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Unusual vocalization, agitated		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-10		Whatcom		17yo cat with renal failure. Bit a person while they were giving meds. Outdoor cat, not current on vaccine. Died 6/11/19. Acting unusual, vocalizing, agitated in the days before it died.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-12 15:43:07.370		6/14/19		6		2019								Felis catus

		WA0330444		19-0101		PIERCE		06/14/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Bit on left hand, near knuckle. Cat had to be euthanized because it was so ill.		2227 E 35th St		WA		Tacoma		PIERCE		Left Hand										Yvonne Wilhelmsen										2019-06-10 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/14/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-19 08:07:43.013		Final						2019-06-13		Doreen		Nybo, Jeni		253-606-2749		253-798-6410		Feral(stray)		Very ill, emaciated, difficulty walking.		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-10		Pierce		Bit on left hand, near knuckle. Cat had to be euthanized because it was so ill.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-14		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-13 12:12:58.847		6/14/19		6		2019								Felis catus

		WA0330369		19-0102		SNOHOMISH		06/13/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only				Bare skin contact																Found at Whole Earth Montessori School.  Found by children at recess. School in bothel (98021).  Picked up by a child and brought to the teacher.		2930 228th St Se		WA		Bothell		SNOHOMISH		Upper extremity										Students										2019-06-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/14/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-19 08:07:42.747		Final						2019-06-13		Leslie		Bruce, Hollianne		425-339-5278		425-339-5278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-12		Snohomish		Found at Whole Earth Montessori School.  Found by children at recess. School in bothel (98021).  Picked up by a child and brought to the teacher.		Courrier		NULL		2019-06-13		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-06-13 14:22:10.367		6/13/19		6		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0330720		19-0103		STEVENS		06/18/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Vaccination current		08/31/2018		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bite																Ran from property to bite young girl on face who is friend of owner's daughter. Girl was approaching to visit. No explanation for sudden attack. No behavior change noted despite delay between bite (2 pm) and euthanasia (6/13 10:30 AM). No difficulty eating. Never seen playing with bat, no recent travel. Vaccination current. Animal control wanted dog tested. Animal shipped without contacting DOH.				WA		Colville		STEVENS		Face										Tucker child										2019-06-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		June		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R30:  Specimen not approved for testing at the WA PHL by State Communicable Disease Epidemiologist or Local Health Jurisdiction.  Specimen autoclaved and disposed of.		NULL		2019-06-19 08:47:33.250		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-06-14		Mary		Hullinger, Rebecka		509-563-8023		385-444-0544		Domestic(pet, livestock)				No		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-06-12		Stevens		Ran from property to bite young girl on face who is friend of owner's daughter. Girl was approaching to visit. No explanation for sudden attack. No behavior change noted despite delay between bite (2 pm) and euthanasia (6/13 10:30 AM). No difficulty eating. Never seen playing with bat, no recent travel. Vaccination current. Animal control wanted dog tested. Animal shipped without contacting DOH.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-06-14 14:00:27.690		6/18/19		6		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0330717		19-0104		WHATCOM		06/18/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal				Saliva																2yo dog, started licking something in grass profusely. Immediately walks over and licks man in the face, including saliva in mouth and eye. Man found bat in the grass. Exposed person extremely concerned, testing to avoid PEP.		2872 Cedar Ave		WA		Bellingham		WHATCOM		face										Dustin Caldwell										2019-06-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/18/2019		June		TUD0303		Positive		NULL		NULL		2019-06-19 17:10:04.387		Final						2019-06-17		Hanna		Bessett, Wade		360-778-6042		360-778-6000		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-06-16		Whatcom		2yo dog, started licking something in grass profusely. Immediately walks over and licks man in the face, including saliva in mouth and eye. Man found bat in the grass. Exposed person extremely concerned, testing to avoid PEP.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-18		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-17 15:39:12.490		6/18/19		6		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0330712		19-0105		CHELAN		06/18/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Bare skin contact																Person scooped bat into a cup with bare hand and relocated. Bat originally under a chair crawling on the ground. Animals and kids on the property. Bat died overnight. Collected by animal control.		7787 Stine Hill Rd		WA		Cashmere		CHELAN		Unknown										Sarah Bluher										2019-06-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/18/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-19 17:10:04.217		Final						2019-06-17		Hanna		Gutzwiler, Emelia		509-670-8057		509-886-6462		Wild		crawling on ground		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-16		Chelan		Person scooped bat into a cup with bare hand and relocated. Bat originally under a chair crawling on the ground. Animals and kids on the property. Bat died overnight. Collected by animal control.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-18		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-06-17 14:26:08.363		6/18/19		6		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0330969		19-0108		CLALLAM		06/20/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat found in sleeping area of parents, investigated and found it came in through a child's bedroom. Open doors in the house ensured it flew through multiple bedrooms with people sleeping.   One sleeping child exposed, one sleeping adult exposed.  Adult woke up, but child is a sound sleeper.		241 Holly Hill Rd.		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		Bat in Sleeping Area		Bat in Sleeping Area								Adolisyn Money		Kaitlyn Sallee								2019-06-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/20/2019		June		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-24 17:31:44.110		Final						2019-06-19		Leslie		Mclane, Karissa		360-565-2612		206-517-2384		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-17		Clallam		Bat found in sleeping area of parents, investigated and found it came in through a child's bedroom. Open doors in the house ensured it flew through multiple bedrooms with people sleeping.   One sleeping child exposed, one sleeping adult exposed.  Adult woke up, but child is a sound sleeper.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-06-19 08:49:55.530		6/20/19		6		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0330982		19-0110		LEWIS		06/20/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				Bare skin contact																Domestic dog caught bat. Dog screeched like it had been bitten. Owner was checking dog for wounds and got dog saliva on hands, then she touched her face with open sore acne.  Okayed for testing by Marcia Goldoft.		2081 SR 505		WA		Toledo		LEWIS		Hands and Face										Joleen Abernathy										2019-06-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		Bat dessicated. No brain to test.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/20/2019		June		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-06-26 10:24:02.303		Final						2019-06-19		Leslie		Ruelas, Vanessa		360-740-1222		360-740-1223		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-06-18		Lewis		Domestic dog caught bat. Dog screeched like it had been bitten. Owner was checking dog for wounds and got dog saliva on hands, then she touched her face with open sore acne.  Okayed for testing by Marcia Goldoft.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-06-20 11:28:22.167		6/20/19		6		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0330949		19-0111		CLARK		06/20/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		No screens on windows of 17 year old bedroom.  Heavy sleeper, takes benedryl.  Bat found alive in the morning in the bedroom.		14717 NE 183rd CT		WA		Brush Prairie		CLARK		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/20/2019		June		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-24 17:31:43.650		Final						NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		6/20/19		6		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0330984		19-0112		OKANOGAN		06/20/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch		Bare skin contact												80 year old man opened a gate and pulled back to find a live, angry bat on his hand.  There is a scratch mark, and he thinks he was bit.		152 High Country Dr. East		WA		Tonasket		OKANOGAN		Left Hand										Patrick Macey										2019-06-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/20/2019		June		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-24 17:31:44.313		Final						2019-06-19		Leslie		Pyper, Brian		509-422-7159		509-429-1916		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-17		Okanogan		80 year old man opened a gate and pulled back to find a live, angry bat on his hand.  There is a scratch mark, and he thinks he was bit.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-06-19 14:06:58.203		6/20/19		6		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0331154		19-0113		ISLAND		06/21/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Man woke up in the middle of the night with bat flying around in room. He knocked the bat down using a sweatshirt--bat was crawling on the ground afterward and the man went back to sleep. Upon awakening in the morning, man captured bat using gloves and a broom.		6148 Heather Dr		WA		Clinton		ISLAND		Bat in Sleeping Area										Robert Paterson										2019-06-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/21/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-24 17:31:44.710		Final						2019-06-20		Amanda Dodd		Barenburg, Clea		360-678-7267		360-914-1452		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-20		Island		Man woke up in the middle of the night with bat flying around in room. He knocked the bat down using a sweatshirt--bat was crawling on the ground afterward and the man went back to sleep. Upon awakening in the morning, man captured bat using gloves and a broom.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-21		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-06-20 08:57:00.253		6/21/19		6		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0331153		19-0114		SPOKANE		06/21/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																6 yo child outside of front door of home stepped on a bat with bare feet. Bat is now dead but unconfirmed whether bat was alive or dead when child stepped on it.		201 S Chestnut Street		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Feet										Edson Sloan										2019-06-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/21/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-24 17:31:44.520		Final						2019-06-20		Amanda Dodd		Springer, Mark		509-324-1448		509-879-0919		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-06-18		Spokane		6 yo child outside of front door of home stepped on a bat with bare feet. Bat is now dead but unconfirmed whether bat was alive or dead when child stepped on it.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-21		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-06-20 14:50:28.130		6/21/19		6		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0331400		19-0115		JEFFERSON		06/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only				Bare skin contact																Kitten found with 3 siblings and mom; all feral. Submitted by boy and father to vet for care. Cat had seizures, foaming at mouth, quick death. 4 vet techs and a vet exposed via bare hand contact. LHJ will call if they are able to get in touch with boy and father for additional hx. Location of remaining cat/kittens unknown.		820 Chimacum Rd		WA		Chimacum		JEFFERSON		bare skin		bare skin		bare skin		bare skin		bare skin		Lindsay Palmer		Veronica Smith		Alexis Vaught		Mandy		Jeff Highbarger		2019-06-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/25/2019		June		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-26 10:40:31.693		Final						2019-06-21		Mary		McKenzie, Lisa		360-385-9422		360-774-1134		Feral(stray)		neurological: seizures, foaming at mouth, quick death		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-21		Jefferson		Kitten found with 3 siblings and mom; all feral. Submitted by boy and father to vet for care. Cat had seizures, foaming at mouth, quick death. 4 vet techs and a vet exposed via bare hand contact. LHJ will call if they are able to get in touch with boy and father for additional hx. Location of remaining cat/kittens unknown.		UPS		NULL		2019-06-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-06-21 15:24:31.410		6/25/19		6		2019								Felis catus

		WA0331557		19-0117		SKAGIT		06/26/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Vaccination not current		04/22/2019		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bite																Lived in NC for 3.5 years, vaccinated 2 months ago, moved to WA 1 month ago. Never previously vaccinated. 30-acre property in NC, but generally under owner's observation. No known encounters with wildlife (inc. raccoons). Today bit handler at boarding facility while roughhousing. Hx of behavioral inconsistency and aggression, no change from its normal behavior. Euthanized by vet in Skagit; owner in Whatcom. Back-up phone# is Amber  from Skagit PH.		1969 Market Place Ste Dr		WA		Burlington		SKAGIT		not provided										multiple people										2019-06-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/27/2019		June		JRM3303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-28 16:50:19.290		Final						2019-06-21		Mary/Joanne		Leinbach, Josh		360-778-6113		360-416-1536		Domestic(pet, livestock)		NULL		Yes		North Carolina		NULL		NULL		2019-06-21		Skagit		Lived in NC for 3.5 years, vaccinated 2 months ago, moved to WA 1 month ago. Never previously vaccinated. 30-acre property in NC, but generally under owner's observation. No known encounters with wildlife (inc. raccoons). Today bit handler at boarding facility while roughhousing. Hx of behavioral inconsistency and aggression, no change from its normal behavior. Euthanized by vet in Skagit; owner in Whatcom. Back-up phone# is Amber  from Skagit PH.		FedEx		NULL		2019-06-26		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-06-28 11:21:21.367		6/26/19		6		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0331556		19-0118		CLARK		06/26/2019		Horse		Equus ferus caballus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only				Saliva																Vet called LHJ - rapid neurologic onset (fine on Fri, onset Sat or Sun): foaming at mouth, fever, weak-appearing, swaying. By Sunday evening, horse unable to stand, stumbling. No circling. Not aggressive. Owner and owner's friend put hands in mouth. Euthanized by vet in Clark. Cannot rule out rabies. Package received at WADDL 6/25 AM and expected to arrive at PHL 6/26 PM.		11539 NE 244th St		WA		Battle Ground		CLARK		hands		hands								Jessica Gould		Terrie Leymen								2019-06-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		06/27/2019		June		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-06-27 12:44:13.403		Final						2019-06-24		Hanna/Joanne		Carlson, Alyssa		564-397-8182		NULL		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Stumbling, circling, weak.		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-24		Clark		Vet called LHJ - rapid neurologic onset (fine on Fri, onset Sat or Sun): foaming at mouth, fever, weak-appearing, swaying. By Sunday evening, horse unable to stand, stumbling. No circling. Not aggressive. Owner and owner's friend put hands in mouth. Euthanized by vet in Clark. Cannot rule out rabies. Package received at WADDL 6/25 AM and expected to arrive at PHL 6/26 PM.		FedEx		775561693783		2019-06-26		PM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-06-25 16:04:22.057		6/26/19		6		2019								NULL

		WA0332438		19-0119		SPOKANE		07/02/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Vet was bit on finger by a sick feral cat with no vaccine history. Cat ended up dying. Cat was seldom eating and drinking up to the point of death. Vet is concerned about rabies exposure. Cat head will be refrigerated over the weekend to be shipped to PHL on Monday 7/1 PM for testing on Tuesday 7/2. Spokane will call DOH on Monday to provide FedEx tracking number.		17905 E Appleway		WA		Spokane Valley		SPOKANE		Finger		unknown		unknown		unknown		unknown		Nessa Gese		David Primmer		Julie Primmer		Johny Primmer		Cody Primmer		2019-06-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/02/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-05 08:48:52.990		Final						2019-06-27		Leslie/Joanne		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1589		509-324-1560		Feral(stray)		upper respiratory symtpoms		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-06-24		Spokane		Vet was bit on finger by a sick feral cat with no vaccine history. Cat ended up dying. Cat was seldom eating and drinking up to the point of death. Vet is concerned about rabies exposure. Cat head will be refrigerated over the weekend to be shipped to PHL on Monday 7/1 PM for testing on Tuesday 7/2. Spokane will call DOH on Monday to provide FedEx tracking number.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-02		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-07-01 09:43:00.947		7/2/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0332437		19-0121		SAN JUAN		07/02/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		NULL		Bare skin contact																Individual reached into couch and brushed hand against a dead bat. Individual cannot confirm they did not touch the bat's mouth or claws. Dead bat was not emaciated or dried out. San Juan holding bat in refrigerator over the weekend for shipping on Monday 7/1 and expected to arrive at PHL on Tuesday 7/2. San Juan will call on Monday with FedEx tracking number.		205 Afterglow Dr		WA		Friday Harbor		SAN JUAN		hands										Devon Reed										2019-06-27 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		July		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-07-02 17:09:39.220		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-06-28		Leslie/Joanne		Dodd, Kyle		360-370-7524		360-298-4497		Wild		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-27		San Juan		Individual reached into couch and brushed hand against a dead bat. Individual cannot confirm they did not touch the bat's mouth or claws. Dead bat was not emaciated or dried out. San Juan holding bat in refrigerator over the weekend for shipping on Monday 7/1 and expected to arrive at PHL on Tuesday 7/2. San Juan will call on Monday with FedEx tracking number.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-02		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-07-02 16:52:52.023		7/2/19		7		2019

		WA0332538		19-0123		ISLAND		07/03/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Woke up to bat in bedroom, killed the bat. Bat was near window in the blinds.		798 Patmore Rd		WA		Coupeville		ISLAND		Sleep Exposure										Donna Bailey										2019-07-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/05/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-05 15:14:05.643		Final						2019-07-02		Doreen		Barenburg, Clea		360-678-7267		360-914-1452		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-02		Island		Woke up to bat in bedroom, killed the bat. Bat was near window in the blinds.		FedEx		8107 8938 9536		2019-07-03		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-02 10:44:10.150		7/3/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0332539		19-0124		THURSTON		07/03/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Animal passed within 20 minutes of arrival to vet.    UPDATE 7-3-2019  Sammy Berg called and said the cat is not feral. The owner came in and verified the cat was theirs and it had been vaccinated in May 2019 so it was current on rabies vaccination. Sammy had event ID 19-0125. I will send an email to confirm everything and so he has information for his records.		902 Union St		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		Right Finger										Anna Story										2019-07-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		July		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R30:  Specimen not approved for testing at the WA PHL by State Communicable Disease Epidemiologist or Local Health Jurisdiction.  Specimen autoclaved and disposed of.		NULL		2019-07-05 08:48:53.603		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-07-02		Leslie		Israel, Kimberly		360-867-2576		NULL		Feral(stray)		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-02		Unknown		Animal passed within 20 minutes of arrival to vet.    UPDATE 7-3-2019  Sammy Berg called and said the cat is not feral. The owner came in and verified the cat was theirs and it had been vaccinated in May 2019 so it was current on rabies vaccination. Sammy had event ID 19-0125. I will send an email to confirm everything and so he has information for his records.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-02		PM		NULL		Cancelled		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-03 12:15:23.337		7/3/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0332644		19-0127		KING		07/03/2019		Raccoon		Procyon lotor		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Animal only				N/A																Racoon was killed by two dogs in King County. One dog was unvaccinated.  Dog is being watched for symptoms at home. Mike Boysun okayed acceptance of this raccoon.  Raccoon is being shipped to a local vet to be decapitated and Beth Lipton will transport the head to our facility tomorrow morning (Wednesday 7/3/19)		31519 114th Ave SE		WA		Auburn		KING		NULL										No person Exposed										2019-06-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		Sample submitted to CDC		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/05/2019		July		TUD0303		Further Testing		NULL		NULL		2019-07-05 15:29:21.343		Final						2019-07-02		Leslie		Lipton, Beth		206-263-8454		206-953-3006		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-06-29		King		Racoon was killed by two dogs in King County. One dog was unvaccinated.  Dog is being watched for symptoms at home. Mike Boysun okayed acceptance of this raccoon.  Raccoon is being shipped to a local vet to be decapitated and Beth Lipton will transport the head to our facility tomorrow morning (Wednesday 7/3/19)		Courrier		NULL		2019-07-03		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-02 14:11:10.477		7/3/19		7		2019								Procyon lotor

		WA0332910		19-0128		SPOKANE		07/09/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite																Old dog taken to vet clinic at Fairchild AFB to be put to sleep. Dog bit tech on the wrist. Bite was provoked as tech was catheterizing dog. Vet felt strongly that dog should be tested for rabies. SRHD in agreement. No weekend testing needed.		547 E Gordon		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		left wrist										Windy Robinson										2019-07-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:58.393		Final						2019-07-03		Mike		Mcclure, Trisha		509-324-1583		509-324-1560		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-02		Spokane		Old dog taken to vet clinic at Fairchild AFB to be put to sleep. Dog bit tech on the wrist. Bite was provoked as tech was catheterizing dog. Vet felt strongly that dog should be tested for rabies. SRHD in agreement. No weekend testing needed.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-09		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-07-05 12:55:44.740		7/9/19		7		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0332663		19-0129		SNOHOMISH		07/03/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Person woke up with bat in room, cat fighting with bat in her room. Cat on her face, pulling on bat. Husband grabbed bat with towel.		7029 Falcon Ct		WA		Arlington		SNOHOMISH		Face										Rhonda Cuzman										2019-07-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/05/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-05 08:52:02.157		Final						2019-07-03		Hanna		DiFedele, Lisa		425-361-9128		425-309-4417		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-03		Snohomish		Person woke up with bat in room, cat fighting with bat in her room. Cat on her face, pulling on bat. Husband grabbed bat with towel.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-07-03		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-07-03 14:05:09.020		7/3/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0332754		19-0132		SPOKANE		07/06/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Woke to bat fluttering around head at night. Bat was also flopping on his pillow. Lethargic and hissing. Smacked at it with his hand.		25611 W Malloy		WA		Cheney		SPOKANE		head										John Whallon										2019-07-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/08/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-08 12:50:20.653		Final						2019-07-05		Mary		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1572		509-869-3133		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-03		Spokane		Woke to bat fluttering around head at night. Bat was also flopping on his pillow. Lethargic and hissing. Smacked at it with his hand.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-06		AM		Yes		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-07-05 10:50:14.463		7/6/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0332923		19-0134		GRAYS HARBOR		07/09/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Woke to bat fluttering in her face, rolled over and bat was on her pillow. Will ship on Monday for Tuesday testing.		18 Ocean View Ln		WA		Copalis Beach		GRAYS HARBOR		head										Margaret Marehead										2019-07-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:58.607		Final						2019-07-05		Doreen		McCaw, Kimberly		360-500-4048		360-532-8631		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-05		Grays Harbor		Woke to bat fluttering in her face, rolled over and bat was on her pillow. Will ship on Monday for Tuesday testing.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-05 12:03:08.670		7/9/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0332924		19-0135		STEVENS		07/09/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Saliva		Bare skin contact		Unknown												Kettle Falls, WA (NE Tri County)   Woman encountered bat in her kitchen. Stepped on it with her bare feet, probable scratches or bite- definite saliva. It was alive when she stepped on it- and still alive when she called her local health jurisdiction. Unknown if previous injury had occurred before the stepping incident.		Not provided		WA		Kettle Falls		STEVENS		feet										Annie Bouscal										2019-07-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:58.837		Final						2019-07-08		Leslie		Hunt, Brian		509-684-2262		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-07-05		Adams		Kettle Falls, WA (NE Tri County)   Woman encountered bat in her kitchen. Stepped on it with her bare feet, probable scratches or bite- definite saliva. It was alive when she stepped on it- and still alive when she called her local health jurisdiction. Unknown if previous injury had occurred before the stepping incident.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-09		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-08 08:51:48.430		7/9/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0332908		19-0136		CLARK		07/09/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch														Community resident picked up injured cat who was hit by a car. Bit and Scratched on wrists and hands. Whole cat was frozen- head being severed before sending. Spoke with Misty about direction moving forward in testing.		3314 W Main St		WA		Battle Ground		CLARK		Hands/Wrists										Candi Pratt										2019-07-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:57.957		Final						2019-07-08		Leslie		Millet, Meghan		564-397-8182		360-518-2755		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-05		Clark		Community resident picked up injured cat who was hit by a car. Bit and Scratched on wrists and hands. Whole cat was frozen- head being severed before sending. Spoke with Misty about direction moving forward in testing.		UPS		NULL		2019-07-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-08 09:01:56.730		7/9/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0332909		19-0138		SPOKANE		07/09/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Dead		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Playing with bat   Victim was playing with bat. Bat bit him and he tore the body apart and went to the ED at Holy Family Hospital, and left the hospital.		5633 N Lingerwood		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		unknown										Lee Broadsword										2019-07-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:58.173		Final						2019-07-08		Marcia		Unknown		509-324-1560		509-324-1583		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-08		Spokane		Playing with bat		UPS		775653740294		2019-07-09		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-07-08 12:33:39.153		7/9/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0332834		19-0139		KING		07/08/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only				Saliva																Took dog to one vet, condition worsened, took to second vet, dog euthanized. Head frozen. No travel, believe vaccination current. PHSKC vets in agreement dog should be tested.		19893 1st Abe S#202		WA		Normandy Park		KING		unknown										Eitzsimmons, Sarah										2019-07-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/10/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-11 09:08:57.703		Final						2019-07-08		Doreen		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		206-296-4774		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Foaming at the mouth, profuse saliva, neuro weakness, unable to move limbs, vomiting		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-02		King		Took dog to one vet, condition worsened, took to second vet, dog euthanized. Head frozen. No travel, believe vaccination current. PHSKC vets in agreement dog should be tested.		Courier or PHSKC staff		NULL		2019-07-09		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-08 11:38:17.077		7/8/19		7		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0333141		19-0141		KING		07/11/2019		Horse		Equus ferus caballus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Saliva																Horse rescue from OR 8 mon ago. No rabies vx (other vx received). Presented NW equine vet bc unable to stand, no known exp to bats, a lot of saliva exposure to owner and kids. euthanized. Vet will take to WADL bring over. And WADL to PHL.		25203 Roberts Dr		WA		Black Diamond		KING		Saliva Exposure										Alix Lowell										2019-07-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 11:34:08.340		Final						2019-07-09		Soyeon		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-296-4774		Rescue		not able to stand. lots of saliva		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-08		Unknown		Horse rescue from OR 8 mon ago. No rabies vx (other vx received). Presented NW equine vet bc unable to stand, no known exp to bats, a lot of saliva exposure to owner and kids. euthanized. Vet will take to WADL bring over. And WADL to PHL.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-10		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		SIL0303		2019-07-09 10:24:50.227		7/11/19		7		2019								NULL

		WA0333140		19-0142		THURSTON		07/11/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Family exposed (3 adults) discovered bat in their bedroom.  Cat wrestling bat while they were all sleeping, woke up to the bat flying around.  All claim to be heavy sleepers/		9320 Stevens Ct. NE 98516		WA		Lacey		THURSTON		Sleep Exposed		Sleep Exposed		Sleep Exposed						Julie Scherz		Husband		Thomas Gibbs						2019-07-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 11:34:08.090		Final						2019-07-10		Leslie		Quiocho, Al		360-867-2575		360-867-2667		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-07		Thurston		Family exposed (3 adults) discovered bat in their bedroom.  Cat wrestling bat while they were all sleeping, woke up to the bat flying around.  All claim to be heavy sleepers/		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-11		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-10 10:24:26.267		7/11/19		7		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0333139		19-0143		THURSTON		07/11/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Unknown																Woman woke to a bat in her bedroom around 4 am.  Window was open, heavy sleeper		4401 Cooper PT Rd NW 98502		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		Sleep Exposed										Robin Clarke										2019-07-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 11:34:07.853		Final						2019-07-10		Leslie		Quiocho, Al		360-867-2575		360-867-2667		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-08		Thurston		Woman woke to a bat in her bedroom around 4 am.  Window was open, heavy sleeper		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-11		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-10 10:26:34.150		7/11/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0333326		19-0144		PACIFIC		07/12/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bite		Bare skin contact														Man went to open fire place and bat flew out and bit him on the hand		172 Knappton RD 98638		WA		Naselle		PACIFIC		Right Hand Index Finger										Joel Wirkkala										2019-07-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 16:49:58.833		Final						2019-07-10		Amanda Dodd		Klusman, Leife		360-875-9343		360-642-9349		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-09		Unknown		Man went to open fire place and bat flew out and bit him on the hand		Unknown		NULL		2019-07-11		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-07-12 10:18:45.367		7/12/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0333312		19-0145		LEWIS		07/12/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bite																Painting in living room, felt something that bit her on the back of the neck, asked someone to look at her neck when they noticed bat flying around the room.		107 Markum Ln		WA		Winlock		LEWIS		Head/Neck		Other		Other		Other				Renar Watts		Cassandra Watts		Nathan Watts		Steve Watts				2019-07-10 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 16:49:58.490		Final						2019-07-11		Doreen		Ruelas, Vanessa		360-740-1222		360-740-1223		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-07-10		Lewis		Painting in living room, felt something that bit her on the back of the neck, asked someone to look at her neck when they noticed bat flying around the room.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-12		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-11 12:34:01.500		7/12/19		7		2019								Unknown

		WA0333347		19-0147		KING		07/12/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area																two people woke up to cat playing with bat in bedroom. guano on bed		Not Provided		WA		Seattle		KING		sleep exposure										not provided										2019-07-10 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/12/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12 16:49:59.020		Final						2019-07-11		Amanda Dodd		Hatley, Noel		206-296-4774		206-477-4663		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-07-10		King		two people woke up to cat playing with bat in bedroom. guano on bed		RASKC		NULL		2019-07-12		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-07-11 15:44:32.143		7/12/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0333447		19-0149		KING		07/15/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Woman found bat crawling on her leg while sitting in her living room 8PM 7/11. Used bare hand to knock bat off of her.    Has history of bats in home over the course of the last year or so (no contact, but witnessed them in home previously and flying out of chimney)		16707 96th Ct NE		WA		Bothell		KING		legs and hand										Garfield, Elten										2019-07-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/16/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 16:16:14.333		Final						2019-07-12		Amanda Dodd		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		206-263-0222		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity, Lower extremity		2019-07-11		King		Woman found bat crawling on her leg while sitting in her living room 8PM 7/11. Used bare hand to knock bat off of her.    Has history of bats in home over the course of the last year or so (no contact, but witnessed them in home previously and flying out of chimney)		courier or PHSKC staff		NULL		2019-07-15		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-12 15:11:39.087		7/15/19		7		2019								Unknown

		WA0333554		19-0150		SPOKANE		07/16/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite		Scratch														LHJ received a call from animal control officers about a sick feral kitten that bit and scratched an individual before the officer picked up the cat. LHJ interested in testing.		9912 E 4th Ave		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		unknown										Dawn Reed-Burton										2019-07-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/16/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:41.037		Final						2019-07-12		Soyeon/Joanne		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1572		NULL		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12		Spokane		LHJ received a call from animal control officers about a sick feral kitten that bit and scratched an individual before the officer picked up the cat. LHJ interested in testing.		FedEx		775739734791		2019-07-16		AM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-07-15 14:26:47.093		7/16/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0333536		19-0151		CLARK		07/16/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Resident found bat in the sink of his new construction home. Thought the bat was a piece of debris and handled it extensively with bare hands. Man currently a resident of Multnomah county but construction in Clark County (bat belongs to clark county, man moving there soon).		6815 NE 223rd Circle		WA		Battle Ground		CLARK		bare skin										Randy Bassert										2019-07-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/16/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:32.830		Final						2019-07-15		Leslie		Millet, Meghan		564-397-8182		360-518-2755		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-14		Clark		Resident found bat in the sink of his new construction home. Thought the bat was a piece of debris and handled it extensively with bare hands. Man currently a resident of Multnomah county but construction in Clark County (bat belongs to clark county, man moving there soon).		UPS		NULL		2019-07-16		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-15 09:04:23.437		7/16/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0333541		19-0152		THURSTON		07/16/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Matsens, Zoe found a bat in her bedroom, woke up to find it in her closet.		1004 Rogers St NW		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		sleep exposure										Macsems, Zoe										2019-07-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/16/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:40.897		Final						2019-07-15		Leslie		Berg, Sammy		360-867-2667		360-701-5804		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12		Thurston		Matsens, Zoe found a bat in her bedroom, woke up to find it in her closet.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-16		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-15 09:15:08.107		7/16/19		7		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0333538		19-0153		SPOKANE		07/16/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Unknown				Unknown																Elderly couple (Beverly and Bruce Blott) and grandchildren (11 year and 13 year old - Eden and Christian Sander) heard a squeaking sound in the sun room on 7/8 and later found a bat flopping around in sun room stuck to a sticky trap on 7/14. Bat is still alive. Grandma is a nurse and concerned about potential exposure. LHJ interested in testing the bat.		5502 S Morrill		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		unknown		unknown		unknown		unknown				Beverly Blott		Bruce Blott		Eden Blott		Christian Sander				2019-07-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/16/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:40.767		Final						2019-07-15		Joanne		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1572		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-08		Spokane		Elderly couple (Beverly and Bruce Blott) and grandchildren (11 year and 13 year old - Eden and Christian Sander) heard a squeaking sound in the sun room on 7/8 and later found a bat flopping around in sun room stuck to a sticky trap on 7/14. Bat is still alive. Grandma is a nurse and concerned about potential exposure. LHJ interested in testing the bat.		FedEx		788467416866		2019-07-16		AM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-07-15 14:38:49.737		7/16/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0333636		19-0154		ISLAND		07/17/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only				Bare skin contact		Unknown														Children, 5 and 7, holding injured bat and trying to feed it, unknown exposure besides bare handed contact.				WA		Clinton		ISLAND		hands		hands		hands						Sky Graham		5 y/o		7 y/o						2019-07-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/17/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:41.330		Final						2019-07-16		Doreen		Barenburg, Clea		360-678-7267		360-914-1452		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-16		Island		Children, 5 and 7, holding injured bat and trying to feed it, unknown exposure besides bare handed contact.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-17		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-16 09:53:15.310		7/17/19		7		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0333635		19-0155		ISLAND		07/17/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal				Bat in sleeping area																When woke up this morning, noticed dead bat on floor, took indoor cat to vet, unknown if cat exposed but cat is indoor only and would not have brought the bat in. This bat is on Camano Island and pickup needs to happen by 10:00 a.m., unlikely will pick up today so bat will probably arrive on Thursday.		540 Olympic View Ln		WA		Camano Island		ISLAND		sleep										Rose King										2019-07-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/17/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-18 10:23:41.190		Final						2019-07-16		Doreen		Barenburg, Clea		360-678-7267		360-914-1452		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-16		Island		When woke up this morning, noticed dead bat on floor, took indoor cat to vet, unknown if cat exposed but cat is indoor only and would not have brought the bat in. This bat is on Camano Island and pickup needs to happen by 10:00 a.m., unlikely will pick up today so bat will probably arrive on Thursday.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-18		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-16 12:41:55.720		7/17/19		7		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0333797		19-0157		LEWIS		07/18/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Unknown				Bat in sleeping area																Bat was caught by dog in house, bedroom doors were open. Homeowner concerned about possible sleep exposures to family since bat location unknown and bedroom doors were open.  Amanda initially spoke with Amy at Lewis Co. animal svcs then Joanne followed up with Amy and confirmed story to accept the bat for testing				WA				NULL		Sleep Exposure										Kelly Lyons										2019-07-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/18/2019		July		SSJ1303		Positive		NULL		NULL		2019-07-19 08:02:00.113		Final						2019-07-17		Amanda/Joanne		Abplanalp, John		360-740-1256		360-740-1273		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-12		Lewis		Bat was caught by dog in house, bedroom doors were open. Homeowner concerned about possible sleep exposures to family since bat location unknown and bedroom doors were open.  Amanda initially spoke with Amy at Lewis Co. animal svcs then Joanne followed up with Amy and confirmed story to accept the bat for testing		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-18		PM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-07-17 12:00:35.863		7/18/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0333733		19-0158		KING		07/17/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														King Co Resident woke in the night to a feeling of something crawling on the back of his head and neck.  He flung it away and turned on the light, finding it was a bat.  No scratches or bite marks found when he went to urgent care.  Citizen will bring it by before 11 am on 7/18/19		26439 156th PL SE		WA		Covington		UNKNOWN		Back of head and Hand										Simon Pisconeri										2019-07-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/18/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-19 08:01:59.900		Final						2019-07-17		Leslie		Garcia, Hal		206-263-0222		206-296-4774		Wild		crawling, acting abnormal, later died		NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Upper extremity		2019-07-17		King		King Co Resident woke in the night to a feeling of something crawling on the back of his head and neck.  He flung it away and turned on the light, finding it was a bat.  No scratches or bite marks found when he went to urgent care.  Citizen will bring it by before 11 am on 7/18/19		Citizen		NULL		2019-07-18		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-17 11:02:35.620		7/17/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0333967		19-0160		SPOKANE		07/19/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite		Saliva														Young dog recently adopted from animal rescue in Spokane (dog came from Phoenix), new pet owners said dog seemed healthy then started hypersalivating and acting "acutely" aggressive so brought to Spokane vet. Dog received rabies vaccine at shelter in Spokane on 7/2 and bit vet 9:30PM on 7/17. Dog euthanized by vet on 7/17. Vet concerned about rabies exposure.		Pet Emergency Clinic 21 E.Mission		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Thumb										Robert Westra										2019-07-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/22/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-22 10:43:00.123		Final						2019-07-18		Amanda/Joanne		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1572		509-324-1560		Domestic(pet, livestock)		hypersalivating, agressive		Yes		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-17		Spokane		Young dog recently adopted from animal rescue in Spokane (dog came from Phoenix), new pet owners said dog seemed healthy then started hypersalivating and acting "acutely" aggressive so brought to Spokane vet. Dog received rabies vaccine at shelter in Spokane on 7/2 and bit vet 9:30PM on 7/17. Dog euthanized by vet on 7/17. Vet concerned about rabies exposure.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-19		AM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-07-18 09:50:01.693		7/19/19		7		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0333966		19-0162		SPOKANE		07/19/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only				Saliva		Bare skin contact														Exposed person fly fishing, bat got tangled in line, untangled bat but decided to bring it home and give it a bath. While bathing bat, it sneezed and sprayed saliva in his face.		2508 N. Washington Spokane/Spokane River		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Face										Donovan Morse										2019-07-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/22/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-22 10:42:59.623		Final						2019-07-18		Doreen		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1560		509-324-1589		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Upper extremity		2019-07-14		Spokane		Exposed person fly fishing, bat got tangled in line, untangled bat but decided to bring it home and give it a bath. While bathing bat, it sneezed and sprayed saliva in his face.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-19		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-18 10:41:11.103		7/19/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0334214		19-0163		KLICKITAT		07/23/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch														Female picked up injured feral cat on 7/17 and was bit on the hand. Vet agrees cat is wild and does not believe it was rabid. Female did not clean wound well and went to hospital ED on 7/18 to have bites on hand checked due to swelling and was advised to clean wound. Vet euthanized cat on 7/18. LHJ and Vet agree cat is low suspicion for rabies exposure. LHJ advised to no proceed with PEP until testing results. LHJ will keep cat head refrigerator over the weekend and shipped on Monday.		Rock Creek Rd		WA		Goldendale		KLICKITAT		hand										Robin Andrews										2019-07-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/23/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23 17:00:40.603		Final						2019-07-19		Joanne		Kavanagh, David		509-493-6211		NULL		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-17		Klickitat		Female picked up injured feral cat on 7/17 and was bit on the hand. Vet agrees cat is wild and does not believe it was rabid. Female did not clean wound well and went to hospital ED on 7/18 to have bites on hand checked due to swelling and was advised to clean wound. Vet euthanized cat on 7/18. LHJ and Vet agree cat is low suspicion for rabies exposure. LHJ advised to no proceed with PEP until testing results. LHJ will keep cat head refrigerator over the weekend and shipped on Monday.		UPS		NULL		2019-07-23		PM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-07-19 09:35:42.340		7/23/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0334220		19-0165		STEVENS		07/23/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Exposed person woke up with bat on head.		2586 Forsland Rd		WA		Addy		STEVENS		head										Marc Allen										2019-07-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/23/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23 17:01:15.290		Final						2019-07-22		Doreen		Schanz, Matt		509-563-8009		509-680-7597		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-20		Stevens		Exposed person woke up with bat on head.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-23		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-22 08:48:02.187		7/23/19		7		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0334216		19-0166		SKAGIT		07/23/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Bare skin contact																Found lethargic, extremely emaciated bat lying in water fountain, water was cold. Bare handed contact. Skagit will pick bat up this afternoon, euthanize it, package for shipping.		5409 Darrk lN		WA		Bow		SKAGIT		hand										Joardan Thompson										2019-07-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/23/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23 17:01:15.153		Final						2019-07-22		Doreen		Jordan, Amber		360-416-1536		360-770-8468		Wild		Emaciated, lethagic		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-20		Skagit		Found lethargic, extremely emaciated bat lying in water fountain, water was cold. Bare handed contact. Skagit will pick bat up this afternoon, euthanize it, package for shipping.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-23		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-22 13:39:36.230		7/23/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0334235		19-0167		KING		07/23/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only				Unknown																Found by young child in garage, unknown contact. Parent will deliver to RASKC today, either courier or LHJ staff will deliver to PHL tomorrow before 11:00 a.m.		24513 SE 372nd St		WA		Enumclaw		KING		unknown										Mitchell Paulson										2019-07-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/23/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23 17:01:15.460		Final						2019-07-22		Doreen		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		206-296-4774		Wild		Slowing crawling on ground, died shortly after.		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-21		King		Found by young child in garage, unknown contact. Parent will deliver to RASKC today, either courier or LHJ staff will deliver to PHL tomorrow before 11:00 a.m.		Courier or LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-07-23		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-22 13:52:37.523		7/23/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0334498		19-0168		WHATCOM		07/25/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bite																19yo bit by bat on hand 7/23 AM. Investigator has not had the opportunity to interview the exposed person.		1732 Matz Rf.		WA		Ferndale		WHATCOM		Hand										Cameron Pitt										2019-07-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/26/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26 16:28:45.110		Final						2019-07-23		Amanda Dodd		Kunesh, Tom		360-778-6034		360-715-2588		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23		Whatcom		19yo bit by bat on hand 7/23 AM. Investigator has not had the opportunity to interview the exposed person.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-24		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-07-24 08:20:18.813		7/25/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0334505		19-0169		WHATCOM		07/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		No		Bite																Feral cat probably hit by a car, taken to vet. Bit vet on hand. Euthanized because of its injuries, will ship tomorrow.		Whatcom Humane Society		WA		Bellingham		WHATCOM		Hand										Jessica Blunt										2019-07-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/26/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26 16:28:45.473		Final						2019-07-23		Doreen		Leinbach, Josh		360-778-6113		360-715-2588		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-22		Whatcom		Feral cat probably hit by a car, taken to vet. Bit vet on hand. Euthanized because of its injuries, will ship tomorrow.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-25		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-07-23 14:35:09.943		7/25/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0334459		19-0170		KING		07/24/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Unknown				Unknown																6:45 pm 7/23 4yo playing on jungle gym in backyard. bat was on ground near crawling tube area at child's playing level.   adults were in backyard at the same time and did not see contact between bat and child, but cannot rule out because the child's account has changed/been inconsistent with original story.  child was playing in same area earlier in the day as well (no mention of bat at that time).  bat was still on ground crawling around in same location and alive the next morning, 7/24.		2601 17th St SE		WA		Auburn		KING		unknown										Ronan Kislner										2019-07-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/26/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26 16:28:44.917		Final						2019-07-24		Amanda Dodd		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		206-263-0222		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-23		Unknown		6:45 pm 7/23 4yo playing on jungle gym in backyard. bat was on ground near crawling tube area at child's playing level.   adults were in backyard at the same time and did not see contact between bat and child, but cannot rule out because the child's account has changed/been inconsistent with original story.  child was playing in same area earlier in the day as well (no mention of bat at that time).  bat was still on ground crawling around in same location and alive the next morning, 7/24.		RASKC or Auburn Animal Control		NULL		2019-07-24		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-07-24 09:58:21.920		7/24/19		7		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0334435		19-0171		SNOHOMISH		07/24/2019		Bat		Keens Long-eared myotis (Myotis keenii)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																two children woke to bat in room. killed the bat with a broom.  kids' dad will be delivering bat afternoon of 7/24				WA		Sultan		SNOHOMISH		sleep		sleep								Ashlyn Baugher		Ruben Baugher								2019-07-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/26/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26 16:28:44.563		Final						2019-07-24		NULL		Clancy, Kathleen		425-252-5439		425-339-5278		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-24		Snohomish		two children woke to bat in room. killed the bat with a broom.  kids' dad will be delivering bat afternoon of 7/24		citizen		NULL		2019-07-24		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-07-24 13:58:15.200		7/24/19		7		2019								Keens Long-eared myotis (Myotis keenii)

		WA0334500		19-0172		MASON		07/25/2019		Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Families in cabin Friday and Saturday, Tuesday unlocked cabin and found bat in sleeping area		415 N. 6th St		WA		Shelton		MASON		Sleep Exposed										Young Adults										2019-07-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/26/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26 16:28:45.290		Final						2019-07-24		NULL		Otanez, Katie		360-427-9670		360-813-8503		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-24		Unknown		Families in cabin Friday and Saturday, Tuesday unlocked cabin and found bat in sleeping area		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-25		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-07-24 14:13:54.670		7/25/19		7		2019								Myotis thysanodes

		WA0334941		19-0173		THURSTON		07/29/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Bat in bedroom, stepped on it. Health office requested tested. Bare sking contact.		126 Schafer Meadows Lane S		WA		Montesano		GRAYS HARBOR		feet										Lipski, Tim										2019-07-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/29/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-29 16:46:49.420		Final						2019-07-25		Doreen		Israel, Kimberly		360-867-2568		360-867-2576		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-24		Thurston		Bat in bedroom, stepped on it. Health office requested tested. Need to collect the bat, package and send.		FedEx		788713974404		2019-07-27		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-07-26 15:17:40.103		7/29/19		7		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0335112		19-0174		GRANT		07/30/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Person in a small apartment found a dead bat in their bathroom attached to the bedroom. Master bedroom with bathroom door open, was definitely in the sleeping area. Counseled that this is a low risk exposure, but LHJ requested testing, since the access point would have been through the bedroom door or window.		760 N Central Dr.		WA		Moses Lake		GRANT		Sleep Exposure										McKinley										2019-07-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/30/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30 16:22:32.240		Final						2019-07-29		Leslie		McCoy, Amber		509-766-7960		509-398-7628		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-28		Grant		Person in a small apartment found a dead bat in their bathroom attached to the bedroom. Master bedroom with bathroom door open, was definitely in the sleeping area. Counseled that this is a low risk exposure, but LHJ requested testing, since the access point would have been through the bedroom door or window.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-30		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-07-29 15:25:18.290		7/30/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0335108		19-0175		SPOKANE		07/30/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Room full of teenagers in Spokane (details unknown- sleepover? camp?  treatment facility?).		6910 S Ben Burr Rd		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Sleep Exposure										30 teens										2019-07-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/30/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30 16:22:31.847		Final						2019-07-29		Leslie		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1589		509-869-3133		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-26		Spokane		Room full of teenagers in Spokane (details unknown- sleepover? camp?  treatment facility?).		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-30		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-29 10:05:34.250		7/30/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0335110		19-0176		SPOKANE		07/30/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Live bat found in the sleeping area of Spokane residents.  Heavy sleeper, bat exposure during heavy nap.		7217 E. Elk to Hiy Rd		WA		Elk		SPOKANE		Sleep Exposure		Sleep Exposure								Joe Degal		Lisa Pearson								2019-07-27 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		July		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-07-30 16:22:32.047		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-07-29		Leslie		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1589		509-869-3133		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-27		Spokane		Live bat found in the sleeping area of Spokane residents.  Heavy sleeper, bat exposure during heavy nap.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-30		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-29 10:04:48.963		7/30/19		7		2019								Unknown

		WA0335030		19-0177		KING		07/29/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Citizen found bat in their bedroom. Potentially injured by their cat.		18443 Ballinger Way NE		WA		Lake Forest Park		KING		sleep										Robert Denkewalter										2019-07-27 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/30/2019		July		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30 16:22:31.600		Final						2019-07-29		Leslie		Stearn, Steve		206-263-8226		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-27		King		Citizen found bat in their bedroom. Potentially injured by their cat.		Citizen		NULL		2019-07-29		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-29 10:54:51.537		7/29/19		7		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0335195		19-0178		LEWIS		07/31/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Stray kitten, too young to be vaccinated. Found kitten 1 week ago outside, brought to the vet. Vet said very emaciated and flea infested. Kitten was too young to vaccinate. Ill, bit person on right index finger last night while attempting to clean out eyes, bled a lot, painful. Kitten was comatose about 9:30 last night, was in full rigor at 6:30 a.m. Will not ship until tomorrow, exposed person lives in Winlock and is trying to bring kitten to Lewis county animal shelter.		126 Bradyln		WA		Winlock		LEWIS		Right Index Finger										April Collett										2019-07-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/31/2019		July		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-01 11:03:25.077		Final						2019-07-29		Doreen		Barlock, Brieana		360-740-2718		360-740-1223		Feral(stray)		Emaciated, flea infested		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-07-28		Lewis		Stray kitten, too young to be vaccinated. Found kitten 1 week ago outside, brought to the vet. Vet said very emaciated and flea infested. Kitten was too young to vaccinate. Ill, bit person on right index finger last night while attempting to clean out eyes, bled a lot, painful. Kitten was comatose about 9:30 last night, was in full rigor at 6:30 a.m. Will not ship until tomorrow, exposed person lives in Winlock and is trying to bring kitten to Lewis county animal shelter.		FedEx		NULL		2019-07-31		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-07-30 14:06:34.653		7/31/19		7		2019								Felis catus

		WA0335164		19-0179		GRAYS HARBOR		07/31/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat found in sleeping child's room (7 yo).  It was active and flying around and the child slept through it.  The father of the child captured and killed the bat- Lisa from the Gray's Harbor explained that we might not be able to test depending on how the bat was killed/if the head was smashed too much.		145 Howanut Rd		WA		Oakville		GRAYS HARBOR		Sleep Exposed										Theodore Goertz										2019-07-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		07/31/2019		July		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-08-01 11:03:24.673		Final						2019-07-30		Leslie		Leitz, Lisa		360-500-4044		360-532-8631		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30		Grays Harbor		Bat found in sleeping child's room (7 yo).  It was active and flying around and the child slept through it.  The father of the child captured and killed the bat- Lisa from the Gray's Harbor explained that we might not be able to test depending on how the bat was killed/if the head was smashed too much.		Consolidated Mail		NULL		2019-07-31		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-07-30 08:26:10.467		7/31/19		7		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0335368		19-0183		STEVENS		08/01/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bare skin contact																Swatted bat with broom.  Bat bounced off face under his eye.  Lower eye lid slightly red and swollen.  This occurred on deck outside of home.		27 Pine Wood Rd		WA		Inchelium		FERRY		face										Roger Reimann										2019-07-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/01/2019		August		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-02 08:31:02.780		Final						2019-07-31		Leslie		Campbell, Alice		509-563-8017		509-675-2612		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30		Ferry		NULL		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-01		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-07-31 11:02:56.237		8/1/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0335769		19-0187		SPOKANE		08/06/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact																Man touched bat that rolled out of a sunshade while he was pulling it down this morning. It fell onto his left hand/arm and Man felt bite/scratch from the bat.  Bare hand contact initially. Man washed his hands, put gloves on, and collected the bat.		5204 S Bella Vista Dr.		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		left thumb										Sean Golladay										2019-08-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/07/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-07 15:02:17.830		Final						2019-08-05		Leslie		Mcclure, Trisha		509-324-1560		509-869-3133		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-05		Spokane		Man touched bat that rolled out of a sunshade while he was pulling it down this morning. It fell onto his left hand/arm and Man felt bite/scratch from the bat.  Bare hand contact initially. Man washed his hands, put gloves on, and collected the bat.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-06		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-05 09:35:47.823		8/6/19		8		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0335875		19-0190		SPOKANE		08/07/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Woman found live bat in her living room the morning of 8/6/19.  She sleeps with her doors open, and the living room is right next to her bedroom. This resident had a bat exposure 4 years ago and went through the shot series.  She is highly emotional about having to go through that again, and is pressing Spokane hard to have it tested.  Malia is out of the building, but gave the okay for testing.  Health officer requests testing.		11614 E 18th Ave		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Sleep exposure										Jessica Robles										2019-08-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/07/2019		August		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-07 16:55:32.187		Final						2019-08-06		Leslie		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1572		509-324-1560		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-06		Spokane		Woman found live bat in her living room the morning of 8/6/19.  She sleeps with her doors open, and the living room is right next to her bedroom. This resident had a bat exposure 4 years ago and went through the shot series.  She is highly emotional about having to go through that again, and is pressing Spokane hard to have it tested.  Malia is out of the building, but gave the okay for testing.  Health officer requests testing.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-07		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-06 14:09:54.633		8/7/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0335965		19-0192		SPOKANE		08/08/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Vet with feral cat - ill. Giving blood transfusions, bit vet in thumb. Died soon after. Reported seizures.		830 S. Main St.		WA		Deer Park		SPOKANE		thumb										Dr. Miriam Dreewes										2019-08-06 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/08/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-09 10:53:15.087		Final						2019-08-06		Hanna		Phillips, Sandy		509-324-1560		509-324-1583		Feral(stray)		seizure		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-06		Spokane		Vet with feral cat - ill. Giving blood transfusions, bit vet in thumb. Died soon after. Reported seizures.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-08		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-06 15:39:25.660		8/8/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0336086		19-0193		SNOHOMISH		08/13/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																man awoke to bat in sleeping area "about a week ago." bat was flying around room and then landed on dresser, where he caught it. young child was also sleeping in the room. bat will be brought to PAWS by citizen on 8/8. Exposure date unclear.		Not Provided		WA		Stanwood		SNOHOMISH		Sleep exposure										Joshua Wilson										2019-07-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		August		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R30:  Specimen not approved for testing at the WA PHL by State Communicable Disease Epidemiologist or Local Health Jurisdiction.  Specimen autoclaved and disposed of.		NULL		2019-08-13 17:00:09.490		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-08-07		Amanda Dodd		Clancy, Kathleen		425-252-5439		425-339-5278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-07-30		Snohomish		man awoke to bat in sleeping area "about a week ago." bat was flying around room and then landed on dresser, where he caught it. young child was also sleeping in the room. bat will be brought to PAWS by citizen on 8/8. Exposure date unclear.		citizen from PAWS to PHL		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		NULL		Cancelled		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-09 09:52:01.447		8/13/19		8		2019

		WA0336082		19-0194		CHELAN		08/09/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Flying around in children bedroom.		11701 Dunkin Rd		WA		Leavenworth		CHELAN		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Kate Smith		Miles Smith								2019-08-06 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/09/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-12 08:04:20.657		Final						2019-08-07		Doreen		Snitily, Stephanie		805-573-7274		509-886-6417		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-06		Unknown		Flying around in children bedroom.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-08 08:11:40.597		8/9/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0336088		19-0195		COWLITZ		08/09/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only				Saliva																Feral cat showed up on farm, ill appearing. Foaming at mouth, paralysis. Handled cat - had open wound on hand, got saliva in it.		3690 S Toutle Rd		WA		Toutle		COWLITZ		hands										Stephanie Goff										2019-08-06 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/09/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-12 08:04:21.837		Final						2019-08-07		Hanna		Krey, Sheayah		360-414-5599		360-414-5599		Feral(stray)		Foaming at mouth, paralysis		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-06		Cowlitz		Feral cat showed up on farm, ill appearing. Foaming at mouth, paralysis. Handled cat - had open wound on hand, got saliva in it.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-07 13:31:55.707		8/9/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0336083		19-0197		CLALLAM		08/09/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Woman woke up with a bat in her hair. Unsure about scratches or bites on scalp.		122 Cougar Ridge Rd		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		Sleep exposure										Jennifer Bailey										2019-08-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/09/2019		August		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-08-12 08:04:21.270		Final						2019-08-08		Leslie		McLane, Karissa		360-565-2612		206-517-2384		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-08		Unknown		Woman woke up with a bat in her hair. Unsure about scratches or bites on scalp.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-08 08:21:05.990		8/9/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0336084		19-0198		LEWIS		08/09/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Found live bat in bathroom, doors open to children sleeping area.		249 Green Mt Rd		WA		Mossyrock		LEWIS		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sandra Oust		Jennifer Dureay		Alexis Dureay		Broxin Hanky		Brylee Hanky		2019-08-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/09/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-12 08:04:21.453		Final						2019-08-08		Doreen		Ruelas, Vanessa		360-740-1222		360-740-1223		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-08		Lewis		Found live bat in bathroom, doors open to children sleeping area.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-08 10:20:52.730		8/9/19		8		2019								Unknown

		WA0336087		19-0199		KING		08/09/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				Bare skin contact																Bare skinned contact by child, cannot rule out if bitten or scratched, also some kittens exposed. Citizen will take to PAWS for packaging, then courier will deliver to PHL.		17425 145th Pl NE		WA		Woodinville		KING		unknown										Trevor Laib										2019-08-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/09/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-12 08:04:21.643		Final						2019-08-08		Doreen		Stearns, Steve		206-296-4774		206-263-8226		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-07		King		Bare skinned contact by child, cannot rule out if bitten or scratched, also some kittens exposed. Citizen will take to PAWS for packaging, then courier will deliver to PHL.		Courier		NULL		2019-08-09		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-08 16:01:27.503		8/9/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0336305		19-0200		STEVENS		08/13/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal		Yes		Bare skin contact																Woman saw cat carrying something - pulled a bat out of the cat's mouth. Limited handling - bat was dead already. Abrasions on hand.		Unknown		WA				NULL		hands										Kayla Eggers										2019-08-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/13/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-13 17:00:10.120		Final						2019-08-09		Hanna		Schanz, Matt		509-563-8009		509-680-7597		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		Upper extremity		2019-08-08		Stevens		Woman saw cat carrying something - pulled a bat out of the cat's mouth. Limited handling - bat was dead already. Abrasions on hand.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-13		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-09 10:39:51.613		8/13/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336311		19-0201		CLARK		08/13/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bare skin contact																Citizen woke up to bat in bedroom; swatted it, then caught it in their hands. No known head/neck exposure.		1309 NE 199th St.		WA		Ridgefield		CLARK		hand										Pamela Griffith										2019-08-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/13/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-13 17:00:10.340		Final						2019-08-12		Mary		Riethman, Madison		564-397-8182		564-397-8242		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-09		Clark		Citizen woke up to bat in bedroom; swatted it, then caught it in their hands. No known head/neck exposure.		UPS		NULL		2019-08-13		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-08-12 10:05:02.880		8/13/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336378		19-0202		THURSTON		08/14/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Vet's customer found bat in yard with broken wing. Vet bitten when trying to handle. Vet last had titers checked 3 years prior.		1120 Yelm Ave W		WA		Yelm		THURSTON		unknown										Dr. Grifin										2019-08-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/14/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-15 09:04:13.380		Final						2019-08-12		Mary		Quiocho, Al		360-867-2575		360-350-9985		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-11		Thurston		Vet's customer found bat in yard with broken wing. Vet bitten when trying to handle. Vet last had titers checked 3 years prior.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-14		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-13 14:27:09.303		8/14/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336228		19-0203		KING		08/12/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only				Bare skin contact																Riding in car with window open, heard a sound like a branch breaking and something hit her in the head, slid down her shoulder, then down her back under her clothes. When she arrived at her destination, saw something that looked like a dried leaf. Picked it up and it was a dead and injured bat. Not sure if she was bitten or scratched. Citizen will take bat to PAWS for packaging, then she will deliver at PHL this afternoon.		11412 NE 86th St		WA		Kirkland		KING		shoulder, back, hand										McCallon, Virginia										2019-08-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/13/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-13 17:00:09.770		Final						2019-08-12		Doreen		Garcia, Hal		206-296-4774		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Trunk, Upper extremity		2019-08-11		King		Riding in car with window open, heard a sound like a branch breaking and something hit her in the head, slid down her shoulder, then down her back under her clothes. When she arrived at her destination, saw something that looked like a dried leaf. Picked it up and it was a dead and injured bat. Not sure if she was bitten or scratched. Citizen will take bat to PAWS for packaging, then she will deliver at PHL this afternoon.		Citizen		NULL		2019-08-12		PM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-12 12:28:18.400		8/12/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0336303		19-0204		SPOKANE		08/13/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Bat found in alternate sleeping area, grandchild also sleeping there. David picked up the bat with a paper towel, unknown if he washed his hands afterward.		715 W 20th Ave		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure						David Smith		Holly Smith		Aubree Smith						2019-08-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/13/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-13 17:00:09.947		Final						2019-08-12		Doreen		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1560		509-324-1589		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-11		Spokane		Bat found in alternate sleeping area, grandchild also sleeping there.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-13		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-12 12:41:47.950		8/13/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336379		19-0205		FRANKLIN		08/14/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Originally a stray. First owner had it for 5 months, knew little about hx, did not vaccinate it at this time. Generally aggressive toward dogs, bit the first owner when a dog was present. Kept inside, no obs time outside. First owner gave away cat 8/9/19, vaccinated for rabies. Friday night - attacked and bit new owner in the face, also attacked husband. Had been neutered the day before, in a new home - not really unprovoked. Sheriff's dept shot cat with a shotgun. LHJ requesting testing.		381 Golloway Rd		WA		Pasco		FRANKLIN		face		left hand		hand						Justice Hendrix		Hendrick Mulder		Katie Olsen						2019-08-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/14/2019		August		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-08-15 09:04:13.690		Final						2019-08-12		Hanna		Coleman, Jim		509-460-4319		509-460-4230		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Unusual gait, biting inanimate objects		No		NULL		NULL		Head/neck, Upper extremity		2019-08-09		Benton		Originally a stray. First owner had it for 5 months, knew little about hx, did not vaccinate it at this time. Generally aggressive toward dogs, bit the first owner when a dog was present. Kept inside, no obs time outside. First owner gave away cat 8/9/19, vaccinated for rabies. Friday night - attacked and bit new owner in the face, also attacked husband. Had been neutered the day before, in a new home - not really unprovoked. Sheriff's dept shot cat with a shotgun. LHJ requesting testing.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-14		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-12 14:56:45.280		8/14/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0336507		19-0206		YAKIMA		08/15/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		Cat picked up by humane society - hit by car. Bit handler.		1065 6th Ave		WA		Yakima		YAKIMA		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/16/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-16 08:58:00.040		Final						NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		8/15/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0336949		19-0210		PACIFIC		08/20/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat flew out of room where two teens had been sleeping. Neither woke up to it; flew out when parent opened door. Euthanizing today and likely sending out Thurs.		Not provided		WA		Raymond		PACIFIC		sleep exposure		sleep exposure								Kyle Karlsvik		Jarod Gunderson								2019-08-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/20/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-20 17:00:44.200		Final						2019-08-14		Mary		Goelz, Mary		360-642-9300		360-589-9061		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-13		Pacific		Bat flew out of room where two teens had been sleeping. Neither woke up to it; flew out when parent opened door. Euthanizing today and likely sending out Thurs.		UPS		NULL		2019-08-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-08-15 11:23:50.113		8/20/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336508		19-0211		THURSTON		08/15/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal				N/A																Family cat brought in live bat from outside.  The three children in the house got ahold of the bat and were found to be playing with it.  All of them had touched the bat, and there is potential for bites and scratches from the bat as well.  The children have already been started on prophylaxis. Updated: 8-15-2019 Specimen sent today, will arrive Friday a.m. Started PEP today.		3814 Auston Rd		WA		Tumwater		THURSTON		hands		hands		hands						McCollum, Gunnar		McCollum, Fenke		McCollum, Killien						2019-08-15 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/16/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-16 08:58:00.567		Final						2019-08-14		Leslie		Israel, Kimberly		360-867-2667		360-867-2667		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-08-15		Thurston		Family cat brought in live bat from outside.  The three children in the house got ahold of the bat and were found to be playing with it.  All of them had touched the bat, and there is potential for bites and scratches from the bat as well.  The children have already been started on prophylaxis. Updated: 8-15-2019 Specimen sent today, will arrive Friday a.m. Started PEP today.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-16		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-15 09:57:01.783		8/15/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0336671		19-0212		YAKIMA		08/16/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Dead		Unknown		Unknown		N/A																Bat found near elementary school		Not provided		WA				NULL		Not provided										Not provided										2019-08-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/16/2019		August		TUD0303		Positive		NULL		NULL		2019-08-16 16:21:04.687		Final						2019-08-14		Hanna		Myers, Holly		509-249-6504		509-249-6508		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-14		Yakima		Bat found near elementary school		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-16		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-14 14:31:00.760		8/16/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0336933		19-0213		CLARK		08/20/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Scratch																Found bat in barn, cut on guy's hand after he touched bat.		39309 SE Nichols Hill Rd		WA		Washougal		CLARK		hand										Timothy Tully										2019-08-15 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		August		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-08-20 15:18:34.477		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-08-16		Mary		Riethman, Madison		564-397-8182		564-397-8242		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-15		Clark		Found bat in barn, cut on guy's hand after he touched bat.		UPS		NULL		2019-08-20		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-08-16 09:16:16.307		8/20/19		8		2019								Unknown

		WA0336822		19-0214		KITSAP		08/19/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Ferry worker poked bat with bare finger to tip in onto her gloved hand and bat bit or grazed her finger. Not sure if it broke the skin.		2061 15th Ave W		WA		Seattle		KING		Finger										Kelly Snoden										2019-08-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/19/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-19 15:37:02.350		Final						2019-08-17		Hanna		Gonzalez, Anna		360-728-2255		NULL		Wild		lying on ground		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-17		Kitsap		Ferry worker poked bat with bare finger to tip in onto her gloved hand and bat bit or grazed her finger. Not sure if it broke the skin.		DOH staff		NULL		2019-08-19		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-19 09:18:58.527		8/19/19		8		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0336939		19-0216		SPOKANE		08/20/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch		Bare skin contact												Bat was caught in a trap. Citizen tried to empty the trap and let the bat go, but the bat scatched and potentially bit this man's hand.		416 W Auburn Crest Ct		WA		Spokane		SPOKANE		hand										Leslie Cornick										2019-08-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/20/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-20 17:00:43.627		Final						2019-08-19		Leslie		Mcclure, Trisha		509-324-1583		509-324-1560		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-17		Spokane		Bat was caught in a trap. Citizen tried to empty the trap and let the bat go, but the bat scatched and potentially bit this man's hand.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-19 08:59:54.333		8/20/19		8		2019								Unknown

		WA0337096		19-0217		KITSAP		08/21/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bare skin contact		Unknown														Ill or injured bat- unsure.  3 y/o encountered bat on ground, told parents he was petting it.  5 y/o discovered and reported to the parents.  This bat was outside on the navy base and there could have been potential other exposures -lots of kids around.		4327 Swordfish Ct.		WA		Silverdale		KITSAP		Unknown										OrionHarris										2019-08-19 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/21/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-22 11:12:23.290		Final						2019-08-19		Leslie		Gonzalez, Anna		360-728-2255		360-633-9693		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-19		Unknown		Ill or injured bat- unsure.  3 y/o encountered bat on ground, told parents he was petting it.  5 y/o discovered and reported to the parents.  This bat was outside on the navy base and there could have been potential other exposures -lots of kids around.  .		UPS		NULL		2019-08-21		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-19 13:46:52.213		8/21/19		8		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0337079		19-0219		CLARK		08/21/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Scratch																Last night family found a bat in the child's bedroom and the bat flew out and scratched the child's face. She has started PEP and is in the ED. The dad shot the bat in the body with a BB gun, dad says head is intact. They had been hearing rattling and scratching noises in the room for several weeks. Dad is concerned that child may have been scratched during that time without them knowing. No pets. Child has started PEP.		4412 NE Lockwood Creek Rd.		WA		La Center		CLARK		face, arms, legs										Holly A Kowskey										2019-08-19 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/21/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-22 09:28:09.113		Final						2019-08-20		Mackenzie		Riethman, Madison		564-397-8182		564-397-8242		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-08-19		Clark		Last night family found a bat in the child's bedroom and the bat flew out and scratched the child's face. She has started PEP and is in the ED. The dad shot the bat in the body with a BB gun, dad says head is intact. They had been hearing rattling and scratching noises in the room for several weeks. Dad is concerned that child may have been scratched during that time without them knowing. No pets. Child has started PEP.		UPS		NULL		2019-08-21		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MSF1303		2019-08-20 09:16:39.577		8/21/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0337202		19-0220		COWLITZ		08/22/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human and animal		Yes		Bite		Scratch														A woman and her boyfriend saw a stray dog snatch a stray kitten. The dog then dropped the kitten. The kitten scratched and bit the boyfriend's hand. The kitten died at the humane society from its injuries from the dog. The location of the dog is unknown. There is no information on the kitten's behavior pre-bite/scratch. They are sending the kitten's head for testing.		2611 Terry Ave.		WA		Longview		COWLITZ		R hand										Ralph Mitchum										2019-08-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/23/2019		August		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-23 09:11:27.190		Final						2019-08-20		Mackenzie		Krey, Sheayah		360-414-5599		360-414-5599		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-20		Cowlitz		A woman and her boyfriend saw a stray dog snatch a stray kitten. The dog then dropped the kitten. The kitten scratched and bit the boyfriend's hand. The kitten died at the humane society from its injuries from the dog. The location of the dog is unknown. There is no information on the kitten's behavior pre-bite/scratch. They are sending the kitten's head for testing.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-22		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		MSF1303		2019-08-20 15:31:04.733		8/22/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0337155		19-0221		SNOHOMISH		08/21/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Woke up found bat crawling around room, not sure if it was injured or ill,  fairly light sleeper, put bat in a jar, no bare hand contact.		119 Index Ave, P.O. Box 75		WA				NULL		sleep										Bruce Albert										2019-08-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/23/2019		August		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-23 09:11:25.977		Final						2019-08-21		Doreen		Decker, Bonnie		425-339-8709		425-339-5278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-21		Snohomish		Woke up found bat crawling around room, not sure if it was injured or ill,  fairly light sleeper, put bat in a jar, no bare hand contact.		Unknown		NULL		2019-08-22		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-08-22 08:38:34.260		8/21/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0337389		19-0223		YAKIMA		08/23/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only				Bat in sleeping area		Unknown														Bat found in hallway outside infant bedroom with sleeping child inside.  Potential sleep exposure		12402 Occidental Rd		WA		Yakima		YAKIMA		Sleep exposure										Westly McIntosh										2019-08-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/23/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27 08:40:29.303		Final						2019-08-21		Leslie		Torres, Brianna		509-249-6528		509-575-4040		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-21		Yakima		Bat found in hallway outside infant bedroom with sleeping child inside.  Potential sleep exposure		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-23		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-08-22 11:19:30.180		8/23/19		8		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0337326		19-0225		KING		08/22/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Bat, two people found a bat in their bedroom, captured it in the light. Died after getting trapped in a light fixture. Citizen retrieved bat.		4333 SE Mt. Si Road		WA		North Bend		KING		sleep expo		sleep expo								Kristi Robison		Micah Robison								2019-08-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed.  Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/23/2019		August		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27 08:40:28.950		Final						2019-08-22		NULL		Schwalbe, Nicole		206-477-5845		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-21		King		Bat, two people found a bat in their bedroom, captured it in the light. Died after flying in to the light.		Citizen		NULL		2019-08-22		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		mxd2303		2019-08-22 12:18:49.057		8/22/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0337390		19-0226		KING		08/23/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Public Exposure				N/A																Bat found in public library, unknown who may have come in contact, including children. Stated earlier arriving at PHL before 5:00 PM today, unable to get that arranged. Will arrive tomorrow morning, by 11:00 a.m.		24707 Roberts Dr		WA		Black Diamond		KING		unknown										Public Exposure										2019-08-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/23/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27 08:40:29.520		Final						2019-08-22		Doreen		Hatley, Noel		206-296-4774		NULL		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-22		King		Bat found in public library, unknown who may have come in contact, including children. Stated earlier arriving at PHL before 5:00 PM today, unable to get that arranged. Will arrive tomorrow morning, by 11:00 a.m.		Courier		NULL		2019-08-23		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-22 15:47:14.393		8/23/19		8		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0337517		19-0228		KING		08/26/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only				Bat in sleeping area																Individual woke up to dead bat on floor in bedroom. Bat was not there the night before.		13604 NE 28th St		WA		Bellevue		KING		sleep exposure										Annette Jung										2019-08-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		Specimen improperly packaged. Specimen was wrapped in a plastic bag, put in a cardboard coffee canister, and into a thin deteriorated plastic bag with no ice pack or absorbant material.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/26/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27 08:40:29.700		Final						2019-08-23		Amanda Dodd		Kawakami, Vance		206-263-7971		206-423-8160		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-23		King		Individual woke up to dead bat on floor in bedroom. Bat was not there the night before.		Courier		NULL		2019-08-26		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-08-23 12:54:58.050		8/26/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0337622		19-0229		KING		08/27/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																woman woke to bat flying in her bedroom		19303 SE 57th Pl		WA		Issaquah		KING		sleep exposure										Jennifer Hammar										2019-08-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/28/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-29 14:20:51.190		Final						2019-08-23		Amanda Dodd		Brostrom-Smith, Claire		206-477-7753		206-296-4774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-23		King		woman woke to bat flying in her bedroom		Courier		NULL		2019-08-26		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-08-23 14:15:19.673		8/27/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0337601		19-0230		COWLITZ		08/27/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Animal only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Woke up to clinking sound, bat flying around sleeping areas, flying into walls. Children involved.		103 Iona Maple Dr.		WA				NULL		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure		Kerri Pomeroy		Eleanor Pomeroy		Damian Pomeroy		Olivia Pomeroy		Sabrina Golden		2019-08-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/28/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-28 08:37:05.670		Final						2019-08-26		Doreen		Krey, Sheayah		360-414-5599		360-414-5599		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-24		Cowlitz		Woke up to clinking sound, bat flying around sleeping areas, flying into walls. Children involved.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-28		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-26 09:53:15.080		8/27/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0337600		19-0231		PIERCE		08/27/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Residents woke up to a bat in the bedroom.   Bat was flying around, but the health of the bat is unknown.  There was concern since the residents consider themselves sound sleepers.		21211 Snag Is Dr E		WA		Lake Tapps		PIERCE		Not provided										Michael Huiris										2019-08-25 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/28/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-28 08:37:05.270		Final						2019-08-26		Leslie		Stinson, Denise		2537987671		2533775312		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-25		Pierce		Residents woke up to a bat in the bedroom.   Bat was flying around, but the health of the bat is unknown.  There was concern since the residents consider themselves sound sleepers.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-27		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-26 10:20:03.120		8/27/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0337627		19-0232		KING		08/27/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human and animal		Unknown		Bare skin contact																Removed bat from cat's mouth with bare hands, bat squeaked at her when she removed it. Bat is at PAWS being euthanized. They will package. Just waiting for event ID. If approved will send by courier. Owner cannot definitively say they did not have contact with claws or mouth. They did not say that they only touched fur on the back as they had to forcibly remove it from the cat's mouth.		1133 NE Perkins Way		WA		Shoreline		KING		right hand										Hsinjou, Yuan										2019-08-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		Please include completed requisition with shipment.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/28/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-29 14:20:51.487		Final						2019-08-27		Doreen		Stearns,   Steve		2062964774		2062638226		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		Upper extremity		2019-08-26		King		Removed bat from cat's mouth, bat squeaked at her when she removed it. Bat is at PAWS being euthanized. They will package. Just waiting for event ID. If approved will send by courier. Owner can not definitively say they did not have contact with claws or mouth. They did not say that they only touched fur on the back as they had to forcibly remove it from the cat's mouth.		Courier		NULL		2019-08-28		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-08-27 12:05:39.400		8/27/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0337767		19-0234		KING		08/28/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Public Exposure				Other (possible public exposure)																Bat found on Burke-Gilman trail, someone had placed a box over it and called Seattle Animal Shelter.  box had been removed when animal shelter arrived. Bat is dead but appears freshly dead.  Exact location: Burke Gilman trail @ 70th (near Sand Point - public exposure)		Burke Gilman Trail 70th NE Cross street		WA		Seattle		KING		unknown										Public										2019-08-27 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		August		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-08-29 16:43:40.780		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27		Amanda Dodd		Unknown		2062964774				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-27		King		Bat found on Burke-Gilman trail, someone had placed a box over it and called Seattle Animal Shelter.  box had been removed when animal shelter arrived. Bat is dead but appears freshly dead.  Exact location: Burke Gilman trail @ 70th (near Sand Point - public exposure)		Seattle Animal Shelter		NULL		2019-08-28		NULL		NULL		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-09-03 15:45:23.797		8/28/19		8		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0337686		19-0235		THURSTON		08/28/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Injured		Human only		Unknown		Scratch																Vet assistant was bitten by domestic indoor/outdoor cat. Cat not up-to-date on vaccines. cat was attacked by "something" (details unknown to LHJ at this time).  Vet assistant is not up-to-date on vaccines either. Unknown if the cat presented with any neurological sxs. Kim will follow-up with additional details regarding reason for cat's euthanization and unknown animal encounter, as well as the location of the vet assistant's bite.		4404 6th Ave NE		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		unknown										Labrano, China										2019-08-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/28/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-29 14:20:51.660		Final						2019-08-27		Amanda Dodd		Israel, Kimberly		3608672667		3605457106		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-26		Thurston		Vet assistant was bitten by domestic indoor/outdoor cat. Cat not up-to-date on vaccines. cat was attacked by "something" (details unknown to LHJ at this time).  Vet assistant is not up-to-date on vaccines either. Unknown if the cat presented with any neurological sxs. Kim will follow-up with additional details regarding reason for cat's euthanization and unknown animal encounter, as well as the location of the vet assistant's bite.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-28		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-28 10:24:56.313		8/28/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0337778		19-0236		GRAYS HARBOR		08/29/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact		Other(maybe bit or scratched- unsure)												Woman awoke in the night to a bat crawling on her head.		119 Copalis Rock Upper Ln		WA		Copalis Beach		GRAYS HARBOR		forehead										Sherie Roberts										2019-08-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/30/2019		August		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-30 08:49:28.910		Final						2019-08-28		Leslie		Leitz, Lisa		3605004044		3605807469		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-08-28		Grays Harbor		Woman awoke in the night to a bat crawling on her head.		Consolidated Mail		NULL		2019-08-29		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-08-28 09:21:56.570		8/29/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0337921		19-0237		SPOKANE		08/30/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Scratch																Feral cat with neuro symptoms scratched up to 3 different people; caretaker, vet tech, vet. Vet put cat down yesterday because it was so ill.		Argonne Vet clinic 2421 N. Locust Rd.		WA		Spokane Valley		SPOKANE		scratch										Dr. Kendall Cypert										2019-08-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/30/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-30 17:04:31.817		Final						2019-08-28		Doreen		Phillips, Sandy		5093241560		5093241572		Feral(stray)		Progressing neuro symptoms		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-26		Spokane		Feral cat with neuro symptoms scratched up to 3 different people; caretaker, vet tech, vet. Vet put cat down yesterday because it was so ill.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-29		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-28 12:23:20.630		8/30/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0337922		19-0238		SPOKANE		08/30/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		No		Bare skin contact																Bat had drowned in kitchen sink. Person reached in a scooped it out with her bare hands; cut on thumb		15407 W. Teepee Rd		WA		Airway Heights		SPOKANE		bare hand/ cut on thumb										Barb Benner										2019-08-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/30/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-30 17:04:32.013		Final						2019-08-29		Amanda Dodd		Hoffland, LeAnne		509-324-1560		509-324-1589		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-29		Spokane		Bat had drowned in kitchen sink. Person reached in a scooped it out with her bare hands; cut on thumb		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-30		AM		NULL		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-08-29 08:47:49.980		8/30/19		8		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0337919		19-0239		MASON		08/30/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Sleep exposure		Not available		WA				NULL		Sleep exposure										Collin Sakamoto										2019-08-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		08/30/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-08-30 17:04:31.473		Final						2019-08-29		Hanna		Otanez, Katie		3604279670		3608138503		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-29		Mason		NULL		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-30		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-29 10:31:16.300		8/30/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338010		19-0240		PACIFIC		08/31/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human and animal		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Woke to ill 9 w.o. puppy. Saw bat flying in room Wed night in bedroom - husband, wife, 3yo, 2 dogs sleeping in room. Window open, no screen. Closed door and window and left room. Captured bat Fri morning. 8 month old puppy vaccinated.		148 E Deep River Rd		WA		Naselle		PACIFIC		sleep		sleep		sleep						Heather Suomela		Shane Suomela		Isla Suomela						2019-08-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/03/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-03 17:21:00.010		Final						2019-08-30		Hanna		Goelz, Mary		3606429343		3605899061		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-28		Pacific		Saw bat flying in room Wed night in bedroom - husband, wife, 3yo, 2 dogs sleeping in room. Closed door and window and left room. Captured bat Fri morning.		FedEx		NULL		2019-08-31		AM		Urgent		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-08-30 09:56:15.000		8/31/19		8		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338021		19-0241		THURSTON		09/03/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Woke up morning 8/29/19, closed bedroom door, opened bedroom door and there was a bat. Presumed sleep exposure.  No other points of entry.		148 E Deep River Road		WA		Naselle		PACIFIC		sleep exposure		sleep exposure		Sleep exposure						Heather Suomela		Shane Suomela		Isla Suomela						2019-08-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/03/2019		September		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-04 08:43:59.077		Final						2019-08-30		Amanda Dodd		Crawford, Mariah		3608672524		3607865470		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-30		Thurston		Woke up morning 8/29/19, closed bedroom door, opened bedroom door and there was a bat. Presumed sleep exposure.  No other points of entry.		FedEx		789 501 549 156		2019-08-31		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-08-30 16:13:26.863		9/3/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338009		19-0243		WHATCOM		08/31/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite																Cat had been ill for a month or longer. Bat was found in house several weeks ago (8-9-19). For several days cat has not been eating or drinking. Seizures yesterday, euthanized.		109 Marcus Drive		WA		Everson		WHATCOM		hands		hands								Lila McGrew		David Ward								2019-08-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/03/2019		August		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-03 17:20:59.670		Final						2019-08-30		Marcia		Love, Danielle		3602963082		3607152588		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Not eating, seizures		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-29		Whatcom		Cat had been ill for a month or longer. Bat was found in house several weeks ago. For several days cat has not been eating or drinking. Seizures yesterday, euthanized.		FedEx		814584704926		2019-08-31		AM		Yes		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-08-30 15:30:25.973		8/31/19		8		2019								Felis catus

		WA0338152		19-0244		SNOHOMISH		09/03/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal		No		Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Cat killed bat in sleeping area, and resident handled the bat with bare hands.  Bat was in sleeping area for a significant amount of time but resident is not a specifically heavy sleeper.		Not Provided		WA		Sultan		SNOHOMISH		Sleep exposure, bare hand										Dan Ingesal										2019-09-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/03/2019		September		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-04 08:43:59.700		Final						2019-09-03		Leslie		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-09-01		Snohomish		Cat killed bat in sleeping area, and resident handled the bat with bare hands.  Bat was in sleeping area for a significant amount of time but resident is not a specifically heavy sleeper.		Citizen		NULL		2019-09-03		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-03 08:53:21.630		9/3/19		9		2019

		WA0338011		19-0246		KING		09/03/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		No		Bite																Dog from Mexico, moved ~4 weeks ago. Starting onset of neurologic signs (8/29/19), bit family members. No vax hx. Euthanized on 9/1/19..		831 1st Avenue N		WA		Kent		KING		hand		hand to saliva								Joana Bernal		Dr. S. Polinko								2019-08-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/03/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-03 17:21:00.197		Final						2019-09-03		Hanna		Hatley, Noel		2062964774				Domestic(pet, livestock)		Neuro signs: ataxia, confusion, severe dehydration		Yes		Mexico		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-08-29		King		Dog from Mexico, moved ~3 weeks ago. Starting 3 days ago onset of neurologic signs, bit family members.		Courier		NULL		2019-09-01		NULL		Yes		Logged		NULL		MML2303		2019-09-03 17:09:58.520		9/3/19		9		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0338231		19-0247		PIERCE		09/04/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal		No		Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Bat found in kitchen. 7 children were sleeping over from the neighborhood and were in the same open concept floor plan as the bat.  One child touched the bat with bare hands. It was dead when it was found, but the family cat might have caught it outside. Families are concerned about potential sleep exposures for the children.  Correction on 9/5: Kim (investigator) called back and confirmed that actually no children touched the bat and lab said the brain was decomposed upon receipt of the bat. Therefore, unlikely a true exposure. Joanne spoke with Kim and Kim agreed to have families speak with their provider, but PEP would likely not be recommended.		13811 108th St. Ct E		WA		Puyallup		PIERCE		One child touched bat										8 kids (sleepover)										2019-09-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-sections of cerebellum and brainstem not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/04/2019		September		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-04 18:42:10.710		Final						2019-09-03		Leslie		Desmarais, Kim		2537987681		2533765395		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-09-01		Pierce		Bat found in kitchen. 7 children were sleeping over from the neighborhood and were in the same open concept floor plan as the bat.  One child touched the bat with bare hands. It was dead when it was found, but the family cat might have caught it outside. Families are concerned about potential sleep exposures for the children.  Correction on 9/5: Kim (investigator) called back and confirmed that actually no children touched the bat and lab said the brain was decomposed upon receipt of the bat. Therefore, unlikely a true exposure. Joanne spoke with Kim and Kim agreed to have families speak with their provider, but PEP would likely not be recommended.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-03		PM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-09-05 11:30:09.047		9/4/19		9		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0338200		19-0249		KING		09/03/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Other (possible direct skin contact)																90+ year old man found bat flying in his house. Son came over and helped him catch the bat. Both are unsure if they were scratched as they tried to catch the bat. Unsure if there was also sleep exposure as well. Son will try to deliver by 4:30 on 9/3 but might be morning of 9/4.		430 NE Alder St		WA		Issaquah		KING		unknown										Francis Walker										2019-08-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/04/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-04 18:42:10.283		Final						2019-09-03		Mike		Garcia, Hal		2062964774				Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-08-31		King		90+ year old man found bat flying in his house. Son came over and helped him catch the bat. Both are unsure if they were scratched as they tried to catch the bat. Unsure if there was also sleep exposure as well. Son will try to deliver by 4:30 on 9/3 but might be morning of 9/4.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-05		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-03 13:24:06.160		9/3/19		9		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0338438		19-0256		KITSAP		09/05/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Couple woke to bat flying in bedroom and are concerned about potential exposure. Couple cannot be reasonably certain of exposure during sleep and wants testing.		8830 NW Peace and Quiet Ln		WA		Silverdale		KITSAP		sleep expo		sleep expo								Danielle Mackelwich		Mike Mackewich								2019-09-03 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/05/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-06 16:18:41.163		Final						2019-09-04		Joanne		Gonzalez, Anna		3607282255				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-03		Kitsap		Couple woke to bat flying in bedroom and are concerned about potential exposure. Couple cannot be reasonably certain of exposure during sleep and wants testing.		UPS		1Z9978560359800257		2019-09-05		AM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-09-05 10:48:17.897		9/5/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338567		19-0259		ISLAND		09/06/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human and animal		No		Bat in sleeping area																Couple woke to dead bat on the bedroom floor and put bat into a plastic bag with gloves. Bat looks intact, potentially caught by the family cat but not sure. Couple is concerned and cannot be reasonably certain about exposure.		2655 Parkwood Dr		WA		Langley		ADAMS		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Patty Angleine		James Griffith								2019-09-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/06/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-06 16:42:07.743		Final						2019-09-05		Leslie and Joanne		B.,       Clea		3606787267		3609141452		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-09-05		Island		Couple woke to dead bat on the bedroom floor and put bat into a plastic bag with gloves. Bat looks intact, potentially caught by the family cat but not sure. Couple is concerned and cannot be reasonably certain about exposure.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-05		PM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-09-05 09:03:56.423		9/6/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338519		19-0265		KING		09/05/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Couple sleeping, woke up to a bat flying around their room.  Bat was hit by a rolled up paper and died. No direct exposure was felt. Investigator asked further about potential sleep exposure and still requesting for testing. Couple kept dead bat frozen the past two days. Husband will drop off bat to the lab 9/5 afternoon. Joanne recommended Husband keeps bat frozen until brought to the lab.		546 N. 79th St.		WA		Seattle		KING		Sleep Exposure		Sleep exposure								Jim Shemaria		Teresa Shemaria								2019-09-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-sections of cerebellum and brainstem not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/06/2019		September		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-06 16:41:12.727		Final						2019-09-05		Joanne		Clark, Shauna		2062631521		2062964774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-02		King		Couple sleeping, woke up to a bat flying around their room.  Bat was hit by a rolled up paper and died. No direct exposure was felt. Investigator asked further about potential sleep exposure and still requesting for testing. Couple kept dead bat frozen the past two days. Husband will drop off bat to the lab 9/5 afternoon. Joanne recommended Husband keeps bat frozen until brought to the lab.		Citizen		NULL		2019-09-05		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-05 15:38:30.257		9/5/19		9		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0338777		19-0266		KING		09/09/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Bat found in the sleeping area. Open wounds/scratches found on thumb area where she touched the bat.  Resident immediately washed her hands, but is nervous about potential contact while she sleeps (she was sleeping on an open porch).  She can't bring the bat to paws for packaging until Monday, so it's being kept in the fridge until then.		17819 Beall Rd SW		WA		Vashon		KING		sleep										Rachel Harrison										2019-09-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/09/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-10 16:22:53.840		Final						2019-09-05		Leslie		Clark, Shauna		2062631521		2062964774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-04		King		Bat found in the sleeping area. Open wounds/scratches found on thumb area where she touched the bat.  Resident immediately washed her hands, but is nervous about potential contact while she sleeps (she was sleeping on an open porch).  She can't bring the bat to paws for packaging until Monday, so it's being kept in the fridge until then.		Citizen		NULL		2019-09-09		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-05 15:34:16.180		9/9/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338737		19-0267		COWLITZ		09/09/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Good Samaritan helped cat hit by car. Bit.		2241 32nd Ave		WA		Longview		COWLITZ		right index finger										Jazmynn Santa Maria										2019-09-04 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/09/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-10 16:22:53.580		Final						2019-09-05		Hanna		Krey, Sheayah		3604145599		3604145599		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-04		Cowlitz		Good Samaritan helped cat hit by car. Bit.		FedEx		776174318421		2019-09-07		AM		No		Logged		NULL		JXA9303		2019-09-06 15:51:00.273		9/9/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0338709		19-0269		KING		09/06/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Other (bat in school)																Lots of unknown exposure.  Bat was inside the school, with lots of exposure to children- unknown if any children touched it. School in Redmond.  Chased through hallway, killed with a book.		4213 228th Ave NE		WA		Redmond		KING		unknown										Unknown- Alcott Elementary School										2019-09-05 00:00:00.000		NULL		Skull crushed. Full cross-sections of cerebellum and brainstem not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/09/2019		September		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-10 16:24:26.617		Final						2019-09-06		Leslie		Hatley, Noelle		2062964774				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-05		King		Lots of unknown exposure.  Bat was inside the school, with lots of exposure to children- unknown if any children touched it. School in Redmond.  Chased through hallway, killed with a book.		Courier		NULL		2019-09-06		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-06 10:05:03.193		9/6/19		9		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0338909		19-0270		PIERCE		09/10/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																DuPont- Pierce County.  Bat had been in house whole weekend without the family noticing.  It was found flying around their children's bedroom after several hours of potential exposure.  Only when checking back at house cameras did they see how long the bat had been in the house, and was closed in the childrens' bedroom with sleeping children.		2280 Palasade Blvd.		WA		DuPont		PIERCE		sleep										2 small kids										2019-09-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-sections of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/10/2019		September		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-10 16:22:54.007		Final						2019-09-09		Leslie		Desmarais, Kim		2537987681		2533765395		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-08		Pierce		DuPont- Pierce County.  Bat had been in house whole weekend without the family noticing.  It was found flying around their children's bedroom after several hours of potential exposure.  Only when checking back at house cameras did they see how long the bat had been in the house, and was closed in the childrens' bedroom with sleeping children.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-10		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-09 10:34:46.457		9/10/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338970		19-0271		STEVENS		09/11/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		No		Unknown																Stevens County - homeless person found a bat while he was walking along the road. The person carried the bat in a handkerchief in hand and turned the bat into the animal shelter. When questioned, they said they were not bit. The person then left the animal shelter before they could be questioned further. The bat had injured wing.				WA		Colville		STEVENS		unknown										Unknown homeless man										2019-09-09 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/11/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-12 09:18:34.343		Final						2019-09-09		Mike		Hutton, Judy		5095638027				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-09		Stevens		Stevens County - homeless person found a bat while he was walking along the road. The person carried the bat in a handkerchief in hand and turned the bat into the animal shelter. When questioned, they said they were not bit. The person then left the animal shelter before they could be questioned further. The bat had injured wing.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-11		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-09 13:25:00.587		9/11/19		9		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0338976		19-0272		PIERCE		09/11/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact		Unknown														Man reached into a can of nails several times before he realized he was handling a bat that was in there.  Potential scratches (from the nails? Or from the bat?)		622 N K St		WA		Tacoma		PIERCE		hands										Tom Hoare										2019-09-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/11/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-12 09:18:34.537		Final						2019-09-09		Leslie		Desmarais, Kim		2537987681				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-08		Pierce		Man reached into a can of nails several times before he realized he was handling a bat that was in there.  Potential scratches (from the nails? Or from the bat?)		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-10		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-09 14:34:45.303		9/11/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338944		19-0273		KING		09/10/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Unknown																Bat in house for 5 days. Family of five. Sleep with bedroom doors open. Upon interview with all members, one of the children did wake up to bat in bedroom at one point.		16585 SE 56th Pl		WA		Bellevue		KING		sleep exposure										Lang, Benjamin										2019-09-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/11/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-12 09:18:33.913		Final						2019-09-09		Leslie		Stearn, Steve		2062638226		2062964774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-08		King		Bat in house for 5 days. Family of five. Sleep with bedroom doors open. Upon interview with all members, one of the children did wake up to bat in bedroom at one point.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-10		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-10 16:51:56.950		9/10/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0338945		19-0275		KING		09/10/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area		Unknown														Family of four were staying at their cabin on Camano Island. Cabin has been known to have bats over time; family did a bat check upon arrival Friday night.  Two children (ages 7 and 10) share a room, discovered a bat lying on bedside table shortly after awakening. bat was alive when found on bedside table. dad killed bat by breaking its neck; bat was kept at room temp for over 24 hours, then took the bat home and kept frozen. bat will be taken to PAWS and will be delivered to PHL this afternoon (9/10)		119 N 59th St		WA		Seattle		KING		sleep exposure		sleep exposure		sleep exposure						Tammy Herner		Dan Herner		2 childrens, 7 and 10 years old						2019-09-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments. &#x0D;&#x0D;Brain crushed. Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		NULL		NULL		September		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R27: Cerebellum and/or brainstem incomplete.		NULL		2019-09-11 14:13:02.047		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-09-10		Amanda Dodd		Clark, Shauna		2062631521		2062964774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-07		Island		Family of four were staying at their cabin on Camano Island. Cabin has been known to have bats over time; family did a bat check upon arrival Friday night.  Two children (ages 7 and 10) share a room, discovered a bat lying on bedside table shortly after awakening. bat was alive when found on bedside table. dad killed bat by breaking its neck; bat was kept at room temp for over 24 hours, then took the bat home and kept frozen. bat will be taken to PAWS and will be delivered to PHL this afternoon (9/10)		Citizen		NULL		2019-09-10		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-11 08:29:00.160		9/10/19		9		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0339261		19-0276		SKAGIT		09/12/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Family on vacation - left kitchen window open while gone. 3 children sleep in one room. Woke up with bat in the bedroom. Cats in the household.		23403 Avalon Hideaway Ln		WA		Mount Vernon		SKAGIT		Sleep exposure										3 children/Woke up with bat										2019-09-08 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/12/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-12 16:56:50.363		Final						2019-09-11		Hanna		Jordan, Amber		3604161536		3607708468		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-08		Skagit		Family on vacation - left kitchen window open while gone. 3 children sleep in one room. Woke up with bat in the bedroom. Cats in the household.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-12		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-09-11 11:39:31.630		9/12/19		9		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0339388		19-0277		CLARK		09/13/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Pest control employee encountered an injured bat (with an injured wing).  Went to pick it up to remove it and it bit him through his glove.		2500 Simpson Ave		WA		Vancouver		CLARK		right index finger										Mark Strazhari										2019-09-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/13/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-13 16:27:33.037		Final						2019-09-11		Leslie		Millet, Meghan		5643978182				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-11		Clark		Pest control employee encountered an injured bat (with an injured wing).  Went to pick it up to remove it and it bit him through his glove.		UPS		NULL		2019-09-12		PM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-11 15:58:55.937		9/13/19		9		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0339590		19-0279		KING		09/16/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Scratch																Outdoor cat experienced recent neurological changes. Euthanized. Vet examined the mouth/teeth of the cat and potentially exposed. Owner reported a recent scratch - possible exposure.		1530 S Dash Point Rd		WA		Federal Way		KING		unknown		unknown								Dr. Kristen Rooker		Allem Boggs								2019-09-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/17/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-17 09:21:42.353		Final						2019-09-13		NULL		Huntington-Frazier, Mindy		2064779179				Domestic(pet, livestock)		Increasing neurological symptoms		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-13		King		Outdoor cat experienced recent neurological changes. Euthanized. Vet examined the mouth/teeth of the cat and potentially exposed. Owner reported a recent scratch - possible exposure.		Courier		NULL		2019-09-16		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-13 14:44:51.243		9/16/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0339620		19-0280		KING		09/16/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Public Exposure		Unknown		N/A																Bat found in community park (not affiliated with a school) @ E Renton Highlands (intersection of 174th Ave SE and 174th Terrace SE). Bat was found on bench and appeared to be injured. Unclear how long bat was in public park or of any potential human exposures. Reported by citizen to PHSKC. RASKC will collect and store animal until Monday 9/16. Shauna at PHSKC will call on Monday with additional PHL delivery information.		E Renton Highlands (intersection of 174th Ave SE and 174th Terrace SE)		WA		Renton		KING		Unknown										Public - Unknown										2019-09-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		&#x0D; UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/17/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-18 09:14:35.310		Final						2019-09-13		Amanda Dodd		Clark, Shauna		2062631521		2069634774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-13		King		Bat found in community park (not affiliated with a school) @ E Renton Highlands (intersection of 174th Ave SE and 174th Terrace SE). Bat was found on bench and appeared to be injured. Unclear how long bat was in public park or of any potential human exposures. Reported by citizen to PHSKC. RASKC will collect and store animal until Monday 9/16. Shauna at PHSKC will call on Monday with additional PHL delivery information.		RASKC		NULL		2019-09-16		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-09-13 17:00:03.010		9/16/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0339700		19-0281		KITSAP		09/17/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bat in sleeping area																Couple woke up to a bat in their bedroom. Reports being a heavy sleeper, and can't be sure an exposure didn't happen. Pushing for testing from resident and LHJ.		8764 N.E. Fir St.		WA		Indianola		KITSAP		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Brian Rugg		Emily Stuart								2019-09-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/17/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-18 09:14:35.563		Final						2019-09-16		Leslie		Gonzalez, Anna		3607282255		3606339693		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-13		Kitsap		Couple woke up to a bat in their bedroom. Reports being a heavy sleeper, and can't be sure an exposure didn't happen. Pushing for testing from resident and LHJ.		UPS		NULL		2019-09-17		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-16 13:48:56.433		9/17/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0339706		19-0284		KING		09/17/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Unknown																Bat was found on ground in playground- private playground in a gated community.  Non-verbal child found playing near it, unknown if contact occurred.   Community in Bellevue.  Seattle King County LHJ is recommending PEP for the child since a) non verbal, and b) unknown contact		2504 West Lake Sammamish Pkwy SE		WA		Bellevue		KING		play around, poss. bare skin										Dylan Bockrath										2019-09-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/17/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-18 09:14:35.780		Final						2019-09-17		Leslie		Schwalbe, Nicole		2064775845		2062474924		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-16		King		Bat was found on ground in playground- private playground in a gated community.  Non-verbal child found playing near it, unknown if contact occurred.   Community in Bellevue.  Seattle King County LHJ is recommending PEP for the child since a) non verbal, and b) unknown contact		Citizen		NULL		2019-09-18		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-17 08:32:47.810		9/17/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0339756		19-0285		LEWIS		09/18/2019		Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Woke up in the middle of the night with bat in bedroom. went to sleep out on couch and woke up with bat in living room. Says it was the same bat.		257 Nelson Rd.		WA		Winlock		LEWIS		Sleep exposure										Mary Wojnar										2019-09-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/18/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-19 17:31:32.073		Final						2019-09-17		Leslie		, Lewis County Animal Shelter		3607401222				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-16		Lewis		Woke up in the middle of the night with bat in bedroom. went to sleep out on couch and woke up with bat in living room. Says it was the same bat.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-18		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-17 08:37:26.050		9/18/19		9		2019								Eptesicus fuscus

		WA0339777		19-0286		SPOKANE		09/18/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch														Cat was ill, had taken it into vet. Cat bit and scratched the vet tech. Owner of cat also bitten. Cat was strictly outdoor cat and not up to date on vaccines.		1318 N. Stanford Ln		WA		Liberty Lake		SPOKANE		Bitten and scratched		Bitten								Katy Folkerts		Melanie Boyd								2019-09-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/18/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-19 17:31:32.797		Final						2019-09-17		Amanda Dodd		Hoffland, LeAnne		5093241560		5093241589		Domestic(pet, livestock)		lethargy, vomiting, not eating. No neurological sxs reported		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-11		Spokane		Cat was ill, had taken it into vet. Cat bit and scratched the vet tech. Owner of cat also bitten. Cat was strictly outdoor cat and not up to date on vaccines.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-18		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-09-17 09:49:18.007		9/18/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0339759		19-0287		PACIFIC		09/18/2019		Bat		Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)		Unknown		NULL		Dead		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Citizen found dead bat in bathroom attached to bedroom with no other entry. No vents in bathroom. Had another bat tested in the past (neg); performed bat exclusion with no bats afterward, then this one appeared. Very concerned, will PEP if positive, certain cat did not bring it in. Will have vet evaluate cat regarding updating its vaccination (currently up-to-date).		120 Elk Creek Rd.		WA		Raymond		PACIFIC		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								Vinessa Nichols		Paul Nichols								2019-09-15 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/18/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-19 17:31:32.403		Final						2019-09-17		Mary Chan		Goelz, Mary		3608759343		3605899061		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-15		Pacific		Citizen found dead bat in bathroom attached to bedroom with no other entry. No vents in bathroom. Had another bat tested in the past (neg); performed bat exclusion with no bats afterward, then this one appeared. Very concerned, will PEP if positive, certain cat did not bring it in. Will have vet evaluate cat regarding updating its vaccination (currently up-to-date).		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-18		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-17 10:06:52.967		9/18/19		9		2019								Myotis yumanensis

		WA0339768		19-0288		BENTON		09/18/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite		Bare skin contact														Elderly man was working outside and didn't see a bat on a chain he was working on.  The bat bit him- pronounced puncture wounds.  Resident is on PEP, and just reached out to the LHJ  to notify them that he still had the bat in a container.  LHJ doesn't know if this bat has been refrigerated since its death or if it's suitable for testing.		2895 Hyde Road		WA		Richland		BENTON		Bitten; bare skin contact										Wallace Griffith										2019-09-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/18/2019		September		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-19 17:31:32.597		Final						2019-09-17		Leslie		Peyton, Jodee		5094604318				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-14		Benton		Elderly man was working outside and didn't see a bat on a chain he was working on.  The bat bit him- pronounced puncture wounds.  Resident is on PEP, and just reached out to the LHJ  to notify them that he still had the bat in a container.  LHJ doesn't know if this bat has been refrigerated since its death or if it's suitable for testing.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-19		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-17 10:55:13.847		9/18/19		9		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0339839		19-0289		CLARK		09/19/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																bat discovered in an elderly persons sleeping area. caretaker states that the potentially exposed person reported seeing the bat in bedroom on 9/16. bat was captured in bedroom 9/18 so it is suspected that the bat has been in the house for a couple of days.		5800 NW 403rd St.,		WA		Woodland		NULL		Sleep exposure										George Tsugawa										2019-09-16 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/19/2019		September		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-19 17:31:32.990		Final						2019-09-18		Amanda Dodd		Kokolakis, Michelle		5643978182				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-16		Clark		bat discovered in an elderly persons sleeping area. caretaker states that the potentially exposed person reported seeing the bat in bedroom on 9/16. bat was captured in bedroom 9/18 so it is suspected that the bat has been in the house for a couple of days.		UPS		NULL		2019-09-19		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-09-18 09:14:32.510		9/19/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0340006		19-0292		SPOKANE		09/20/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal		Unknown		Other(Cat ate back of bat.)																Cat playing with bat. Ate hind part of bat and left in garage. Owner discovered bat (head still intact) and initially handled with wet paper towel. Cat vaccination status unknown.		16209 W. SR 904		WA		Cheney		SPOKANE		Cat ate back of bat										Myron Power										2019-09-19 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/20/2019		September		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-20 17:05:32.070		Final						2019-09-19		Mike		Hoffland, LeAnne		5093241589				Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		NULL		2019-09-19		Spokane		Cat playing with bat. Ate hind part of bat and left in garage. Owner discovered bat (head still intact) and initially handled with wet paper towel. Cat vaccination status unknown.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-20		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-19 12:15:19.250		9/20/19		9		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0340022		19-0293		CLALLAM		09/20/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Person encountered wild/feral kitten and was bitten on finger. Took kitten to the vet and the kitten died overnight.		160 S. Del Guzzi Drive (Angeles Clinic for Animals)		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		bitten on finger										Timothy Arnold										2019-09-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/20/2019		September		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-20 17:05:32.500		Final						2019-09-19		Mike		Johnson, Ann		3604172412				Feral(stray)		emaciated		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-18		Clallam		Person encountered wild/feral kitten and was bitten on finger. Took kitten to the vet and the kitten died overnight.		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-20		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-19 14:33:12.997		9/20/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0340049		19-0295		CLALLAM		09/21/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area		Bare skin contact														Woman woke up to a bat in bed with her, nuzzled against her neck. The woman grabbed the bat with her bare hands and put into a pot. No scratches or bites can be seen.		154 Sawtooth Road		WA		Port Angeles		CLALLAM		Neck, hands										Frances M Scetela										2019-09-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/23/2019		September		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-23 11:45:32.303		Final						2019-09-20		Leslie		Johnson, Ann		3604619327		3604172439		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-09-20		Clallam		Woman woke up to a bat in bed with her, nuzzled against her neck. The woman grabbed the bat with her bare hands and put into a pot. No scratches or bites can be seen.		FedEx		8125-5145-5063		2019-09-21		AM		Yes		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-20 16:25:55.200		9/21/19		9		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0340303		19-0297		COWLITZ		09/25/2019		Squirrel		NULL		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human and animal		Yes		Bite																Reports dogs caught a wild squirrel. She went to take the squirrel from her dogs and was bitten on left hand. Unknown behavior of squirrel prior to incident.		247 Boulder Hill Dr.		WA		Longview		COWLITZ		bitten on left hand										Amy Belenski										2019-09-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		Skull smashed. Full cross-sections of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/25/2019		September		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:05:45.370		Final						2019-09-23		Michelle Holshue		Pugh, Chelsea		3604145599				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-22		Cowlitz		NULL		Unknown		NULL		2019-09-25		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJB9303		2019-09-23 10:01:37.877		9/25/19		9		2019								NULL

		WA0340193		19-0298		WAHKIAKUM		09/24/2019		Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																2 adults found bat in sleeping area, woke up and caught the bat. Brought to health department in a ziplock bag.		75 Mattie Street		WA		Cathlamet		WAHKIAKUM		Sleep exposure		Sleep exposure								William Faubion		Cindy Faubion								2019-09-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/24/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-25 08:24:21.577		Final						2019-09-23		Michelle Holshue		Robbins, Gina		3607956207				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-23		Wahkiakum		2 adults found bat in sleeping area, woke up and caught the bat. Brought to health department in a ziplock bag.		FedEx		8525-5066-0926		2019-09-24		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-24 09:37:15.700		9/24/19		9		2019								Myotis thysanodes

		WA0340302		19-0299		ISLAND		09/25/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Citizen saw bat alive Friday evening, consulted with pest control to get rid of it. Went to bed and woke up to it dead on bedroom floor Saturday morning.				WA		Camano Island		ISLAND		sleep		sleep								Anne James		Husband								2019-09-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/25/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:05:45.187		Final						2019-09-23		Mary Chan		Barenburg, Clea		3606787267		3609141452		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-20		Island		Citizen saw bat alive Friday evening, consulted with pest control to get rid of it. Went to bed and woke up to it dead on bedroom floor Saturday morning. Investigator Clea.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-25		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-23 16:45:23.410		9/25/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0340194		19-0300		BENTON		09/24/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Bat found in the same room as sleeping teenager.		339 Cindy Rd		WA		Kennewick		BENTON		sleep exposure										Ryan Stevens										2019-09-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/24/2019		September		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-25 08:24:24.737		Final						2019-09-23		Hanna		Coleman, Jim		5094604319		5094604313		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-22		Benton		Bat found in the same room as sleeping teenager.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-24		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-09-23 13:54:02.977		9/24/19		9		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0340478		19-0301		PACIFIC		09/26/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Unknown																Bat found flying around kindergarten classroom. Kids were unattended for brief periods. Still circling room; kids evacuated to a different room until room swept and checked. Lori believes it was there prior to morning. Bats have been previously found outside school; will discuss professional bat exclusion with school.		793 SR4		WA		Naselle		PACIFIC		NULL										Kindergarden class										2019-09-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/27/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-27 16:32:52.320		Final						2019-09-24		Mary		Ashley, Lori		3608759343		3609427297		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-24		Pacific		Bat found flying around kindergarten classroom. Kids were unattended for brief periods. Still circling room; kids evacuated to a different room until room swept and checked. Lori believes it was there prior to morning. Bats have been previously found outside school; will discuss professional bat exclusion with school.		UPS		NULL		2019-09-26		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-25 08:28:44.123		9/26/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0340262		19-0302		SNOHOMISH		09/24/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact																Originally reported under Event ID 19-0296, which was deleted due to county initially cancelling testing. 8 yr-old found playing with bat last Fri. Reports no head/neck exposure. Mom refused to transport to PHL and PEP. Health officer is having staff member pick up bat, drive to PAWS/vet to euthanize or confirm decease, then driving to PHL.		22502 Wait Mill Rd		WA		Granite Falls		SNOHOMISH		unknown										Samantha Traynor										2019-09-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/25/2019		September		SSJ1303		Positive		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:05:44.843		Final						2019-09-24		Mary		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-20		Snohomish		Originally reported under Event ID 19-0296, which was deleted due to county initially cancelling testing. 8 yr-old found playing with bat last Fri. Reports no head/neck exposure. Mom refused to transport to PHL and PEP. Health officer is having staff member pick up bat, drive to PAWS/vet to euthanize or confirm decease, then driving to PHL.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-09-24		PM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-09-25 16:31:50.630		9/24/19		9		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0340301		19-0303		WHATCOM		09/25/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact																Person came home to find cat with something in its mouth. Person pulled it out of its mouth, realized it was a bat and that they had grabbed its wing. Handled in town from there. No visible scratches or bites, but cannot be certain that they did not touch claws.		2636 Shorewood Lane		WA		Bellingham		WHATCOM		hands										Mark Nichols										2019-09-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/25/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:05:45.013		Final						2019-09-24		Mary Chan		Kunesh, Tom		3607786042		3607786000		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-23		Whatcom		Person came home to find cat with something in its mouth. Person pulled it out of its mouth, realized it was a bat and that they had grabbed its wing. Handled in town from there. No visible scratches or bites, but cannot be certain that they did not touch claws.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-24 12:21:59.810		9/25/19		9		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0340340		19-0304		KING		09/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																stray kitten brought in to the vet with neurologic symptoms.  While it was being checked out, this kitten bit the vet tech.  The cat was put down.		Blue Pearl Pet Hospital		WA		Seattle		KING		bitten										Lindsay Walker										2019-09-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/25/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:08:12.920		Final						2019-09-24		Leslie		Mummert, Laura		2064774973				Feral(stray)		neurologic symptoms		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-24		King		stray kitten brought in to the vet with neurologic symptoms.  While it was being checked out, this kitten bit the vet tech.  The cat was put down.		Animal Shelter bringing it		NULL		2019-09-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-24 16:18:00.817		9/25/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0340467		19-0305		YAKIMA		09/26/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite		Scratch		Saliva												Cat seen a few days before 9/20/19 and seemed okay. Seen again 9/20 and suddenly acting strangely. Running into walls and in circles, excessive licking, biting. Feral, no microchip, no vaccination history. Bites, scratches, licking forearms of a few people, including children. No head/neck exposure. Has been decapitated.		Unknown		WA				NULL		NULL										Several people may have										2019-09-20 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/26/2019		September		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26 18:05:46.343		Final						2019-09-25		Mary		Magee, Shawn		5092496533		5092496509		Feral(stray)		Running into walls and in circles, excessive licking, biting.		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-20		Yakima		Cat seen a few days before 9/20/19 and seemed okay. Seen again 9/20 and suddenly acting strangely. Running into walls and in circles, excessive licking, biting. Feral, no microchip, no vaccination history. Bites, scratches, licking forearms of a few people, including children. No head/neck exposure. Has been decapitated.		FedEx		NULL		2019-09-26		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-25 10:25:34.880		9/26/19		9		2019								Felis catus

		WA0340763		19-0307		KING		09/27/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		N/A																Bat found in classroom at Issaquah Valley Elementary. Unknown how long it was there, unknown child exposures.		555 NW Holly St.		WA		Issaquah		KING		NULL										1st grade classroom										2019-09-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		09/30/2019		September		MML2303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-09-30 16:14:05.863		Final						2019-09-26		Leslie		, Mindy		2064779179				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-26		King		Bat found in classroom at Issaquah Valley Elementary. Unknown how long it was there, unknown child exposures.		Courier		NULL		2019-09-27		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-09-26 16:15:06.357		9/27/19		9		2019

		WA0340929		19-0308		WHATCOM		10/01/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact																Family saw bat in home. Father grabbed it with towel, crushed with hand, then brought it outside and stepped on it. Uncertain whether viable for testing - recommended let our lab decide. No children in home, no sleep exposure. Father cannot be reasonably certain he did not have contact. Family has sugar glider caged in 0.5 in x 0.5 in mesh.		2656 Northshore Rd		WA		Bellingham		WHATCOM		unknown										Louis Boda										2019-09-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/01/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-02 07:54:21.880		Final						2019-09-30		Mary		Kunesh, Tom		3607786094		3602964949		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-30		Whatcom		Family saw bat in home. Father grabbed it with towel, crushed with hand, then brought it outside and stepped on it. Uncertain whether viable for testing - recommended let our lab decide. No children in home, no sleep exposure. Father cannot be reasonably certain he did not have contact. Family has sugar glider caged in 0.5 in x 0.5 in mesh.		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-01		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-09-30 12:28:45.217		10/1/19		10		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0341030		19-0309		BENTON		10/02/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Scratch																owner received multiple scratches on hands and had contact with saliva. Cat had neuro symptoms and some excessive salivation.		4900 Paradise Way W.		WA		Richland		BENTON		hands and saliva contact										Angela Green										2019-09-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/02/2019		October		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-04 17:13:43.930		Final						2019-09-30		Leslie		Coleman, Jim		5094604205		5094604200		Feral(stray)		urinating frequently, neurologic symptoms		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-09-30		Walla Walla		veterinarian thinks potentially rabid		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-03		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-09-30 15:40:22.347		10/2/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0341029		19-0311		LEWIS		10/02/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Bat seen flying around house for a few days, found hanging from blanket on bed.		107 Huckleberry Dr		WA		Chehalis		LEWIS		Sleep exposure										Charlene Degidio										2019-09-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/02/2019		October		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-04 17:13:43.257		Final						2019-10-01		Hanna		Hanson, Amy		3607401222		3607401223		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-09-30		Lewis		Bat seen flying around house for a few days, found hanging from blanket on bed.		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-02		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-10-01 08:30:13.563		10/2/19		10		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0342100		19-0315		SNOHOMISH		10/14/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Saliva		Bare skin contact														Owned mostly outdoor cat, years out of date on vaccination, already euthanized. Sudden (<24 hr) onset of neurological sx, staggering, weakness, attempting to bite (but too weak to). Several staff exposed to saliva w/bare hand and possible mucous exposure; prepared to PEP if positive. Decapped by vet.		Arlington Pet Clinic		WA		Arlington		SNOHOMISH		Saliva with bare hand										Adolf Maas										2019-10-14 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/15/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-16 17:14:55.267		Final						2019-10-14		Mary		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Domestic(pet, livestock)		neurological w/in 24 hr onset		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-13		Snohomish		Owned mostly outdoor cat, years out of date on vaccination, already euthanized. Sudden (<24 hr) onset of neurological sx, staggering, weakness, attempting to bite (but too weak to). Several staff exposed to saliva w/bare hand and possible mucous exposure; prepared to PEP if positive. Decapped by vet.		LHJ Staff		NULL		2019-10-14		PM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-10-14 11:22:41.297		10/14/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0343138		19-0317		SAN JUAN		10/23/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Unknown		Bat in sleeping area																Saw something flying around on 10/17/19 in her bedroom, thought it was a moth. On the morning of the 18th, she found a dead bat in the adjacent room that is connected to her bedroom. This is a low risk situation because she did not wake up to the bat in the same space, but LHJ is requesting testing regardless. FedEx delivery delayed due to traffic. DOH requested that FedEx keep it refrigerated.		P.O Box 352		WA		Deer Harbor		SAN JUAN		Unknown										Janet Alderton										2019-10-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain decomposed. Unable to identify brainstem and cerebellum.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/24/2019		October		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-10-24 16:25:38.577		Final						2019-10-21		Hanna		Paterson, William		3604101670		3603784474		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-17		San Juan		Saw something flying around on 10/17/19 in her bedroom, thought it was a moth. On the morning of the 18th, she found a dead bat in the adjacent room that is connected to her bedroom. This is a low risk situation because she did not wake up to the bat in the same space, but LHJ is requesting testing regardless. FedEx delivery delayed due to traffic. DOH requested that FedEx keep it refrigerated.		FedEx		8044-6371-3046		2019-10-23		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-10-22 16:22:55.793		10/23/19		10		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0343049		19-0318		KING		10/22/2019		Bat		Western Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Scratch																Driving in Okanogan county, bat flew in open car window, hit person in the face, he killed the bat in the car, froze it, brought it home and kept in the freezer until he contacted PHSKC. Believes bat scratched his face. Will take to RASKC for packaging and shipping. Expected delivery is today, 10/21 but it may be tomorrow morning 10/22 before 11:00 a.m.		In car in Okanogan Co		WA				NULL		Face										Donald Carrier										2019-10-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		Unable to identify brainstem.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/22/2019		October		SSJ1303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-10-23 16:58:53.097		Final						2019-10-21		Doreen		Smith,  Dan		2062964774		2062964774		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Head/neck		2019-10-17		Okanogan		Driving in Okanogan county, bat flew in open car window, hit person in the face, he killed the bat in the car, froze it, brought it home and kept in the freezer until he contacted PHSKC. Believes bat scratched his face. Will take to RASKC for packaging and shipping. Expected delivery is today, 10/21 but it may be tomorrow morning 10/22 before 11:00 a.m.		RASKC		NULL		2019-10-21		PM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-10-21 11:47:30.723		10/22/19		10		2019								Myotis evotis

		WA0343141		19-0319		CHELAN		10/23/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Man encountered stray cat in warehouse and attempted to help the animal.  He was bit on his right index finger, and when he took it to the vet it died.		2701 Euclid Ct		WA		Wenatchee		CHELAN		Right index finger										Ryan Hevly										2019-10-21 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/24/2019		October		SSJ1303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-24 16:25:38.767		Final						2019-10-22		Leslie		Snitily, Stephanie		5098866417				Wild		sick		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-21		Chelan		Man encountered stray cat in warehouse and attempted to help the animal.  He was bit on his right index finger, and when he took it to the vet it died.		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-23		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-10-22 08:47:26.850		10/23/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0343474		19-0325		YAKIMA		10/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																injured feral cat bit rescuer, had to be euthanized so cannot be observed		106 S. 6th St		WA		Yakima		YAKIMA		unknown										not provided										2019-10-22 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/25/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-25 17:09:36.270		Final						2019-10-23		Mracia		Sixberry,  Melissa		5092496509		5179805912		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-22		Yakima		injured feral cat bit rescuer, had to be euthanized so cannot be observed		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-10-23 15:35:34.930		10/25/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0343469		19-0329		ISLAND		10/25/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Dead		Human only		No		Bite																Adopted feral kitten from agency. Kitten stopped eating and drinking, bit Kevin Sirstad and found dead the next day.  Sending via overnight shipping if they get the kitten by 4. If not, they will call back.  Package will be here tomorrow morning before 11:00 am		6103 S Maxwelton Rd		WA		Freeland		ISLAND		hand										Kevin Fristad										2019-10-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/25/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-25 17:09:36.100		Final						2019-10-24		Leslie and Marcia		Barenburg,   Clea		3606787267		3609141452		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-23		Island		Adopted feral kitten from agency. Kitten stopped eating and drinking, bit Kevin Sirstad and found dead the next day.  Sending via overnight shipping if they get the kitten by 4. If not, they will call back.  Package will be here tomorrow morning before 11:00 am		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-10-24 16:01:35.990		10/25/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0343454		19-0330		SNOHOMISH		10/25/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Other																Teenager brought a bat into school, let it loose, multiple people exposed, bat was captured and killed.  School employee will take bat to PAWS tomorrow morning for packaging, then will bring to PHL.		Not provided		WA				NULL		unknown										Scott Patterson										2019-10-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/25/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-25 17:09:35.753		Final						2019-10-24		Doreen		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-24		Snohomish		Teenager brought a bat into school, let it loose, multiple people exposed, bat was captured and killed.  School employee will take bat to PAWS tomorrow morning for packaging, then will bring to PHL.		Citizen		NULL		2019-10-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MJG1303		2019-10-25 13:26:59.597		10/25/19		10		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0343479		19-0331		KING		10/25/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Unknown																Bat found by children on school grounds during recess. Children may have been unsupervised when the bat was discovered.  Bat taken to RASKC for euthanasia and packaging, courier will deliver before 11:00AM Friday,10/25.		15025 SE 117th St		WA		Renton		KING		unknown										Apollo Elementary School										2019-10-24 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/25/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-25 17:09:36.447		Final						2019-10-24		NULL		Smith, Dan		2062964774				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-24		King		Bat found by children on school grounds during recess. Children may have been unsupervised when the bat was discovered.  Bat taken to RASKC for euthanasia and packaging, courier will deliver before 11:00AM Friday,10/25.		Courier		NULL		2019-10-25		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-10-24 16:33:03.177		10/25/19		10		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0344148		19-0333		PACIFIC		10/31/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		Unknown		Other(Bat found in child's car seat)																Cleaning out car - took cover off car seat and found bat between fabric cover and seat. Seat used by 7yo son.		297 Smith Creek R		WA		Raymond		PACIFIC		Unknown										Kyne Eldred										2019-10-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		Bat/brain dessicated. Brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable. Not suitable for testing.		Y				NULL		NULL		October		NULL		NULL		Bat/brain dessicated. Brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable. Not suitable for testing.; SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R26:  Brain decomposed, unable to recognize brainstem and/or cerebellum.;		NULL		2019-10-31 16:56:07.050		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-10-28		Hanna		Ashley, Lori		3608759343		3609427297		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-28		Pacific		Cleaning out car - took cover off car seat and found bat between fabric cover and seat. Seat used by 7yo son.		UPS		NULL		2019-10-31		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-10-31 10:54:36.773		10/31/19		10		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0344260		19-0334		STEVENS		11/01/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact																Citizen picked up dead bat with bare hands to keep it away from cats. Upon inspecting, realized they had previously run it over with a lawnmower and bat's fluids were all over its fur. Head seems intact. Did not touch claws, head; does not have cuts or abrasions, but cannot be certain of not having micro-abrasions.		1594 Swiss Valley Rd.		WA		Addy		STEVENS		Hands										Denise Frye										2019-10-29 00:00:00.000		NULL		UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.		Y				NULL		NULL		November		NULL		NULL		SPECIMEN NOT TESTED. (Read comments below).  R26:  Brain decomposed, unable to recognize brainstem and/or cerebellum.; UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments. ;		NULL		2019-11-01 11:54:10.640		Final		NULL		NULL		2019-10-29		Mary Chan		Schanz, Matt		5095638009		5096807597		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-29		Stevens		Citizen picked up dead bat with bare hands to keep it away from cats. Upon inspecting, realized they had previously run it over with a lawnmower and bat's fluids were all over its fur. Head seems intact. Did not touch claws, head; does not have cuts or abrasions, but cannot be certain of not having micro-abrasions.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-01		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-10-29 13:11:39.270		11/1/19		11		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0343907		19-0335		YAKIMA		10/30/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite																Bit while removing kitten from customer's car - engine compartment.		1201 Market St.		WA		Union Gap		YAKIMA		bitten (unknown site)										Dustin Garrin										2019-10-28 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		10/30/2019		October		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-10-31 17:11:00.660		Final						2019-10-29		Doreen		Snider,  Beth		5092496525		5095754040		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-10-28		Yakima		Bit while removing kitten from customer's car - engine compartment.		FedEx		NULL		2019-10-30		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-10-29 15:53:22.043		10/30/19		10		2019								Felis catus

		WA0344530		19-0337		THURSTON		11/05/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Woke up to take meds, bat was in her bedroom, bat killed by whacking with a broom.   Will ship via FedEx on Monday, should arrive at PHL Tuesday morning.		3035 Quince St SE		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		sleep exposure										Lean, Carol										2019-10-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/07/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-08 08:34:25.117		Final						2019-11-01		Doreen		Berg, Sammy		3608672667		3607015804		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-31		Thurston		Woke up to take meds, bat was in her bedroom, bat killed by whacking with a broom.   Will ship via FedEx on Monday, should arrive at PHL Tuesday morning.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-05		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-11-01 12:42:44.707		11/5/19		11		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0344535		19-0338		THURSTON		11/05/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bite																Out of state rescue, no vaccination history, unprovoked attack.  In defending himself, the animal was mortally wounded (knife to the liver).   More details: pit bull escaped outdoor pen, and ran toward man walking his dog.  The man stepped between the dogs to protect his animal, and the dog bit the man, unprovoked.  The man had a knife on him and used the knife to defend himself, killing the animal.     Animal had no known symptoms.		17122 Heather Ln SE		WA		Yelm		THURSTON		bite										Baker , Gary Dee										2019-11-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/07/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-08 08:34:25.283		Final						2019-11-01		Leslie, conferred with Marcia		Berg, Sammy		3608672568		3607015804		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-01		Thurston		Out of state rescue, no vaccination history, unprovoked attack.  In defending himself, the animal was mortally wounded (knife to the liver).   More details: pit bull escaped outdoor pen, and ran toward man walking his dog.  The man stepped between the dogs to protect his animal, and the dog bit the man, unprovoked.  The man had a knife on him and used the knife to defend himself, killing the animal.     Animal had no known symptoms.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-05		AM		No		Logged		NULL		LEB1303		2019-11-01 14:29:48.910		11/5/19		11		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0344464		19-0340		STEVENS		11/05/2019		Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bat in sleeping area																Bat sought shelter in a small dowel rod, dropped out, scampered out, she found it then recaptured it. Found in her sleeping area, a loft, found behind a desk.		7421 LeClerc Rd S,		WA		Newport		PEND OREILLE		sleep exposure										Esther Franey										2019-10-31 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/07/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-08 08:34:24.500		Final						2019-11-04		Doreen		Paugh, Karen		5095638038		6054155997		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-10-31		Pend Oreille		Bat sought shelter in a small dowel rod, dropped out, scampered out, she found it then recaptured it. Found in her sleeping area, a loft, found behind a desk.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-05		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-11-04 09:27:46.743		11/5/19		11		2019								Myotis lucifugus

		WA0344847		19-0342		THURSTON		11/07/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bite																Picking and stacking wood, bat was sleeping in wood pile, ended up on exposed person's wrist, stood up and hissed. Brushed bat off went inside to wash hands then noticed blood. Retrieved bat. Started PEP.  Called to let us know specimen just shipped, will be here tomorrow by 10:00 AM  Also, needs four (4) 95KPA bags (go inside the Styrofoam container), order number HMS 81827. Will also send an email to virology about the bags.		1930 Mark St NE		WA		Olympia		THURSTON		palm of hand										Stephen Smith										2019-11-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/07/2019		November		JXG6303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-07 16:04:58.653		Final						2019-11-04		Doreen		Israel, Kimberly		3608672576		3608672667		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-02		Thurston		Picking and stacking wood, bat was sleeping in wood pile, ended up on exposed person's wrist, stood up and hissed. Brushed bat off went inside to wash hands then noticed blood. Retrieved bat. Started PEP.  Called to let us know specimen just shipped, will be here tomorrow by 10:00 AM Also, needs four (4) 95KPA bags (go inside the Styrofoam container), order number HMS 81827. Will also send an email to virology about the bags.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-07		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-11-06 15:05:00.290		11/7/19		11		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0344529		19-0343		MASON		11/05/2019		Bat		Unable to Speciate		Never vaccinated		NULL		Dead		Human only		Unknown		Unknown																Mother looked out on porch to find dead bat immediately next to previously unattended two-year-old. Unknown whether there was contact.		81 E Bay Height Drive		WA		Allyn		MASON		unknown										Levi Bornstein										2019-11-02 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/07/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-08 08:34:24.850		Final						2019-11-04		Mary		Paysse,  Alex		3604279670		3604637736		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		NULL		2019-11-02		Mason		Mother looked out on porch to find dead bat immediately next to previously unattended two-year-old. Unknown whether there was contact.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-05		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-11-04 12:18:21.947		11/5/19		11		2019								Unknown

		WA0345046		19-0345		PIERCE		11/08/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																15 week old puppy, too young to vaccinate, presented to animal hospital with neuro symptoms, rapidly deteriorating, seizures, salivating. Bit tech yesterday, no known contact with a bat, unknown where puppy was born.  Rabies pep started yesterday.		2505 South 80th		WA		Tacoma		PIERCE		hand										Marissa Knowlton										2019-11-06 00:00:00.000		NULL		Brain incomplete. Full cross-section of brainstem and cerebellum not identifiable.		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/08/2019		November		TUD0303		Unsatisfactory		NULL		NULL		2019-11-12 14:49:25.197		Final						2019-11-07		Doreen		Nybo, Jeni		2533707624		2537986410		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Neuro, seizures, salivating		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-06		Pierce		15 week old puppy, too young to vaccinate, presented to animal hospital with neuro symptoms, rapidly deteriorating, seizures, salivating. Bit tech yesterday, no known contact with a bat, unknown where puppy was born.  Rabies pep started yesterday.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-08		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-11-07 16:08:39.640		11/8/19		11		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0345456		19-0347		PIERCE		11/14/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Unknown		NULL		Healthy		Human only		No		Bite																Neuter pit bull boxer mix, owner unknown, owner homeless moving from hotel to hotel, cannot find owner. Animal control saw hotel video of the attack. Dog sitting in hotel room, door open. Bitten person getting out of her car in the parking lot, not going anywhere near the room with the dog, dog flew out of the room unprovoked, charges her, hit her so hard it knocked her out of camera view, she stabbed the dog three times, it had to be euthanized. She is in the hospital. animal control dropped head off at TPCHD unannounced.		1811 So. 76th St.		WA		Tacoma		PIERCE		upper extemities										Letivis  Ballin										2019-11-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/15/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-15 11:43:29.670		Final						2019-11-13		Doreen		Nybo, Jeni		2537987398		2537986410		Domestic(pet, livestock)				Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-13		Pierce		Neuter pit bull boxer mix, owner unknown, owner homeless moving from hotel to hotel, cannot find owner. Animal control saw hotel video of the attack. Dog sitting in hotel room, door open. Bitten person getting out of her car in the parking lot, not going anywhere near the room with the dog, dog flew out of the room unprovoked, charges her, hit her so hard it knocked her out of camera view, she stabbed the dog three times, it had to be euthanized. She is in the hospital. animal control dropped head off at TPCHD unannounced.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-14		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-11-12 16:16:47.507		11/14/19		11		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0345580		19-0348		THURSTON		11/15/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Cat struck by car, good Samaritan bitten when attempting to assist cat, cat had to be euthanized due to its injuries.		No info. available on submission form		WA		Rochester		THURSTON		unknown										Debbie Fox										2019-11-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/15/2019		November		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-20 15:50:12.913		Final						2019-11-14		Doreen		Berg, Sammy		3608672568		3607015804		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-07		Thurston		Cat struck by car, good Samaritan bitten when attempting to assist cat, cat had to be euthanized due to its injuries.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-15		AM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-11-14 12:06:11.180		11/15/19		11		2019								Felis catus

		WA0345995		19-0350		KING		11/20/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																10 wk old kitten found outdoors by family, no hx.  Too young for vaccinations, has been nipping family since they've had it (22 month old and 2 year old kids).  Seizures began last week, inability to eat since 11/18 AM.  Euthanized due to deteriorating condition.  Vet couldn't do comprehensive neurologic tests.  PHSKC vets Vance & Beth want testing.		12925 SE Kent Kangley Road		WA		Kent		KING		not provided		not provided		not provided						Daneka Mackie		2 years old child Mackie		2 months old child Mackie						2019-11-15 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/21/2019		November		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-21 12:58:33.417		Final						2019-11-19		Leslie, Mary		Huntington-Frazier, Mindy		2064779179		2062964774		Domestic(pet, livestock)		seizures, trouble eating and drinking, biting		No		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-15		Unknown		10 wk old kitten found outdoors by family, no hx.  Too young for vaccinations, has been nipping family since they've had it (22 month old and 2 year old kids).  Seizures began last week, inability to eat since 11/18 AM.  Euthanized due to deteriorating condition.  Vet couldn't do comprehensive neurologic tests.  PHSKC vets Vance & Beth want testing.		Courier		NULL		2019-11-20		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-11-19 15:09:52.550		11/20/19		11		2019								Felis catus

		WA0346936		19-0351		CLARK		11/26/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Bite																Officer was bitten by feral cat they were rescuing from tree. Cat fell and is to be euthanized due to injuries; inhumane to keep it alive. No history on cat, no microchip, not able to determine whether any reliable witness to cat's behavior over several days. Human society will decap and refrigerate over the weekend. County to confirm officer not bitten on head or neck and if not, will ship Monday.		515 NW 105th St.		WA		Vancouver		CLARK		both Hands										Rotha Yong										2019-11-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/26/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-27 15:52:46.127		Final						2019-11-23		Mary		,  Michelle		5643978182		5643978443		Feral(stray)				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-23		Clark		Officer was bitten by feral cat they were rescuing from tree. Cat fell and is to be euthanized due to injuries; inhumane to keep it alive. No history on cat, no microchip, not able to determine whether any reliable witness to cat's behavior over several days. Human society will decap and refrigerate over the weekend. County to confirm officer not bitten on head or neck and if not, will ship Monday.		Unknown		NULL		2019-11-27		AM		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-11-22 16:10:32.150		11/26/19		11		2019								Felis catus

		WA0346935		19-0352		KING		11/26/2019		Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human and animal		Yes		Bare skin contact																Vashon Island residents exposed.  Cat brought bat inside and upon trying to get the bat outside there was potential exposure to both people in the house.  They are VERY anxious about the exposure and are applying a lot of pressure to King County.		7401 S.W. Maury Pk Rd.		WA		Vashon		KING		bare hands										Mullin Canole										2019-11-23 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/26/2019		November		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-27 15:52:45.940		Final						2019-11-25		Leslie		Garcia, Hal		2062630222		2062967447		Wild				NULL		NULL		Bat caught by cat		Upper extremity		2019-11-23		King		Vashon Island residents exposed.  Cat brought bat inside and upon trying to get the bat outside there was potential exposure to both people in the house.  They are VERY anxious about the exposure and are applying a lot of pressure to King County.		Unknown		NULL		2019-11-26		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-11-26 10:07:24.367		11/26/19		11		2019								Myotis californicus

		WA0347069		19-0355		KITSAP		11/27/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Citizen bitten on hand by feral kitten Mon 11/25 evening. Had taken in kitten ~2 weeks ago. Vet called, concerned about rabies due to neurologic symptoms that started 11/25. Kitten has been euthanized due to injuries and decapitated.		2135 E. Phinney Bay Dr.		WA		Bremerton		KITSAP		hand										Taylor Hossler										2019-11-25 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/27/2019		November		JXG6303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-27 16:42:20.930		Final						2019-11-26		Mary		Gonzalez, Anna		3607282255		3606339693		Feral(stray)		Neurologic		NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-25		Kitsap		Citizen bitten on hand by feral kitten Mon 11/25 evening. Had taken in kitten ~2 weeks ago. Vet called, concerned about rabies due to neurologic symptoms that started 11/25. Kitten has been euthanized due to injuries and decapitated.		UPS		NULL		2019-11-27		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-11-26 12:41:18.907		11/27/19		11		2019								Felis catus

		WA0347071		19-0356		YAKIMA		11/27/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Saliva		Bare skin contact														Uncontrollable seizures, excessive drooling, not aggressive but very weak, had unsupervised outdoor time. Licked hand of owner on owner's open wound. Euthanized due to condition; 10-day observation not possible. Symptoms began last couple of days and vet concerned that could not r/out rabies. Vaccinated w/in the last week; previous vaccination hx unknown. Owner is a VA patient who is unable to care well for the dog. Already decapitated.		721 N. Keys Rd		WA		Yakima		YAKIMA		hand with open wound										Brent Scheitzach										2019-11-26 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		11/27/2019		November		JXG6303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-11-27 16:42:21.097		Final						2019-11-26		Mary		Snider,    Beth		5092496525		5095754040		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Uncontrollable seizures and excessive drooling		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-26		Yakima		Uncontrollable seizures, excessive drooling, not aggressive but very weak, had unsupervised outdoor time. Licked hand of owner on owner's open wound. Euthanized due to condition; 10-day observation not possible. Symptoms began last couple of days and vet concerned that could not r/out rabies. Vaccinated w/in the last week; previous vaccination hx unknown. Owner is a VA patient who is unable to care well for the dog. Already decapitated.		FedEx		NULL		2019-11-27		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-11-26 16:06:17.857		11/27/19		11		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0347465		19-0357		MASON		12/03/2019		Dog		Canis familiaris		Never vaccinated		NULL		Ill		Human only		Unknown		Saliva																Illness started around 11/18, sought care 11/23. Euthanized 11/27. Exposures happened in Mason County, vet is in Pierce. Pierce will ship, but results should be reported to Mason.		980 E. Wilson Way		WA		Grapeview		MASON		Saliva		Saliva								Allen Hale		Anna Hale								2019-11-18 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/03/2019		December		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-05 18:48:24.527		Final						2019-12-02		Hanna		Stinson, Denise		3604279670		3604279670		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Neurologic symptoms - stuporous, drooling		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-18		Mason		Illness started around 11/18, sought care 11/23. Euthanized 11/27. Exposures happened in Mason County, vet is in Pierce. Pierce will ship, but results should be reported to Mason.		FedEx		NULL		2019-12-03		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-12-02 09:28:53.710		12/3/19		12		2019								Canis familiaris

		WA0347464		19-0358		SKAGIT		12/03/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Unknown		NULL		Injured		Human only		Yes		Bite																Injured in car accident. Bit two deputies. No animal history, no chip or collar.		State Route 9 at Rabit lane		WA		Sedro Woolley		SKAGIT		unknown										Two deputies										2019-11-30 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/03/2019		December		MXK0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-05 18:48:24.167		Final						2019-12-02		Hanna		Hamner, Lea		3604161536		3607708458		Unknown				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-11-30		Skagit		Injured in car accident. Bit two deputies. No animal history, no chip or collar.		FedEx		NULL		2019-12-03		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-12-02 13:09:59.590		12/3/19		12		2019								Felis catus

		WA0348426		19-0361		WALLA WALLA		12/10/2019		Coyote		Canis latrans		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Unknown		Bite																Caller's boyfriend in the woods, coyote came out of nowhere and bit his leg and held on. Boyfriend (the only one exposed) strangled coyote to death, went to hospital, and started PEP. Coyote head has been removed. Columbia Co. sending him to Walla Walla because they do not have capacity to ship. 509-382-2181 is number for reporting to Columbia Co.		Unknown, Columbia County		WA				NULL		NULL										David Prather										2019-12-01 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/11/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-12 10:34:25.580		Final						2019-12-07		Mary		Tureman, Kevin		5095242682		5093822181		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-12-05		Columbia		Caller's boyfriend in the woods, coyote came out of nowhere and bit his leg and held on. Boyfriend (the only one exposed) strangled coyote to death, went to hospital, and started PEP. Coyote head has been removed. Columbia Co. sending him to Walla Walla because they do not have capacity to ship. 509-382-2181 is number for reporting to Columbia Co.		FedEx		NULL		2019-12-10		AM		No		Logged		NULL		HNO0303		2019-12-09 15:15:01.223		12/10/19		12		2019								NULL

		WA0348517		19-0362		SNOHOMISH		12/10/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		Yes		Scratch																Citizen who happens to be a veterinarian was moving some boxes in her barn, startled a bat that was sleeping behind the boxes, and was scratched, either by bat or wall. Cannot be reasonably certain it was not bat. Vaccinated ~10 years previously in US at vet school. Can accept, but Snohomish will speak with citizen/vet to determine concern and call DOH back. If sending via PAWS, stressed that must be packaged in a rabies shipper.  Exposed person wants the bat tested. Will take to PAWS for packaging, then will drive to PHL tomorrow (Tuesday 12/10) or Wednesday (12/11).		4505 234th St NE		WA		Arlington		SNOHOMISH		NULL										Andrea Johnson										2019-12-07 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/11/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-12 10:34:26.110		Final						2019-12-09		Mary		Decker,   Bonnie		4253398709		4253395278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-12-09		Snohomish		Citizen who happens to be a veterinarian was moving some boxes in her barn, startled a bat that was sleeping behind the boxes, and was scratched, either by bat or wall. Cannot be reasonably certain it was not bat. Vaccinated ~10 years previously in US at vet school. Can accept, but Snohomish will speak with citizen/vet to determine concern and call DOH back. If sending via PAWS, stressed that must be packaged in a rabies shipper.  Exposed person wants the bat tested. Will take to PAWS for packaging, then will drive to PHL tomorrow (Tuesday 12/10) or Wednesday (12/11).		Citizen		NULL		2019-12-10		PM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-12-10 12:19:57.267		12/10/19		12		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0348931		19-0364		SNOHOMISH		12/12/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Healthy		Human only		Yes		Bare skin contact																Cleaning out awning, stuck hand up there to clean, happened to grab bat. Bat was understandably very cranky. Bare skin contact, unsure if bitten or scratched due to heavily callused hands. Taking to PAWS, hope to deliver at PHL this afternoon.				WA		Snohomish		SNOHOMISH		NULL										Pat Westling										2019-12-11 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/13/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-13 16:06:24.020		Final						2019-12-11		Doreen		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Lower extremity		2019-12-11		Snohomish		Cleaning out awning, stuck hand up there to clean, happened to grab bat. Bat was understandably very cranky. Bare skin contact, unsure if bitten or scratched due to heavily callused hands. Taking to PAWS, hope to deliver at PHL this afternoon.		Citizen		NULL		2019-12-11		PM		No		Logged		NULL		DXT1303		2019-12-11 12:02:02.420		12/12/19		12		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

		WA0349280		19-0365		PIERCE		12/17/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Scratch																Cat scratched owner; location unknown. Last vaccinated in 2017 and is let outdoors without supervision. Vet concerned for rabies. Already decapitated. Vet or Pierce will hold refrigerated over weekend and ship on Mon.		11908 174th Ave		WA		Gig Harbor		PIERCE												Lisa Leber		Bill Leber								2019-12-12 00:00:00.000		NULL		AMENDED REPORT: changed animal type from human to cat		Y		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/18/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-19 09:10:00.043		Amended Final						2019-12-13		Mary		Stinson, Denise		2537987671		2533775312		Domestic(pet, livestock)		neurologic: inability to swallow, ataxia, drooling		No		NULL		NULL				2019-12-12		Pierce		Cat scratched owner; location unknown. Last vaccinated in 2017 and is let outdoors without supervision. Vet concerned for rabies. Already decapitated. Vet or Pierce will hold refrigerated over weekend and ship on Mon.		Unknown		NULL		2019-12-17		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-12-19 08:56:26.410		12/17/19		12		2019								Felis catus

		WA0349100		19-0366		SNOHOMISH		12/16/2019		Cat		Felis catus		Vaccination not current		NULL		Ill		Human only		Yes		Bite																Indoor/outdoor cat; 18 yrs old. Only vaccinated as a kitten. 12/12/19 onset of swollen abdomen, generalized edema, neurological sx (not eating, unable to stand/walk), almost obtunded upon arrival. Catheter placed in cat, cat bit male owner on hand and vet tech in shoulder twice, hard. Either vet will decap & ship or animal control will bring to PAWS for decap & ship.		Not Provided		WA				NULL												Kelsey Weaver		Landry								2019-12-13 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/16/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-17 08:36:45.427		Final						2019-12-13		Mary		Clancy, Kathleen		4252525439		4253395278		Domestic(pet, livestock)		Includes neurologic (not eating, unable to stand/walk)		Unknown		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-12-13		Snohomish		Indoor/outdoor cat; 18 yrs old. Only vaccinated as a kitten. 12/12/19 onset of swollen abdomen, generalized edema, neurological sx (not eating, unable to stand/walk), almost obtunded upon arrival. Catheter placed in cat, cat bit male owner on hand and vet tech in shoulder twice, hard. Either vet will decap & ship or animal control will bring to PAWS for decap & ship.		animal control or private citizen will drive		NULL		2019-12-16		NULL		No		Logged		NULL		MXCB303		2019-12-13 14:03:46.670		12/16/19		12		2019								Felis catus

		WA0349570		19-0367		LEWIS		12/19/2019		Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)		Never vaccinated		NULL		Unknown		Human only		No		Bare skin contact																bare hand contact. woman pulled a box out of her closet and live bat fell out onto her hand. able to capture bat without any additional exposures.		749 Street Route 509		WA		Chehalis		LEWIS		NULL										Jen Stratton										2019-12-17 00:00:00.000		NULL		NULL		NULL		Rabies DFA		Result Conclusion		12/20/2019		December		TUD0303		Negative		NULL		NULL		2019-12-20 15:59:40.093		Final						2019-12-18		Amanda		Ruelas, Vanessa		3607401222				Wild				NULL		NULL		NULL		Upper extremity		2019-12-17		Lewis		bare hand contact. woman pulled a box out of her closet and live bat fell out onto her hand. able to capture bat without any additional exposures.		FedEx		NULL		2019-12-19		AM		No		Logged		NULL		AJD0303		2019-12-19 10:05:10.283		12/19/19		12		2019								Lasionycteris noctivagans

				19V09343		PACIFIC				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														SOUTH BEND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														1		2019				Owner Submission: prepaid		21564

				19V09362		SNOHOMISH				Squirrel		NULL																														LYNNWOOD		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														1		2019		#244552		Veterinary Specialty Center of Seattle		21564

				19V10242		GRAYS HARBOR				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														MCCLEARY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														2		2019				Bell, Connie		21581

				19V10545		KING				Bat		Unable to Speciate																														NORTH BEND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														2		2019				Schwartz, Adam		21587

				19V11396		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														RENTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														2		2019				Lawson, Wade		21607

				19V12045		KING				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Bat		Smith, Beth		21619

				19V12134		JEFFERSON				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														QUILCENE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Bat		Hoke-Kearns, Melissa		21620

				19V12215		SNOHOMISH				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														MUKILTEO		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Bat #1		Bauer, Brian		21621

				19V12299		GRAYS HARBOR				Cat		Felis catus																														MONTESANO		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Stray Cat		Grays Harbor Veterinary Service		21623		Felis catus

				19V12426		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														NORTH BEND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21626

				19V12745		SPOKANE				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														SPOKANE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019				Schnell, Daniel		21630

				19V12879		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														DUVALL		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019		Bat		Rahill, Mary		21634

				19V12888		KING				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														SAMMAMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														3		2019				Vrhel, Michael		21634

				19V14087		PIERCE				Horse		Equus ferus caballus																														ROY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														4		2019		Dakota		Spinnaker Farm Equine		21656

				19V14232		PIERCE				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														PUYALLUP		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														4		2019		Bat		River Road Animal Hospital		21658

				19V14693		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														VASHON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														4		2019		Bat		Hanson, Adrianne		21669

				19V14719		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														MERCER ISLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														4		2019		Bat		Gruss, Linda		21669

				19V14857		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SAMMAMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Bat		Cottrille, Amy		21671

				19V15153		COWLITZ				Dog		Canis familiaris																														LONGVIEW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Jazz		Valley Veterinary Clinic		21678		Canis familiaris

				19V15232		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														SAMMAMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019				Gentilhomme, Anne Marie		21678

				19V15299		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														FALL CITY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Bat		Petroid, Ryan		21679

				19V15527		SNOHOMISH				Bat		Long eared myotis (Myotis evotis)																														SNOHOMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Positive																																																														5		2019		Bat		Pearson, Jennifer		21685

				19V15689		KITSAP				Cat		Felis catus																														BAINBRIDGE ISLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Kitty		Winslow Animal Clinic		21689		Felis catus

				19V15847		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Bat		Jerome, Catherine		21690

				19V16079		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														SILVERDALE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Corey		Corey, Joanne		21693

				19V16091		THURSTON				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														OLYMPIA		WA																																		RABIES FA										Positive																																																														5		2019		Furman		Thurston County Public Health & Social Services Dept.		21693

				19V16220		SNOHOMISH				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														EDMONDS		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Bat		McGilvray, Heather		21699

				19V16308		WHATCOM				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														BELLINGHAM		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														5		2019		Bat #1		Webb, Chris		21699

				19V17240		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														KINGSTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21718

				19V17419		PIERCE				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														UNIVERSITY PLACE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21721

				19V17527		SKAGIT				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														MOUNT VERNON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Puget Sound Veterinary Group		21725

				19V17531		KING				Bat		Unable to Speciate																														REDMOND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Miller, Donald		21725

				19V17532		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Hartje, Barbara		21725

				19V17632		THURSTON				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														LACEY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														6		2019		Bat		Thurston County Public Health & Social Services Dept.		21726

				20V00705		THURSTON				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														OLYMPIA		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019		Bat		Thurston County Public Health & Social Services Dept.		21746

				20V00729		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														CARNATION		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019		Bat		Neff, Rosemary		21746

				20V00744		KING				Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)																														SAMMAMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019		Bat		Fox, Randee		21746

				20V00908-1		STEVENS				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														RICE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019		Bat 1		McKinnon, Lorinda S.		21749

				20V00908-2		STEVENS				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														RICE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019		Bat 2		McKinnon, Lorinda S.		21749

				20V01294		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019				Dormer-Steenson, Margaret		21755

				20V01295		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														ENUMCLAW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														7		2019				Country Animal Hospital		21755

				20V01657		THURSTON				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														OLYMPIA		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		bat		Thurston County Public Health & Social Services Dept.		21762

				20V01754		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														KINGSTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Dead Bat found in house		Weiss, Ted		21763

				20V01987-1		LEWIS				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														CHEHALIS		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat 1 Red Container		Jones, Merry		21768

				20V01987-2		LEWIS				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														CHEHALIS		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat 2 Black Container		Jones, Merry		21768

				20V01990		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Sauer, Cassie		21768

				20V01994		CLALLAM				Dog		Canis familiaris																														PORT ANGELES		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Petey		Specialized Vet Services PLLC		21768		Canis familiaris

				20V02256		KING				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														KENMORE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Copps, Stephen		21774

				20V02294		SNOHOMISH				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														EVERETT		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Sells, Gayle		21774

				20V02297		WALLA WALLA				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														WALLA WALLA		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Kennedy Veterinary Services		21774

				20V02456		WHATCOM				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														FERNDALE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Kulshan Veterinary Hospital		21776

				20V02530		WHATCOM				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														DEMING		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Popham, Sujah		21777

				20V02532		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														HOBART		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Renshaw, Lorne		21777

				20V02534		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														BLACK DIAMOND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Weber, Randy		21777

				20V02659		SNOHOMISH				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														STANWOOD		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Ritzman, John		21781

				20V02661		LEWIS				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														MOSSYROCK		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Aust, Sandra		21781

				20V02663		CLARK				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														VANCOUVER		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Tomseth, Marcia		21781

				20V02852		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														SAMMAMISH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Positive																																																														8		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21784

				20V03043		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														VASHON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Thompson, Sarah Ann		21788

				20V03050		PIERCE				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														UNIVERSITY PLACE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Chambers Creek Veterinary Hospital		21788

				20V03052		KING				Bat		Long eared myotis (Myotis evotis)																														REDMOND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Schach, Claudia		21788

				20V03055		BENTON				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														WEST RICHLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019				Stead, Meagan		21788

				20V03127		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														MAPLE VALLEY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Roswell, Jackie		21789

				20V03139		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														RENTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Throop, Myles		21789

				20V03206		PIERCE				Bat		Unable to Speciate																														MCKENNA		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		HorseCart Small Animal Hospital		21790

				20V03207		ISLAND				Bat		Unable to Speciate																														CAMANO ISLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019				Staffenhagen, Leah		21790

				20V03279		WHATCOM				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														BLAINE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		Kulshan Veterinary Hospital		21791

				20V03282-1		ADAMS				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat 1		Sagehills Veterinary Services		21791

				20V03282-2		ADAMS				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat 2		Sagehills Veterinary Services		21791

				20V03287		PIERCE				Bat		Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus)																														DUPONT		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														8		2019		Bat		DuPont Veterinary Center		21791

				20V03507		KITSAP				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														BAINBRIDGE ISLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Magnuson, Eileen		21797

				20V03603		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														ISSAQUAH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Patton, Mike		21798

				20V03696		KING				Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)																														NORTH BEND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Wheatley, Autumn		21801

				20V03745		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														FALL CITY		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Herndon, Andy		21802

				20V03773-1		COWLITZ				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														LONGVIEW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Positive																																																														9		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21802

				20V03773-2		COWLITZ				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														LONGVIEW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Positive																																																														9		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21802

				20V03859		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														DES MOINES		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Keller, Mariana		21803

				20V03909		KING				Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)																														ISSAQUAH		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21805

				20V03928		CLALLAM				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEQUIM		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Country Care Veterinary Service		21805

				20V03997		JEFFERSON				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														PORT TOWNSEND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Delong, Kathryn		21805

				20V04125		SAN JUAN				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														FRIDAY HARBOR		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		McCravey, Lee		21809

				20V04132-1		COWLITZ				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Fri - 13		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21809

				20V04132-2		COWLITZ				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Sun - 15		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21809

				20V04135		SPOKANE				Dog		Canis familiaris																														SPOKANE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Charlie		Owner Submission: prepaid		21809		Canis familiaris

				20V04201		COWLITZ				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21810

				20V04212		KITSAP				Bat		Long eared myotis (Myotis evotis)																														PORT ORCHARD		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21810

				20V04263		COWLITZ				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														LONGVIEW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Cowlitz Animal Clinic		21811

				20V04266		KING				Bat		Long eared myotis (Myotis evotis)																														CARNATION		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Sikes, Kelley		21811

				20V04284		COWLITZ				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														LONGVIEW		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21811

				20V04285		KITSAP				Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)																														POULSBO		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		March, Bob		21811

				20V04332		KITSAP				Bat		Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)																														POULSBO		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Tellinghuisen, Andrea		21812

				20V04346		KING				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														VASHON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														9		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21812

				20V04872		KING				Bat		Little Brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)																														SEATTLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Madison Park Veterinary Hospital		21823

				20V05069		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														BREMERTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Melencio, Kasandra		21826

				20V05099		WHITMAN				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														PULLMAN		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat #1		Owner Submission: prepaid		21826

				20V05444		COWLITZ				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21833

				20V05445		COWLITZ				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																																WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Cowlitz County Environmental Health		21833

				20V05476		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														POULSBO		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Peninsula Mobile Veterinary Clinic		21836

				20V05520		KITSAP				Bat		Townsends Big-eared Bat (Plecotus townsendii)																														BREMERTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21836

				20V05576		SNOHOMISH				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														BOTHELL		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Cat Clinic At Canyon Park		21837

				20V05578		KLICKITAT				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														LYLE		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Bat		Klee, Ursula		21837

				20V05894		KING				Cat		Felis catus																														Kenmore		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														10		2019		Marbles Brown Tabby with White		Inglemoor Animal Hospital		21844		Felis catus

				20V07184		CHELAN				Raccoon		Procyon lotor																														ENTIAT		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														11		2019		Racoon		Stenberg, Norman		21868		Procyon lotor

				20V07478		KITSAP				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														BAINBRIDGE ISLAND		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														11		2019		Garage Bat		Griesser, Anne		21874

				20V07765		PIERCE				Bat		Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)																														Bonney Lake		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														11		2019		Bat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21880

				20V07921		PIERCE				Bat		California myotis (Myotis californicus)																														GIG HARBOR		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														12		2019		Bat		Harbor Animal Hospital		21886

				20V08216		CLARK				Cat		Felis catus																														Washougal		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														12		2019		Cat		Owner Submission: prepaid		21892		Felis catus

				20V08794		WHITMAN				Dog		Canis familiaris																														PULLMAN		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														12		2019		Arie		Washington Animal Disease Diagnostic Lab		21902		Canis familiaris

				20V08795		MASON				Cat		Felis catus																														SHELTON		WA																																		RABIES FA										Negative																																																														12		2019		Indy		Thurston County Public Health & Social Services Dept.		21902		Felis catus





graphs

		Year		Month		SpecimenSubmitted

		2019		1		Cat						2019		Bat in Sleeping Area		Bat in home				2018		Bat in Sleeping Area		Bat in home				2017		Public exposure		Bat in home				2016		Public exposure		Bat in home				2015		Public exposure		Bat in home				2014		Public exposure		Bat in home

		2019		1		Cat						Jun		1		8				Jun		13		13						10		15

		2019		1		Cat						Jul		11		9				Jul		9		7						5		8

		2019		1		Bat						Aug		13		5				Aug		11		12						3		12

		2019		1		Cat						Sep		9		8				Sep		4		14						15		7

		2019		1		Cat						253-798-6410

		2019		1		Cat						Oct

		2019		1		Cat						Nov

		2019		1		5 veterinary staff exposed to alpaca with neuro sx						Dec

		2019		2		27113 104th Ave E						Bats																												Total bats tested		Positive

		2019		2		Spokane						Non-bat																										Jan		2		0

		2019		2		Bat						bats																										Feb		10		0

		2019		2		Bat						Bat  Exposures																										Mar		13		0

		2019		2		Cat								34		30						37		46						33		42						Apr		9		0

		2019		2		Cat																																May		16		2

		2019		2		Bat																33%								15%								Jun		20		1

		2019		2		Bat																																Jul		41		1

		2019		2		Spokane																																Aug		63		2

		2019		2		Bat																																Sep		53		3

		2019		2		Spokane				Bite or scratch																												Oct		16		0

		2019		2		Bat				Vet called about a horse that died of neurologic illness. fever, pacing, for 48 hrs, died on way to vet.
Duration of illness: 3 days
Who exposed: Vet, owner, neighbor. Horse is at WSU-WADDL, TPCHD does not know how they ship specimens		9																										Nov		8		0

		2019		2		Cat				Bare skin contact		7																										Dec		4		0

		2019		2		Bat				Unattended unreliable witness		4

		2019		2		Cat						1

		2019		2		Spokane				Stray dog, acting aggressive, was caught and tied up in a resident yard while calling animal control. 3 year old child went out to play in the yard, approached the dog, and the dog attacked.  Multiple face and potential arm wounds.  Sent to harborview hospital 4/1/19.  Dog was immediately shot in the head, so sample viability may be limited. Head cut 4/2/19. Shipping by 10am 4/3/19. Melissa Sixberry also on the case.  Child is stable after surgery, but results of this depend on how much prophylaxis is needed.		0

		2019		3		Gig Harbor				WA0327596		0

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Cat

		2019		3		Cat				Bare skin contact		9

		2019		3		Bat				Bat in sleeping area		8

		2019		3		Cat				Benton-Franklin		6

		2019		4		Spokane				WA0329428		3

		2019		4		Bat				UN3373 label on outside of box was covered upon receipt. UN3373 label is required when shipping category B specimens. Please uncover for future shipments.&#x0D;		1

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Cat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		5		Spokane

		2019		5		Bat

		2019		1		Bat

		2019		1		MCCLEARY

		2019		1		MCCLEARY

		2019		2		Bat

		2019		2		Bat

		2019		2		Bat

		2019		2		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Cat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		3		Bat

		2019		4		27113 104th Ave E

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Bat

		2019		4		Bat
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